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NASA/I S\ ('V-YV()
SPA('ILAB SIMULAJ'ION
APPINIMX A.
'1'111 : I'XPI R tM F NI ()PE RAIi1)1.
1 NT R()I)UCTION
Beginning in the 1980 time period, an advanced space transportation syst:n1 will be USCLJ to
oiidtict experinients in the space environment. This system will consist of a laboratory (Spac1ab)
carried into orbit by the reusable Spice Shuttle. The pressurized Spaeelab inodule provides a shirt-
sleeve environment in which up to tour payload specialists can operate experiments using the basic
resources provided by the laboratory. Spacelab is being developed and constructed in Europe under
the direction of' the European Space Agency (LSA). 1lie Space Shuttle ()ibter is being built by the
United States under management of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
T!ie Joint Mission
Similarities between the inethod of' experiment accommodation and operations planned for
Spacelab and the inetlicds used in condu(ting exprinieiitaii0ii aboard aircraft by the NASA-Ames
ir1orne Science Office (ASO) led to NASA-FSA Joint Mission, the sixth flllSSIOfl in the ASSISS
Airborne Sdence/Spacelab Experiment System Simvlation) program. Six experiments were select-
ed for the mission: three from Europe. and three fron. die United States. The simulation mission
took place at the NASA-Ames Research ('enter, Moffett Field, California, USA, between April 30
and June 24, 1975.
Spacelab payload manpower will be limited to a inaxiniunl of four, which ineans that payload
specialists often will be acting as proxy operators For principal investigators (PIs). To test the LOfl-
cept of proxy operation, lour experiment operators (FOs) were selected and trained 011 the six ex-
periments. During the simulation period, the FOs performed all experiment operations, including
data taking, normal servicing, Lllld minor repairs. For the entire simulation period, the four FOs and
the Mission Manager were confined to the aircraft and all
	 sleeping area. 1 cOflhIflLlniCa-
tions with the outside world during the simulation period were handled by Coln m Lill ications links
(audio aiid video) siinulating those planned for Spacclab. Scientific data were taken 011 all flights.
Missioii preparations, operations, and results are documented in a (inat report (ref. 1) and five
appendixes. Llalorination for these docuiiients was gathered from several sources: LIIC records ot a
team of observcrs who Hew on all [lights and observed mission activities in detail, mission opera-
rionat records, mission planning documentation, iflJornlaliofl prepared by the Pis and FOs, all
 debriefing Following the siniulation period, and individual interviews with flliSSiOfl partici-
pants.
Mission Objectives and Guidelines
LhL' overall objective oF the Joint ASSESS Mission was to evaluate a simplified management
and fill plenwntat 100 conccpt for conducting Spacelab-1 ike experiment operations.'File following
ere subordinat: mission objectives:
1 , 'To 0Xperience involvement 111 international cooperative payload activities
2. To caIuate experiinent design approaches For Spacelah experiments
3. Io determine the impact of operational requirements and procedures oil
design
4. To evaluate payload and mission operations
5. TO dSSeSS tecIuiiqut.s for Slnooth integration of xI)eriInnts and L(1UiPIflCflt
(i, To analyze i4ictoi's affecting selection and training oi puy!oa; pcia1ists, Partiwar1y
inproxy experiment operation.
The joint ASSESS Mission also served 10 encourage the development or u cadre of' potential Space-
lab experimenters. The mi:sion did not address physiological or psychological factors.
I'lie !fliSSlOfl guidelines were designed to ensure a high degree oI r.'alstic simulation given tileth
capabilities of the ('V-9)0 aircraft ASO practices, and the rq uir.nwnts tor Spac.Iab as stated
about one year before the ASSISS mission. The complete guidelines are j)IOVi(IL'd in the Mission
Operating Plan (appendix E) and are summarized below:
1 . Authentic science to be performed
2. Six basic experiments to be operated (three 1'uroixan. three U.S.)
3. Ames ASO practices to be used as starting point for mission planning and execution
4. Participation of Pis in overahl mission to be rnaximied
5. Four EOs (two European, two U.S.) to operate experiments 111 proxy role (i.e.. on
hehalloI the PIS)
6. Simulation period to cover 5 days with a data flight each 24-hr ,eriod >perirnents
operated by lOs). with FOs and the Mission Manager confined to vehicle aid living
quarters
7. Unconstrained flights to be conducted for 2 weeks Following the simulation period
(experiments operated by Pis)
8. All supporting equipment, tools, and spare parts to be carried 011 board
9. Spacelab subsystems to be simulated where possible
10. Use of experiment support equipment [0 be shared
11. Communication to be limited to one video downlink, two 2-way voice !inks.
Mission Management
Basic guidance for the mission was provided by the seven-member Mission Planning Group
(MPG), which comprised representatives from both NASA and ISA I]eadquarters organizations and
from the Marshall, Johnson. and Ames NASA centers. Six planning sessions were held between May
1974 and May 1975 at which the MPG set the schedule, ratified the selection of experiments and
FOs. developed the mission guidelines, and checked the status of' the mission at all critical points.
The Mission Manager, Irom the ASO, was the single point of contact flr all negotiations, deci-
. and assistance in carrying out the mission from inception to completion. With the aid of one
e assistant, he implemented the directives oI tlie MPG communicated with the Pis relative
inission responsibilities; and handled all detailed planning of experiflient integration, flight
o 1 ons, and support activities.
This voluinc is tlie I'irst oI the five appendixes to the final report. This appendix addresses the
subject of tlie experiment operator, his training, and his performance. Detailed operating procedures
for each experiment are included to indicate the scope and complexity of tasks the I.Os were ex-
pected 10 perform,
1XPIRIMFNT OPE RATOR SFL1CT1ON
The four experiment operators (FOs) for the Joint Mission were recommended by NASA and
1
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ISA and i i td by tlic Mission Planning ( r0111) (MPG). The following general criteria governed
10selection:
1 . IWO U.S. and two 1Ui'()I ) L'al) lOs were selected
2. Selection of Iun,au FOs was an ESA responsibility, performed under the direction
oftlic Luropean member of the MP(;
3. Selection of U.S. 1':0s was made dirc1Iy by u 1si iti subpanel 01 the MPG
4. !() CalldidatCS wrt capable of conducting normal risc.i'ci; prograins planned by t1
Ills
5. E() backgrounds together should cover a broad spectrun 01 eX1)c1-i01lce to permit an
analysis of the training and background experience r{1Liire(I for satisfactory FO per-
ormance.
The European FOs had been selected by September 1974.  vie Iection of U.S. EOs was not Final-
iied until \1areJi 1975.  Biographies of the EOs selected are given in appendix A-1,
U.S. Operators
In September 1974, two U.S. scientists were recommended for LO positions by one of the
NASA 1IQ members oftliv MPG. One oI t1it initially selected U.S. IOs was an exprnncd exper-
imenter i'i the Ileki of IR astronomy. Ile has flown more missions on the ASO Lear Jet than any
other cxptriiiitntr and now flies Oil tht ('-141 AIRO. After considering the degree of involvement,
however, fie withdrew from tlie program in November 1974. After an extensive search. a replace-
ment was selected in February 197S. i'Iiis scientist, an atmospheric physicist, also had airborne sci
tnct. experience. having flown on an earlier CV-990 mission.
The second of tileFos initially approved by tlie MPG, a scientist/astronaut at NASA-JSC,
participated in the first Lear ASSESS mission as an Observer and copilot. In this ease, JSC with-
held final approval until March 1975,
  at which time an alternate selection from JSC was approved
by the MPG. The individual ultimately selected was all astronomer who had previously specialized
in ultraviolet studies. As the possibility of his selection was known to the MPG and ASO, his atten-
dance at mission planning sessions was invited fi'oni early 111 tile IreraI'ation period.
European Operators
The European EOs wure recommended by ESA IIQ. One was an experienced IR astronomer and
had flown on the Concorde eclipse mission in 1973. He was also readily available at the time of the mis-
sion as a visiting scientist at ESTEC. For Lhc second hO, ESA deliberately sought an individual With no
airborne science experience from aniong PhD candidates willing to invest time away troin their graduate
programs. The LO selected had experiniental experience in atmospheric physics and was personally
acquainted with some ot' the University ot Southanipton experiment team members through a cooper-
ative program between that university and the University o Sussex where he was emoiled.
EXPERIMENT OPFRA'I'OR TRAINING
This section considers the training of 1Os at the P1 home laboratories, during the integration
and checkout period at Ames, and during the integrated mission simulation prior 10 the simulation
period its1i. LO and P1 ohscrvations 011 the efl'ectiveiicss and deficiencies 01 the training program are
discussed in the next section.
Training Approach
Prvious experience with 10s oil 	 ASSISS JfliSSiOfl (ref. 2) indicated that 10 training Could
110 %tIcsItII1 • hiiidicil directly IILtWLL'U the Pis and the	 Accordingly. tile same approach was
planned for tile Joint Mission. It was requested that the I'Is set up training plans and schedules jointly
ith the FOs. Primarily because of' the incomplete development stale of the experiments and lack o
suh1iLeflt tundhig , thesc ideal pkins did not work out, although training plans of varying cornpletc-
nt'ss ere prepared for three experiments. Visits to experimenters' home bases were scheduled pri-
marily at the convenience of the tOs. The tOs obtained valuable information from their visits to P1
Litioratork', but demands 
of 
experiment preparation and other factors Forced the bulk of the train-
ing in'o tlie experiment installation period.
It also was planned that the Pis would provide operating instructions for the I()s during the
training process. Only one set of' procedures, that for the University of New Mexico, was prepared in
time for FO initial training. Procedures fôr operation 01 the Southampton experiment and the Meu
don telescopc were prepared before the installation period and were used hy the lOs. Queen Mary
College prepared preliminary operating procedures tor the training periods but hCL'aUC of continuing
hales in thL experiment configuration, they were 0! little use. A!1 others were prepared by the I:.Os
and Pis jointly during the installation and checkout period. Available training phuiis and operating
procedures are provided in appendix A-2.
Mission Training Chronology
Lich experiment operator was assigned prime responsibility for all 	 or group ni .
 ex-
PerjInents. and secondary (backup) responsibility lor additional ex)eriInenls (Table A-1 ). Because
the Spaeelab life support system is designed to support a inaxiniuin of three people cor Lifl000sly,
only three EOs were permitted to operate the equipment on any given flight. 'File primary and secon-
dary experi'nent responsibilities were chosen to ensure sufficient cross training that any three of the
four POs could operate the payload oil given flight. This arrangement was designed to P1'OVidC 00
effective one-man backup for a three-man crew.
An overview of 1`0 training throughout the mission is provided in figure A- 1 . Note that operator
13 the !east experienced P0, the graduate student oil
	 ESA teain, received by Far the most training
time (6t days). The detailed chronology frorn this E0's notebook indicates the day-b-day activities
of his training in Europe. Alaska, and at JPL. It is provided in appendix A-3. Operator 1), the scien-
tist !astronaut, in contrast, received only one day or training prior to the installation and checkout
period in May.
Operator B visited all European experiments ill
	 September 1974 through Janiiary 1975
period. He then visited all U.S. experiments at their Ilome li. 'tions except the University of (o1ora-
do. Operator A visited all L'.uropean experiments at their ]ionic iocations, but did not train on U.S.
experiments until May. Operator (' visited all U.S. experiments at their home locations except Colo-
rado before the instaI1itioii period but did not see (he European experiment-., until May. Operator 1)
visited only his prime experiment before May.
No need for E() training at the Colorado laboratory was originally anticipated. Initial plans of
the J PL P1 had included loari 01 the Colorado instrument and 115 incorporation into experiment pre-
paration and E() training at JPL. 1 1owver, these plans were not inipleniented and the Colorado inves-
tigator was requested 10 bring tile instrument to Anics and operate 11 himself.
During the installation and checkout period at Aines, relatively little time was available for
training, although the plan called for an appreciable amount of training ClUrilIg this portion of the
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Code
No.	 Primary'
1i2
E3
	
Operator B
US3
El	 (JiratorA
USJ	 Operator 1)
US2	 Operator C
Secondary
Operator ('
Operator A
Operator B3
Operator Cl
Operator 1)
Operator 13
Experiment Group
Qucn Mary College
University of Southampton
University of New Mexico
Meudon Observatory and
University of (riiiign
NASA-Ames Research Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Alaska
University of Colorado
IABLE A-L-- FXP11UMENT 0P1 RATOR ASSJGNM1NTS
Responsible EO
Primary responsibility includes capability to maintain and repair equipment integral to the
experiment.
2. Secondary responsibility limited, in principle, to operation of experiment and data interpre-
tation,
3. Asignmciit made, some training effected, but never operated in this capacity.
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Figure A-1 Concluded.
inia'u \!I lour I-0s were 011 hind at %mes Eluring tile month or Miv, Iiowc';cr and spLIlt Consider-
able time itin the PIS in final experiment aseinhJy. alirnment. and cIickout, This period provid-
ed the liist sini1ic.int opportiinity for hands-on training.
For th' 1tt)st part, Uw 1 Os Fuuiid the prsimuIation 11iIU training the most valuatile part of
their training. and tile l earning process L0fltiflLIl.tl well into tIit i1flh1IJEi0I) portion 01 thc 1flJSi0tt.
Njtiii.uint reviews of trainht' p lans and progress occurred at intni1s in the program ,	most
notably in tile first three inoiitlis. iicai the end 01 the home laboratory pru)d, and in the final week
before simulation flights. 'File titinibor 01 such reviews ranged from live to two (fig. A-1 ). i'r1y events
included visit to P1 laboratories in L'Airope by the ESA program i anger and the submission of train-
ing plans l1) -hree Pis to tite ASI) Mission Manager for approval. Lati in the February to March per-
iod tile Mission Manager personally reviewed training status with three I() who visi.,d Ames for
training on experiment support s>'tents and/or the Ames experiment, WIlIle the JSA manager visited
one U .S. laboratory to substantiate preparations for Luropean LOs. The final at-lum. review of train-
ing was part of the lornial experintent readiness review :'RR) by personal visit of the ESA mana
er in iii'ope and by telecom with the Mission Manager in the U.S. After final integration, checkout,
and Ilighl training at Ames training status was summarized by Pis and IlOs together. for both man-
agers at the mission rea1iness review (MRR) on May 29.
[0 training actHiies during each major seguwut (it' the nission are described in the following
subsections.
Laboratory Training
This SeCt()1) suillxnari/.Cs thc training the lOs received at P1 laboratories prior to the payload
integration andrid checkout period at Allies. 'Fables A-2 and -3 group their comments by experiment.
Iii some eases. actual FO training appears to IUtVL CC)nsLllflt2d a relatively small fraction of the appar-
rent available tiinit at a given iflstitute: overall, the average was about 70 percent. The Ms indicated
that this deficiency was due in 1110-St euses to tile many pressures associated with experiment prepara-
tion. Personal instruction varied from 20 to 75 percent of the full time available, with an average
ol about 50 percent, while hands-no experience  was only 5 to 45 PCrCCII[ of tlie total and averaged
about 25 perCn t. Thus, it appears that the 1-Os were left tn their own devices about hall' the time.
10 study d0cun1its supplicd by the P1 or to otherwise become Far.iliar witli the experiment (eg..
by observation).
'Fables A-2 and -3 also indicate some parts of experiments and some documents that the lOs
telt were not available for study and/or instruction, either 1ceaus the hardware was not C01flI)leted
or the documents did not exist.
llmtrs of training i' P1 laboratories are summarized in figure A-2 by experiment, by type of
experience (classrooiu or hands-on), and by l il alor subjt area ( theory. operations, maintenance)
tor each experiment Dataop ra or. ita are shown for primary, secondary, and secondary-alternate
assignments, with the last being thosc experiments 011 which some training was done but 110 opera-
[ion 111 fli ght (table A- 1).
As shown in figure A-2(a), ['0 experience on primary assignments varied widely troni almost
200 hours for operator B to 5 hours for 1), while hours on individual experiments ranged from 5 to
over 100 with an average 01 about 50 Secondary assignments involved up to 150 hours total, with
iiidivWual experiments averaging bo,!' 5() lioiii's. Both operators A and B spent more time oil
 their secondary experiments than 011
 one or two of their primary ones. With one exception,
eropators trained 011 till their primary experiments, but all lacked home laboratory training 011 at
8
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TABLE A-2—E0 TRAINING AT P1 HOME LABORATOREES, OPEIRATORS A AND B
Parts of experiment	 Detailed elec!ronics, computing
not covered	 I hardware and software
Data acquisilio.. ystcrn
Background scientific papers
Technical manuals for all commercial
equipment
A paper or, the scientific aims
Detailed t'
	
.. 1 guides to experi-
ment-hul.	 -
Univeysily oi Suhanipton
Operator A	 Optiatr B
4days	 12das
7(1;	 70
70:;	 so:
50;
Yes (preliminary) Yes (prchmiflaR)
Science ai!n'. 	 Sdcnce aiin
TV cam. and TV camora and
recorder	 recorder
Detailed electro-nics
IR phtmnelcr
IR photometer	 !l1-sk	 canira
Detailed cicciro-
flhs
AIL-sky carnera
Technic-I summarv of TV camera
equipnu It
Troubleshooting manual for TV
caJiera equipment
Technical rnanuals as appropriate
Background scientific papers
Manuals for honie-built electronics
	
Meudon/(;roningen
	
Queen Mary ('o1Ice
Operator A
	 Operator B	 flperator A	 Operator B
Duration oftrain' :g
	
Meudon 7 days
	 Meudon 10 days 12 day'	 19 days
Groningen 1 day	 Groningen 1 day
of tirne spent dir-
	
4:	 40;	 70;
on EO training
' of time personally	 35	 20
instructed
of time with
	 5;	 I5'	 1
I1aflds-on experience
Timeline procedure
	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes	 Yes
evolved and practiced
Paris of experiment 	 IR detetor/yostat
	
Interferometer optics
studied	 Telescope pointing and tracking	 Fourier spectroscopy
IR offset problems Molecular cloud IR detectorcryostat
astronomy, 1O	 Science objectives
procedures
Literature provided	 Technical notes and meeting suni-
maries (Groningen)
Experiment technical reports
(Meudon)
Literature not pro-	 Detailed notes and manuals on
vided	 individual pieces of equipment
Planned hackgrc .irid reading list
EO	 ASSIGN-	 HQURSOFTRAININGMENT	 50	 100
PRIMARY	 El
	
SECONDARY	 E2	 E3	 NONE ON US3
PRIMARY	 E2
B	 SECONDARY	 US2IJPL	 1	 US21ALASKA
SECONDARY(ALTER-	 El	 1
N ATE)
PRIMARY	 US2/JPL	 J US21ALASKA JNONE ON US21COLORADC
C	 SECONDARY	 US3	 1 NONE ON E2 OR E3
SECONDARY
(ALTER-	 (JS1 1
NATE]
PRIMARY	 US1
D
SECONDARY NONE ON US2
	
0	 50	 100
(i) By txprirntmL
Figure A-2.— Operator training expL rience at P1 laboratories.
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(b) By type oi training classroom (CR), hands-on (flU)
Finurc A-2 Continued.
EO	 ASSIGN-	 HOURS OF TRAIN INGMENT	 50	 100	 150	 20(
1	 1
	P 	 Tf	 0	 IMI
A
	
S	 T	 0	 M 1.
	P 	 T	 0	 M
B	 S	 T	 1	 0	 M
	
S(A)	 T	 [0 IMI
p	 TJ	 0	 f	 M
C	 S	 T 1 0 IMI
	S(A)	 T IOIIM
T,-0
	
p	 IBM
D
	
S	 NONE
50	 100	 150	 200
(c) By subjectarea*, tflcOI) (r). operations 101. maintenance (M).
Fure A-2 Concluded.
TABLE A-3.- EQ TRAINING AT P1 HOME LAI3ORATORIES, OPLRATORS B. (. AND 1)
Flet Prputsri	 b:(\ltrado	 Alaska	 Nci.% M.iic
Qprjttr 13
	
0pertor ('
	 0pr3tii 1 	 Op,:ratol ( 	 Operator It	 Operator C 	 Operator U	 Operator 1)
Duration of Erimin
	
JPI. S dav	 JPL S d3vs	 12 days	 1 dv'	 4 dav,	 4 day s djy	1 Ja
(1ordo - noni. Colorado - none
__
of tnii spent drrtl 90,
	 80:	 95.	 75:	 65	 65
kin i:o tton
of tfinetine prnal1v	 35	 60	 75	 45'.: 	 - 	 65'
instructed
of time withv 	 25	 45:	 20	 30	 25:
ands-nn	 rinc
TiniclinQ procedure	 No	 No	 No	 Slatted	 No
LO1VL'.t & pratied
Part of ci!nin	 '1jb1L IAOI	 SpctrorncIIr	 E-ntrc s"	 Plflnni.t.i & c1cin.
sludied	 Prototype	 -ftht !L'.tro-	 Control & recording,	ID	 I11 prototi. r L' unt
electronics	 nic dta!	 cltronjs
prototype	 Flight11it data
20-m Wlckcopc	 data 'VctL11	 'ysWTfl
1:0 procedures
?ifl of c\primmt	 UV TA0I	 I\tL'rnat opt:t:s svtem	 None lQfrs.0pC optI% and
not cerd	 In1iht cLctro- -
	
Computer coflaw
Total s%tcm opLatons	 10 pro&Ltr'.
Colorado cprirnn1	 10 proiidurc
Flight datj systcm --
Iiiat	 piothd
1tature not p!o-
VjJLd
1twprnnt ifl..t. miitils
TAO[ theory papers
JL(orad' Proposal
Material on Colorado
cpriiflQflt
0 piocdur
Background siwntthL p-LpcI
Nows on sp ec trometer
(uids to ht)111e-hUt unit,
10 procedure,.
Operaimp prLIJUn'.	 1Uukroiin1 inti[k 11r.r
Background sciuntific pj1N
T1int.I guiks &
for hcm-huit units
k, ast one oI rliu Secondary group,
J:jqfl A.-21 1') compares d1sr00111 LrIiI1i11z t kL'iuiC. 1utty ()b.1v.16011 with Iiiiids-on
tie 1 toEsl hours onprimary and secolldary	File I1Incr was tih prI IflWJIU !flU(!e
i31 inStRiCti011 at the I l ls' laboratories, J%Vragillg 1110LIt 70 irnt of the time wnL by individual
iaioi 011 eithLr ;tssigUiflflt 1inir A-2( L) shows major SUl)jCt ilkIS	 theory,	 )L1atiUfl',. and
1111t.]iiIfli.'. The 1iit tV0 were 1i)1gl1Iy C0IflpuflIhIL tiit. s and tended lo oLItweit!h tile
 hd activity. ()n an avel -age percelitarebasis, theory iim.ntid 36 percent of th' total,
rations tiaiilin 43. and maintenance training 2 1 pLieIlt. J'Iiere was little dil krnce 1wtweii
iimarv and	 hlary a1g11I11nt. Within u	 areas. 11owr, there va a two-to•oii spread
101 ditliiit opclatois: theory !loffl 48 to 23 pL'rcLJlt oi the total hours, operations 1L-uiii (2 to 27
ircnt, and maintenance from 28 to 14.
()prator training at the home laboratory was priIllariIy a P1 responsibility, and the individual
prorans nude some allowance for operator experjentx and LxL)cri111eI1t complexity. Operator 13
was th0 least CXP00C1ICCL1 and received nearly 400 hours of training. while A and C with more ex-
kmsive 11'kgrouna ad about 135, Experiment 1.2 appeared more complex and required inor op-
rator attention than 13, and L3 more than US3 , as apparently rc1ktd in LhL training tIIort. l3ut
what of' tIlOsL cases where little 01110 training wa done? 1Iirx 1CUSOflS lor tIsi OIIssiOflS call be
identified. First. operators .& and (' had 10 Iorg() Craiflhllg onsecondary i'\pL'riItlLllts at 0VLILU5
laboratories l)ent1s (it' mission sc11j.dulL and Iiindinz constraints. Second, experiments US 1 and
J.JS2/Coioi'ado were not accessible for training, nor had any inaniiigtul training plan h'L'fl dv!-
o Nd one was not ,i senlhlt:d, the other was 1101 011 t04.ali0n at the Pi 's laboratory. Third, oI'rator
1) dcitLd not to train 011 his SC()fld11y exporiments prior to arrival at AflIL's.
Il'aulIng (luring Ikiyioad Integration and (1u.ckou1
The payload integration and dcckout period at Ames a1Iord(I ilnhlorLant training opportiini-
ties lor t1it LJs, During the first two weeks, the Pis were Fully occupied getting their c(lLIipuleJlt U)
working order and ready Ior installation sithsequiitIy . tht.y w'ic htlsy With dctailL'd Checkout
activities 011 the aircraft. The 1Os assisted the I l ls tn rLIdvil)g tile experiments, at thc s3111' tinle
developing their k11ovILdgc ol tile cqui fl.nit . OpL10t0l 13. 111 particular. worked long hours with
thc Southampton gioup. Operatoi 1) WorkL'.1 many hours Nvith tile Ames group, and operator (
.tssistcd ill.ttiiig up th Alaska 1 -meter spectrometer,
Operator ,\ organized a series of ' seminars with thc Pis, at which cacli discussed his iflLli'idLUII
experiment for the henel'it of all tIic EOs.
M e11 dun/G111i11gel1
Ol1 Lratur A worked closely with the P1 tcaiu 111 a1ignmnt and cIikotit oi thc t1escope, 1 le
sj)Lllt several days lahricating an !IigllI))eflt device to assutc proper hoiesiglit 1 I' assisted the P1
tealil 1fl balancing the teIescopL. Becaiise of his Iacility with French. he acted as the Contact with
tileP1 teani for ()peflltol 1) who al so had to learn the operation of the telescope. Operator A spent
ahuut IiaI 1 time during the month ol ,
 May on training activities oil this expi'iiiienl , includiiig pre-
paring much o 1 the operational piiced ures.
)iicii Nlijiy College
1)u1111! tile presiniulatioi period. operatoi-C attended a lecture oil thc QM( system. A groiip
1() itiii-tlirottgii on lhe aircraft scheduled lor May 23 was P0SIP0I1C11 by the Il ls, A complete st oi
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CIItfl! 11'tIiit0n. Was not rcceh ned iintU June 2, and in the opinion of' the 10, they suffered
!nraI ttt	 '1ki's. discussed 11tr.
A llies RVSC ak..1i ('tr
tV lrining for operator D. to pdrnary IS for the A.iues experiment, hL an April
3() and C0ntilltlVd 00 ,i four- to	 hasis (12 hours per day) iintil June 2 when the con-
tit'flt period began. When lie arrivtd at Ains. the ARC instrumentation was in a state o r dis-
ariav Sonie pieces wereIing i	 (111 particular an interl'aci., control panel) and otiir pieces
were ontile ('-
1
41 for a different series of I'Ughts. For the next two weeks, operator 1) participated
10 instrumentation 1ui1dup and trouhkshouting. Ile was not iuvolvcd in development S1IICL the
1stru1Uflt in varbus forrus had already been flown on the Leai' and C-141 aircraft. lie found 1h
Opportunity t() ai'tivily participate in	 assL'1lllly and trolIb1(s1lootin! very LIsLiu1 in
Warning tho insintment systenIs and oporations, but also at tirns a bit inITiciL'nt. As part 01 [his
c2ItOrt he WI'()tL up LIIIIIOSt all tilL' switch and activity checklist with the expected result that by
flight tinie he realty did not tcd t1ien.
A second major phase of the inmrunivntation for the Ancs observation was the Mudon tele-
scope. 1 We piator 1) rL1icd 1itavi1y 00 Operator A, the prime FO for the Groningen detector,
who spoke
	
French and had hadearher training on tlw telescope in Paris. Operator 1) ob-
served SO11W of ' tile testing of t1n teILcoc, espciaIIv the haiancing of tlw telescope with dttict-
ors, IN had 110 I'oimal training on (he tclescopc directly (Toni the Mudon Pis, and atthougli he
heL'anlc very niuch at hunie operating the telescope, he dkl not acquire nearly the depth or under-
standing or its systciiis that he Iiad on the Aiucs detector (adniittedly also a situpIe ystm).
J P1 A.i asha /Co lo rado
During the prsiinulauon period at Aries, operator C assisted the Pis with 1uipn1ent instal-
lation on the aircraft, and updated El l. and Alaska operating procedures to reflect moilihcations
that had occurred since his visit to the P[s' laboratories in March and April.
He also arranged lor a meeting (May 1 hi 01 the Pis for this group or experiments to discuss in
Loncept thL sharing of telescope tli1lL' and 1:0 tinie aIilOflg the tour iJlStrUfllL'IltS and three tele-
scopes involved. 1)isciission included: the possibility 01 putting a TAOF on the 14 in. telescope;
status of curtajiiiiig the area; observations oF Vetius and Satiiin switching irom Alaska to Colora-
do during a 1]ight availability of the fourth I() to hclp niolInt the TAM'S and acquire objects-, and
the serviciiig oI JPL by ADI)AS.
1)iiiiiig the p260(I May 18 -31, wliich operator (' had CXpL'ctL'd mandd include major iiivolvc-
inent in trauiiug activiliL's, the malor activity in fact was equipmeni modiiicatioii and repair by the
P1 groups
For J1L, hardware niodil'ica tions \veie accomplished up to this p01111, and there was ground
opportunity to 100 one 1AOF. For the Alaska experifllenl. hardware and software modi1cations
were stifl 111 J)lOgIess. 11iie was 110 oppoiluiu ty to 11111 a 1inaIii:d procedure. Procedures were still
1eiiig rewrtttcn.
A basic run-through or the ('olorado systL'I1l was aceoniplish'd 00 the ground, but Ol)tiCS had
nut heeii cuiupkteiI 50 00 giOIIOL! 11111 00 a tart Was possible.
As Of 4ay 2M. the 14 AL tclescopL' that was part Of both the A1.iski and ( 'ulorado optical sys-
I5
o mv had not yt.t been UsLI. a! tou gh the Pit cIIiI1Rd i t was 1loW ready, System  ranstr optics had
not lot been iiit.iILtL Ala ska write-up was still ling rt.v j sid. The Colorado instrument still
t.u)Udfl't hc tstJ b ^.! cause 31 tile lack of tId11s1Lr optics. It slicnild also be I1()td that the Colorado
fl't1L!fl1I1t \V45 allocated little teIscci	 time titiring this piriod
Oiritor U requ es ted a second ni'tiiig with the JPL grniip or '\I)rilnntcrs to discuss tnord
e tails or Joint use of 1() We and target prioritie. The meeting was held May 24. At that time, a
.UI(1tLOt1 A ' 3S JViSCtI t() U piobleiu involving tlie v ignetting C)I the beain to the tL4.SeOI)eS finding
t 1e, which had p recluded obtaining targets on prev ious evenings. Also. more detailed sharing of
telesk:opo time zind target priorities was decided ti'on.
Jtiis and tlie illeeliiig of May 1 h apparently were the only IfleetiI!S held to dkaNs con Iiiie-
iflc'ilt priorities w ith the JPL group ot' ex1)eriiflcllters.
Operator 1)'s training 011 the J PL eperirnent grout' (his sLoIIdary eXpeJiIflCflts was cOfleeli-
1 ratcd daring the List week be fore coiiineiiieiit. However, the timing orbit training was due largely
LO his OWfl C11OiCe of COIlCefltI'dtii)g 011 1115 primary experiment until after his checkout Ilight. About
his st.'condaiy experiment training eoflsisted of TeVLeviflg switch lists. chmkii s ts, and
oilier material provided by the PIs. The otlier hOf of the training was during evenings on the lani
with the Pis checking 0111 their vq WpmeM and also giving tlic 1:()s d chance 10 operate 11. By the
begiri ing tit' the confinement period opera tor 1) felt he had been adequately trained on these
seei)ildarv eper(n1.tits. Ile also It.1t, however, that 1r there were significant p rohlenis there would be
a"primary" I'O around who could hetp oun and therclorc that his principal task was to learn
I10IU i)dl" operations. In carrying out these nominal opera tions. lie notes that liOs were noticeably
more dependent un the cliecklists than when working on their pri mary experiments,
Nev M0XiC0 and Southampton
New NIcxico procedures were reviewed, a lecture was given on Southaniptoii systems. OI'erator
(' p articipatQd in one complete run-through on the gro'.'nd.
Sii iuinary ol' Ousit Ex p.Yrieilce
O i eator training during the experiment integration and checkout period a t Ames continued
to be lhc res;)onsiLliJny of he P1. For the most part til ls activity wis even less I'orniul than the
!ionic-laboratory training, and much was lelt to tile initiative of, the kOs. Some Pis did iiot arrive at
the start of the perind (A.pril 2H), and once at Aines, they did not utilize F() time effectively.
I nstallation of, e\pel'illldflts and (&- E w a s scheduled for 1 3 working day s ul one-shilt o peration
in a coordinated sequence or one-clay ti me blocks for eltective use 01 available time, spaee, and
nianJower. Depending on toexperiment. the last 3 10 ñ days of this period was for interfacing
with tlic A.DI).\S WDVISI and lur linal testing of the Fully integrated equipment. Following this,
I() 1 Fdiii1fl! on experiments and two P1 checkout flights were scheduled tor the lilill two weeks be-
fory	
bfor 
sitiliIldtiOil hegan
\Viih one not able ecep1iou (operator 1)), the K)s were not I'uIIy ino1d with the installation
activities. 1 he I1 depended oii his teani or specialists lor Oh s woik, and apparently had not sche-
dukd tiic l.() i n to Lhie acLivitV 1 low. Nevertheless, there was t'reiluent 111 Leraction during the two-
weck period between l.() and 11
	 while observing or participating in the vork. 111 P1 seminars, and
11 pre'aiI11g ex perilileli 1 operating procedures. IVi 111 one prearranged exception, all experiments
were phvsicallv integrated anil sI Lty apioved by thic May IS deadline. Checkout and testing con-
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rid on into tilecI1du1cd F() training period, howeveL and adversely uI1et1 both tht ainnint
and QUAlity or 1() cqvdowe on the luli expedment. 11cre again the P1 and his tanI did inust oI the
wolh. witli 1() traii1iI1g at moments of opportunity rather than as sc1.1u1Cd.
In tii final two weeks of lireparaUofl. incr eased actiitk's of' tile aircraft maintenance crew to
a c^:0 11111 1 ("%lotc the	 heduId cIickntit 01h Ls had an .i11dd impact 011 training o!'0rtuI.'ics. Ful-
thr dciu'.	 as caused bv .i hron iC 111111 hItlCtl)I1 ni the (SE ground air iondi tioucr, that rQsul td
in sLra	 sliurdowns nI 50I11i expe r illient c.q1flpflhtflt and L1i abrupt tLrnhinatlon
01' li .iiitI-oii training sLSSi0flS.
Training during those two periods totaled about 25() liours lor all hOs afld,	 cpt for operator
13, gnikant1v exceeded laboratory expt.'riencL' i fig A-3). Primary assignments we re	 I)htsiiLL
as COMPICte. 1 hinds-on experience varied from one-third to two-thirds of tile total
v1ih prinlarv C\pefillle lltS on the high sIi1t. We operations training accounted tir almost two-
HIM of tIie t ine and integration/ znai riferiance lor the reiiiaindei. A small portion of this record
is time spent 11 pr?siululation flight t raining. discussed below,
Prsiinu1uLion Flight 'I'iaiiiiiig
Operator training on the iiitt.gnittd payload in a siiiiulated mission environment (complete
with input sigilals) occurred during sevennigh t s'ssi0I1S 011 the giotind and OIW 111 fliglit. Only two
L\pt1iI1Wnts w e re o pe rated 011 111 seven ,,roundgi  nig1it: the nuiuniuiu was three nights All were
o p e rated 111 flight, but only by primary operators, Figure A-4 gives the tlaiImlg hours and the
aulolItit o( hands-on e\pericnce. 1ich oprator had about 17 hours of ground Siflh11lLt10I1 and 4
hoiirs in night, less than 10 percent of his tolal onMte expLtIenCe. 111 SOlflC cases. the flOflaCtiVC
( classroom type) 1)lOdL WJS still a sii.able fraction of the total during the presimulation flight period.
illdicatiIlg that either the EO or the equi pment (usually the latter) was not cleared for proxy opera-
tion. Furthermore, only in flight was areal effort iiiade to FoIIow a tiniclined operation. Neverthe-
hss. all LOs agrLL'L1 that this integra ted payload experience was their most valuable training by far,
and served a cHtical need as a reasonable analogue to integrated Jnissioii siniulation f0r Spacelab
nhissions
1011owing night 1. UCVOICLL to P1 checkout of the payload. Iiiglits 2 and 3 al'foided the FOs an
oPI'Ortltfllty for ii,tIight experiment operations, in a full-up analogue of an integrated flhiSSiOIl 51111-
uiaUon for Spact.Iah The lIight schedulc called for the Primary Allies 1-SO to receive this training 011
iligIit 2 and ibe others 10 operate their primary experiments on flight 3. It was pkinncd that during
Ole 11151 hall (11 the night. the EO would start 01) nid operate his prime experiment (or group of e>-
PcliInents) without direct asIstancc 110111 the P1. who was available only via intercom from the rear
of' the aircraft. The 10 would continue as primary operator during the second hal ol the I'Light, but
vith the P1 available for direct hands-on assistance 11 rqtiested by the FO.. No intlight training on
secondary CX1e1iIflCntS was provided.
The ¼1Iectiveness of 1() ] 'light trainhjig WilS liiiiitct1 by the niaiginal condition of soiiic EA' t1e
experilllcul.s. In partieular, the Meudon/Groningen and University of Alaska experiments suffered
liolil signlican t tclescope and cc ;iipiiter systeiu piobienls. respectively. Actual lIigh t training aLti-
iflcs of the t()s are detailed 111 figure A-5, wh ich indicates E0 time spentj)Cnt operating their pr i mary
experimen ts. LlSSiStiilg another 10 and tioubteshooting the equipment. The astronoinical targe t s
also are indicated.
MPG lligIi t guidelines WL'Ee ilot 1O1l0W(1 on nigh' 2. in part as a resiilt o r experiment problems.
During tliis night, operator 1) ohsrved experimental ac ivi Lies while the Ames P1 guided 011 Venus
I3clwLe11 Venus '1116, c-1 lcrc. lie assisLd the Ames P1 111 troubleshooting his experiment, and then
d tetia (cly operated tlie telescope conto1s or the spectrometer controls w.ile guiding 011 c -I lere
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du1 titc Moon. 1 le never operated all Lontrok siii1taiioti1 	 it1 Cl1j0)/d L01I%tlilt .tssistanct' Iron
rhL P1.
Oilfli!11t 3 LIi J%LrtiL:ij)XILS attempted 10 I(IIuv the gncra! EO t1iIit operations plau. During
the first part Of thc Iui1it. th PIS were aVdilabIC (at tition ) only vhcn ieqtiestid by tile FO. Such
r. 1ust	 fairly Irqutnt1y. Iflt).11y for advice ui also for troubleshooting. Operator ('
spL'ilt a sivilificant portion of this time troti1li.s1tootiiig the Alaska xpL'riI11nt (tile computer fre-
quently )k.Ll up). The JPL experinmit was turned Oil but la rgely ignored. and finally was turncd
off by the P1 1Cat1st no obvious signal was being generated. Arter a short period at the controls.
01)r.3Lor C left the Colorado experimont in standby and worked on the Alaska experiment. He and
the ( oloiadu P1 attinpted to guide on a star. but t1lL star Was too dim for Iiic stabilization System
o this experiment was shut down also. The Alaska P1 (aided by an Alaska technician) was able to
gkt his experiment up shortly before descent iroiii altitude.
Operators A and B fared better, A Mudoii tc&uiiciaii was assigned to improve the balance and
1iibi1iiation of the Melidoll telesope during the flight, [lis activities -affected the consistency oi
telescope Pointing. but were otherwise relatively independent of' operators As operations of the ex-
periment. After PIs were alloweil at 1ation. the Meudoii P1 I'eeanie the primary operator on M-1 7
and p -Oph during the remainder of' t
	
tlight, Operator 13 was in primary control of his experirnciits
during most of the flight. The Nev Neico P1 did soiiie troubleshootiiig oI his 1 ñ-mm camera. The
remainder of the eqLJil)Iflent was operating satis1ictoriIy.
Summary of Training Experience
Operator training for the Joint Mission is sulmliiriied in figure A-(. A 200- to 300-hour level
of effort was expended 011 primary assignments. and 011 secondary assignments by operators A and
B. C and 1) spent under 100 hours on their secondary expL'rilnents. Training at Ames was a large
fraction of the total, particularly for the more experienced operators. This last result may be unique
to this simulation exercise rather than u valid Spucelah analogy, since opportunity for training it the
Spaceab integration/launch site may be limited by facilities and iitegration schedules.
TRAINING EVALUATION
Data on FO training effectiveness were obtained from FO notes and the responses of Pis and
FOs to a questionnaire prepared by the ASSESS observer team covering a number or specific train-
ing areas.
EO Observations
EO comments on training at the P1 hom laboratories are briefly sumrnarized below, by experi-
ment. One observation appeared generally i. plicable across the entire experimental payload
namely, tlie tendency of the PIS to assume that their cxperiinents wouki operate satistactorily and
according to an established checklist available 10 thc responsible EO. Instruction tlicrdoie tended
to eiuphasiie equipinent operation with little attempt 10 develop a working understanding of the
experiment that would have 1iciIitated troubleshooting and repair.
1 LII(k)I1/(;r0fliflgen
No structured training plan was Iollowed, largely because of P1 involvement with experiment
development. Lveii oil days designated tor EO training, the Pis were not able 10 (ICVOIC lull atten-
tion to that activity. Technical explanations were good, but could have been more extensiv (iver-
i11. training for Meudon/(ironingeii experimeiit of'2ration was just sufficient for normal operation.
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An 10 without the uct	 ry lLkrouniI, gv'u this tcv'I of' iriiniiiz, would [lave l.ii forced to
j.rJti' s4LfltidIi> as a tc'111lie1au.
Queen Nlaiy ('oIh.i.
File I()s attended two 1R.ti11g of' the x11eriIuentcr team at which scientific C)l)jCtiVCS and
o %erall e ,%perinient planning were isLahIis!icd. fhc LOS thus vic iiivoltd relatively	
n tileex-
1iinint developirient period and on a scientific - is compared with a merely technical	 level.
SL'ver.ti nieiiihers of' the Pi's team worked with the L0s 011 the days designated for F() tIaining, and
provided lielplul xp11130011 of' cxpelinleIlt details. Overall, this phase of' QI1(' training was satis-
factory. al though sinificint tIanhI1g fline was lost early in the laboratory perind duL to lack oI' ex-
1e1it1ieIit readiness, and the preliminary operating procedures that had been established proved use-
less in the face of' continuing chan ges ii, experiment configuration.
University or Southampton -
No arLLl-on training plan was established, and contiuuity 01' PI/LO interaction during the
laboratory training period stifiered as a result. Overall, the level of EO training was just about
.0 tilelent lor a nonspecialist.
ies Research Center
No training plan was established in fact the experiment was not ready iintfl just bL'Iore [lie
flights. The prime EO participated in assembly, test, and elieckout of* the (lLIrI)IUeflL ill Iiu 01 any
Iornial training. Training 011 the telescope was received from the prime EiO on the Meudon i'xperi-
nient rather than from the Pls.
JP L/Alaska/Coloraclo
Difficulties in experiiiient developinent and equipment availability, together with a lack of
coordination among the scientists for this experiment group. seriously limited hoth the extent and
quality of EO training In particular, telescope tiineshare arrangements and experiment operating
priorities were not e'cn 'iiscusscd, despite iheir central importance to experiment data return.
University ol' New Mexico
EO training provided by the New Mexico P1 Was satisfactory. In contrast to the othLr experi-
nienter programs, the New Mexico iiiaterial included detailed operating procedures.
ASS[SS Questionnairc
The ASSESS questionnaire (fig. A-7) was designed to elicit P1 and FO estimates 0 training
progress on each experiment in it number of significant arcas, Ratings covered a range 01 perceived
F() u iderstniiding ex pressed in the numerical values 0 through 10, wi th 0 ind icating tha t no instruc-
tion had been provided and 10 indicating the respondent's estimate tliat lull understmding of' the
area 111 question had been achieved. These values were used in calcula ti ng composite and average
scores for purpose of analysis. Questionnaire responses were obtained at three I)Oiflts in the integra-
tion and checIou t period at A ilies: at (lie end oI the first week (515), midway through the period
(51 5 ). and just belore the first flight oI' the sinlulatioli period ( 6/2). FO and P1 responses are
shown, by
 experiment, in lieure A-s. Overall ratings ni FO proficiency hy Pis are given in figure
A-). I.clLi ice ratilig ICV'lS are shown lor comparison, with 5 the threshold of adequate proficiency
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ESTIMATE OF TRAINING PROGRESS
Name
P1 _____ EO
Areas of Instruction
Experiment
Prime
Well	 Adequately
Understood	 Understood
1-11 MED LO	 1-11 MED LO
Backup
Need More	 Little or
lflStrUCtiOfl
	 No Instruction
111 MFD LO	 LITTLF NONE
1 Research Ohjectives
. Relat ionship of experiment procedures LO
research objectives
3. Experimental procedure:
a. Sensing/Detecting Phase
h. S ignal Conditioning Phase
c. Data RecordingPhase
d. Data Evaluation Phase
4. Target-1ision selection procedure
5. Assembly and installation ofequipment
6. Alignment and focusing of equipment
7. System testing of equipment
S. Systcin calibration of equipment
i.) Syst in maintenance and t rouhlesliootitig
procedure
10. Preflight checkout procedure
11. Post flight communication with P1
12. Reviewing and pIannin for potential
problems
13. Additional Comments:
RATING SCALE
iIiI
Figure A-7 Qucsflonnaire used to evaluatc traimn vro ^,-ress
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dUit 8 the	 lflc.t level for a well4railled 01Li.It{.
An hnowmixig IuIIIctLIIstic o r the dart shown in Igtir. \-8 is that operators A and C
giier.iUy more confident of thdr abilityon primary experiments han were the sj.tivv Pis. while
the reverse was tnie or 13 and D. It appears that A and (' had suFIkient background exp-., rience .iiid
LthoL:toIy training to tI reasonably well prepared at the start of this period. 011 tlie other hand,
t) I riLor 13 Iakd experience, and 1) lacked laboratory training. to the extent that their starting pro-
ficiency was rQI.ltIvdy Iow,
With relatively 1'w exception". both E() and P1 Confi dence iiuprovd sul stantially during tlie
integration  and checkout lwek period, particularly 011 those experiments where little or no prior
Lraiiliilg was Jon. Notabk exceptions from the Pi's standpoint were QMC and JPL/Colorado. Th
QM( Pis' ratings of I`0 proficiency dropped appreciably at midpoint lor all thIeL prospective 0i1-
.itois. indiatiitg that prior training was less effective than exI.ct.'d. but 1cc)vcrLcl sftarply Iii the
final two weeks. The JPL/Colorado L'xI)rin1LI1ts nude Iittle progress at first anti less than average
tI1L'1tF. U LIL'liilItL' reflection o r integration and operating 1)rohlIfls that delayed operator train-
ing, On the other hand, ,iIl the EUs indicated that their midpoint position on one or mori. 'xpii-
UIL'fltS did not improveiun. IU .it ttt. in die ist two weeks. v1iiI all but	 of the c(}rn?sJtJng
P1 ratings showed a distinct improvnicnt Possibly FOs hecamc aware o! mure gaps 111 their know-
kdgc as the flight period neared, while the P1. already awarL' or sucli ikflch.ncis, telt tiiey were
biitg corrected.
Both E() and P1 ratings indicate that 1:0 PrcparatioIl Fcr primary .xperimei)is was supirioi 10
that for secondary experiments,usua!I' by a Iargt' ivargin. AIilunigh such it difference iil operating
proficiency isa normal conse(IuenCe oI' the assigllincnt tuddelines (table A.- 1 and the training prior-
ities followed for tli js inission. the extent of the disparity at the eiRI ofthe traPJHI1g period, particu-
larly as perceived by the Pis, is surprising Mg. AN). On I)rifll.Iry assigiiflh'ntS, all operators
dose to the 8 or "targct'' training Ievd, while .eondary assignment levels 	 I\' about 5, the thres-
hold level Tlse statistics were borne out during the sjinulatloii period, v1ieit primary OPeratoIs
istiaIly hanhlJLd equipnieflt repairs and had to provide assistance. 111 some cases. to 10s 01L'ra1 illy
their secondary experiments.
1'IgurL' A-1 0 is a composNe look at areas or miiiinuim F() proficiency klentillied by P1 ratings
oil the ASSESS qLiL'stiOIlIhiiI'es. E)eticieneies occiirring niosi often are shown vth their verage rul-
ing values. For example. 011 May 5 area 9 was ratcd loweston 1 1 of the 17 P0/experiim.mt L'oInbIflU-
Iloun with an average value of 1 .4 (otIt or 1 0). It is notable that ( 11 overtime, average ratings in-
creased sliarply and frequency decreased, thus indicating improved 1eror1ttaltc ( ) live o r the ori-
ginal six deficiency areas carried through into the mission. and tour of' these were maintenance-
relatedt 'unctions (the fifth vas lO/PI conlmLlnication) and (3) the significant addition midway 111
the period was Wala evaltiatioit," which except for Thhgitinent and I0cusing* Was We lowest r.ited
area of performance for (, o r
 the 17 possible selections.
Iih!e A.-4 groups final tjuestionnaire rcsults under three major headings
	 planning, opci'a-
tions, and fllaiiltenaflce 	 111 iIIlIstI'atc E() strengths and weakness at the start or the simulation
pei'iod Pis were generally more confident than E(1)s 111 the area oF experinlL'nt operation, anti about
equally divided on iliuinleiiance and planning. Where large p01111 spreads occurred ether way, anti
Us was not uiicomnion, thcre obviously was a dIl'l'ci 11L'C 01 opinion as 10 the amount and depth oI
ti'ain ing required to dcvdop a tuIIy competent ¶'i'oxy operatoi' In one-third of the comparisons
Shown. the pi)int spread was two or more
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DATE OF P1 RATING
RATING	 EO AVERAGE, 6/2
AREA
	 DESCRIPTIONS	 PRIMARY SECONDARY
3D	 DATA EVALUATION	 7.7	 4.3
4	 TARGET SELECTION	 7.9	 4.8
5	 ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION	 7.6	 4.3
6	 ALIGNMENT& FOCUSING	 79	 4.1
7	 SYSTEM TESTING
	 7.1	 4.4
8	 SYSTEM CALIBRATION 	 7.6	 5.4
9	 MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOT	 6.3	 4.6
11	 POSTFLIGHT COMMUNICATION	 5.9	 5.9
12	 POTENTIAL PROBLEMS	 6.2	 5.2
15
LL 10
fl
Figure A-1 0. Areas of minimum R) proficiency.
TABLE A4 PRESIMULATION TRAINING LEVEL, 612/75
FO	 1 Exprnts.
Planning
(1.2.4,11)
EO	 P1
9.0	 6.7
6.3	 4.9
9.0	 8.3
8.3	 7.4
6.0	 6.8
5.4	 5.5
1.9	 1.7
8.0	 7.5
6.1	 5.6
Operations
(3,10)
EO	 P1
6.1	 8.8
5.4	 6.1
8.2	 7.7
4.7	 6.9
9.0	 9.0
8.6	 7.2
5.2	 8.4
5.0	 5.0
1.2
7.1
	 8.5
5.9	 6.3
Maintenance
(6.7.8,9.12)
FO	 P1
4.7	 7.5
3.7	 4.3
8.4	 5.7
4.8	 4.6
8.4	 7.8
7.9	 5.4
5.4	 9.0
3.6	 4.4
1.7	 2.8
6.7	 7.5
5.0	 4.7
All Functions
(Avg.)
FO	 P1
6.1	 8.1
4.5	 5.2
8.5	 6.7
5.2	 5.5
8.8	 8.4
8.3	 (i.6
5.5	 8.2
4.6	 4.9
1.6	 2.3
7.2
5.7	 5.6
B	 P
S
P
S
A	 P
8
1)	 P
Avg.
Avg.	 P
Ave.
IN 1:1 I( 111 P1 E(1( )II AN( 't
1.. 1 '.' \S	 10 a i!fl	 flt 111 tcrfls Of be sciellhfiV ObKL'(!Vs Of each
iiJ the s!iti' Lik	 ciUL'I with their ttainnnt. SjL'IIIt operating procedures involved Are
gnen in Ow IinI ston of this 	 \. hilel iicriptiuii oI 1.() dtLitiLs and sigiiilicint L'flts
that icurid dunn t1it iinuItioi(flights 5 -	 is given I,i.,tuw, 1oIk)w.d by a discussion of
1:() FL'rn1,lIlci in tritIs of targL acquisition. ability to resolve piobiems during flight or oil
ground. and ill tI.h.'tiO1ls alliong the 1() acnbs expedmentaJ asAprinient boundaries. \V!teappro-
priato, LtIlpaIisoflS are made With 1'I pofformancc in similar sLtUdtR)IIS during postsinuilation
t1IjIis.
Flight AetiviEis
1 i g ti r 
.\- 1 1 gives tiniefine IflIUFIlUitIOIl oil EO activities , (hiring tile five flirlits of the simulation
tL'k. OL1l Wocks fl.'})I's'flt the prio(Js during which an It) was antiMnNg to coliect t1a1i. The
vaiLibL We oil astronomical targets is placed iitidr the	 or l\n1ts operation
thmehrie since all targets exupt V'nus were of interest primarily only to these experiments.'1' li
Siithanitou tinielinQ is St.'1 i [atL (l into tI11L cOfl1! I OflLflts the pl1till'iLr. 180'' I'OV camera,
and TV because theso elements (mostly accidental-!y) had somewhat diF!'t.rnE periods. The two
modes of o1ration for the i\1aka exp.riInc.nt. telescope and skyglow, are also shown oil
tiin'1incs. 1)(11iu T 1Jih ts 5 and 7 the' J\.JnCs 1() ( oprator 1)) was oU duty and spent his tiint trouh!e-
s1100tiil the Ames (1\var/dL'tLetor, !1ie prioi1s or activity are sIlOWfl abovethe 4LtIdOfl/(l0ni1l-
en tirii1iii. The AIIR.?. Jewar was not attached to the Meudon WICSCOpe duting these t.?sts.
Hitht 5
TJw Jssignlnl.?nts for !light 5 called for both Alaska and ColoradoJorado to obtain Venus data (fig.
A- 1 1 ( a) ). However, the 1() had diI'iit.uIties acquiring Venus (110 borsight }. When he dILI acquire the
target, he was unable 	 get ike Colorad o computer up so neither P1 wt Venus data, This U() then
got J11 1- and Alaska tip in skyglow niodes and then intermittently tried 10 put the Colorado experi-
ment into operation. During all
	
deviation from the planned course (approximately
2300,. the Mcudon 'Jroningen F() conducted systeni noise checks. Ile Southainpton E() Iorgot
o1np1ctL1y to turn oil 	 180" FOV camera. Finally, an interruption 111 the New Mexico data was
caused by i ,. lightning storm in its IflL' oI sight, and the 1() turned .he system ofF tL'nlporarily
HI}!ht 6
Hight 6 was less hectic than flight 5. 1 lowevet , Colorado and Alaska again hoth requested
Venus data. and again the EO was slow in acquiring. Some Venus data were colleeted but for only
one P1. Ile interrupted ('olorado thilehne shows the 'Itecl or coIlIJietiIlg Operating priorities. Ile
CXJ1 CJillleflt was 011 staudhv for a good portion or the flight because the LO didn't have the time to
SL't ;t up for data collection (aiiglow alter Venus) as Irequently as required by its operatioIl. The
interruption in J PL data was CalJsCd by ADDAS being Jown since this nieant 110 permaiient record
tile I() chose (0 go teniliorarily (0 standby,
E Ali ht 7
1 : 1il 1 l 7 was only moderately SLICLLSSJUI The etidon/Groningeii eYpL'rin1en 1 had low sensitiv-
it\ th Iot1gl1(t1t the Flight, Venus drilted out of (lie telescope's window. and the FO spent the next
two h ours tIying to (1 IJgIloSL' be cause. Ile developed some tlories, but no solti ElolIs. The C'olorado
F0 :ilso had problems. The spi. ctroilieter kept stalling, and the E() devised d niethod to start it each
1IOIC. This SJ1UC 1() was successful in switching the Venus signal lroiu Alaska 10 Colorado during
3
TABLE A-5. LO ASSRNMIN IS DURING 'I'lEE SIMULA1'ION PERR)l), BY FLIGHT
AND OPLRATOR
EilIn	 0pato	 lp tinnt	 0hjthc and ia.k
A	 1cud0111	 0btnri set a oi Venus: niap aca of S (C]H.
-	 11 7 aiid ; ()pfi.
11	 S ni t lia 11 p1 on	 (Th ai n TV p ic t u res oI i10 w ob t 1 ai rIc
photograph with the Nikon ciwia 111 u ])to -
scribed sequence, operate tlie pliolunwicr (let it
QMC
New Mexio
C	 JPL
Colorado
Alaska
D
6	 A	 Meudon/
Groningen
B	 Southampton
New Mexico
QMC
C
D	 J1'L
Alaska
Colorado
7	 A	 Mcudon/
Groningen
Run mwrfetog , ams 011 al)sphCriC emissions in
far IR.
()hf,jin photogiaphs 01 (111 airk)w in dark sky.
Record sky parameters every 30 minntcs. ()prate
ihe photoiiictcr (let il run).
UV skvglow measurements 011 all kgs.
Obtain Venus spectra, obtain airglow through 14
window during p OpIi leg with star (tacker tiff and
Iic1iut uackilli l un,
UV spectral sans 011 Venus, scattered sunlight,
02 Herzberg nIlz111Jow. 011 Mdindl niIiL!ow,
011 duty,
Conduct microphonics tests on An1CS photometer.
Obtain spectra of Venus, niap a rea of S ('dpil.
M . I7and p Op!i.
Obtain TV picturts of aig1ow: obtain iii-glow
photograph , with lite Nikon camera in a pro-
scribed sC(]UenLd operate the photometer (lei it
1 U 11).
Ohlain '1i 1orap1is of 011 ail-glow ill night sky.
Record sky paramdlers every 30 miiiutes. Operate
thc 1)ll o t O nldter (1121 it run).
Run illterldrograms 011 atinosplieric CflhiSsiOIlS 111
lIr IR.
Ofl duty.
UV skyglow n%easuremenls on all legs,
UV spectral scans uu Vcnu, 01-1 N1d1n121 nlglllgIuw.
Obtain spectra of Venus do airgiow through 14
Wnd()W during p Oph and M- 17 legs witli star
1 radkcr off and heliostat tracking OU.
Obtain spectra ot' Venus. NGU 7000; map area t)t
P Opil.
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TABLE A-5 (Continued)
Objectivcsand Tasks
!.JV skvglov, 011 all IC.
Obtain spectral scans Oil 	 nightglow 0
nihtgIow 5517, uihIzlov 011.
Skyglow measurements on all legs except r
Attempt to I rack this star oil Oph leg.
Obtain photographs of 01-1 uirglow in night sky.
Record sky pararneters every 30 minutes. Operate
tire photometer (lot 11 run),
Obtain TV pie iFCS ol airgkw and metcors obtain
uirglow and rn,teor photographs with the Nikon
camera in it prescribed sequence; Operate the
PI10tofldtdr (let 11 run ).
Obtain interferogralns on atmospheric emissions in
lar IR.
011 duty.
C'miduct iicrophonics tests oil 	 photometer,
Obtain photographs of 1)1-1 airglow during night
sky. Record sky parameters every 30 rrnutes.
Operate the photonietcr (let it run).
Obtain TV pictures ni airglow ohiain airglow pho.
tographs with thc Nikon camera in a prescribed
SCqUL'nce: operate the p!iotoineter (let 11 run).
Run inlcrlen)grutns ' 	 atrtosplieric Cfl)iSSiOfl in
lar IR.
Off (luty,
1V spectral scans on Venus, scattered sunlight,
0 2 ilerherg airgluw, 011 Mene! iirglow.
Try to get sunset airglow on Venus leg,
Obtain sptra on Venus and Alpha Vrginis.
Obtain spectra on Venus, Alpha lk'rculis,
IR(' .
 1021 (, a Vir (Spica), and u Cyg (Deneb),
off" duty.
Run inletterorains ofl atmospheric  Ctflissiofl 111
far IR.
Obtain TV pictures of !ncteors obtain rnetenr
photographs with the Nikon camera 111 a pro -
Fligh t 	Kperiiient
JPL
Alaska
Colorado
C	 New Mexico
Southampton
QMC
D
A	 New Me>
Soulliamplon
QM C
B
Alaska
JPL
Colorado
1)	 Aincs
A
B	 QMC
Southampton
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TABLE A-5 (Continued)
Flight
	 Operator	 [xeriifleifl	 T Objectives and Tisks
B
	
St1nip1on	 scribed seqtwrnx. operate the iliottnuelcr (hfl 11
(cont.)	 run).
New Mexico	 Obtain photographs ol' 011 aitz1ow in n	 ky,
Record sky parameters every 30 nthnites,
Alaska	 UV spectral scans on Venus, OH Meiriel airIow.
JPL	 UV astronomy on Venus.
Colorado	 Obtain tJV specIr1 011 Venus, 011 Meinel aIrgIOW.
Ames	 0I,taiii spectra on Venus,
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QMC
SH
NM
AMES
MEU/GRON
COLO(TELESCOPE)
JPL
TAOF (UV)
CAMERA
PHOTOMETER
TV
EN
NO DATA ACQUIRED
S-CEPH
TELESCOPE	 NO DATA ACQUIRED
AL	 SKY GLOW
ID
TO	 LASVEGAS
1	 1	 1
2000	 2200	 2400	 0200
TIME (PDT) HOURS
TROUBLESHOOT	 IlflJ[[flJ SYSTEM NOISE CHECK
(a) Flight S.
Figure A-1 1
	
LO activities during simulation flights.
y/
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QMC
NM
VENUS
CO LO
%TELESCOPE)
JP L
TAOF (UV)
AL
TELESCOPE	 NO DATA ACQUIRED
AIR GLOW
TO	 TD
11	 1
2000	 2200	 2400	 0200
TIME (PDT) HOURS
(b) Flight 6
Figure A-1 1. Continued.
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PHOTOMETER
CAMERA
QMC
NM
AM ES
	
mm
MEU/GRON
VENUS
	 b1	 —NGC7000fr'-1	 p-OPH
COLO(TELESCOPE)
JP L
TAOF (UV}
AL
TELESCOPE
SKY GLOW
10	 TD
1	 1	 1	 1	 11
2000	 2200	 2400	 0200
TIME (P01) HOURS
I7/1 TROUBLESHOOTING
(c) Flight 7.
Jigiiie AI 1 - Continued.
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• PRODUCI111LITY OF i11F
L PAGE 18 POCTI.
QMC
NM
AM ES
TARGETS	 I VENUS IIce-HER
COLO(TELESCOPE)
IRC	 IDENEB
+10216
STAN
JPL
TAOF (UV)
AL
TELESCOPE
SKY GLOW	 NO DATA ACQUIRED
TO	 TD
1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 11
2000	 2200	 2400	 0200
ALIGN OPTICS	 IIllPlLfl CALIBRATE
(d) Flight 8,
Figure A- t 1	 Continued,
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QMC
CAMERA
SI-{	 PHOTOMETER
TV
NM
TARGET OUT OF
AM ES
	 TELESCOPE
ELEVATION RANGE
TARGETS k	 VENUS
COLO
(TELESCOPE)
JPL
(TELESCOPE)
AL
TELESCOPE
SKY GLOW _
TO	 TD
2000	 2200	 2400	 0200
TIME (PDT) HOURS
(e) Flight 9
Figure AI 1. Concluded.
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i1it kg oI t11 fl ight. [inaily t1i' Southampton TV tape recorder was set up iiic rriety during Lh
Iit hout ol L\primIlL 0j.Mti0I1.
I]iht
During flight M .i rL I Lak (1 IeqtIc.il by he Southampton PE For photometer dark ciirrcnl was
Iiu.tlLy cariitI out tile photometer was turncd an early. but with tlie Ions capped to exe1ud 	 xt:-
n.al radiation. This flight was the First lor the Ames experiment, and the EO spenl rnuch of tlw first
data leg aligning optics. 11i also Found that hc could not wide consistently on c -Virgo and .iadc no
concerted elTort to ilo so. 11e ik no attempt to ruide 011 J)cntb. Both targets had been requested
by the i\.ins P1. but vrL' considered or less importance than the l'iNt three tarts of' the fl''nit
long standhy period tor (lie Colorado experiment between Venus and a -Virgo was its planned.
Alaska also 'antd Venus data on this 1, but tile E() chose to set up Alaska lor airglow and con-
centrate 011 getting tile Venus data lor Colorado.
Fli glit 9
Flight 1) was only aboiit hall the length of' other 11ights, and included only a Venus leg and
reverse leg back to Arms. Until late in the flight, the sky was too bright lor Southampton and New
Mexico. T!it Alaska/Colorado 10 acquired Vcnis early lor Alaska, and later in tile Veiius leg he was
able to switch the signal to the Colorado experiment. This had been done (i11 flight 7 hut not
nearly as successfully. Operator C also had the JPE.. experiiwnt on-line, but failed to acquire any
tis1iil scientific data. Operator 1) 011 the AUIL'S experiinc nt obtained SOJIW Very good data on \'tmils
uiitil the target moved out of the elevation range of tile Meiidon telescope.
LO/Pt Flii!h t Events Comparison
For comparison purposes, ligure A-1 2 shows the activities on a -typical" P1 1ight 12), lile
dillerellces i'esiilt basically iroin the availability of' more P1 operators with more tinle
	 ' 'ir dis-
posal. Calibration activities took place on every 11 flight. Calibration had been possihk u only two
LO flights (5 and ) owing to the tight timelines that L'liLIraetcrved the confined liights. Again. be-
cause of' time, such activities as reading data from nlagIlctie tape 01110 5(111) chart took iiIacC 00 the
ground during the FO operating period. while the Il ls did these tusks in flight.
The availability of more operators on the P1 I'lights also allowed more complex operations. New
Mexico Shifted some components to the right side of' the aircraft under certain viewing cojiditions
Colorado, now a two-nlaii operation 1! requircd. chose astronomical targets 01' op I)o itlinj ty (i.e.. not
scheduled ),
Operational 1 Ilectiveness and Data Quality
Table Á-ô stiininari?cs FO iiiFlight pei'Iorinancc duiing thc siinulation peiiod 10 terms of tinie
L'IIL'(:tivCliess, cxpi'essed as a percent ot' avaitahlc time ( time 011 track) that tIie experiment was opei-
ared (0 acquire data, anil data quality based on P1 estimates made at the end of' the simulation per-
iod Figure A-1 3 shows hO PerIorInaIlcL' in terms of data quality acllievL'd tor each experiment. by
flight. It is immediately apparent 111 I'ahlc A- that results were hetter for ail-sky ObsCtVatiOilS than
For astronomical targets involving acquisition and giikliiig Iuncljons, and defending on aircralt posi-
tioli 311d Stability. Ihiis, 1 Os W]iOSe niaior aSSiglllllCilt WJS astionomy iisually scorei lower than
those making all-sky ohsi'vtions. \Vhen equipment was operating normally, the 10s produccd
average or better data. when !'2obIenis occiirrcd, the quality of' their product dropped silarilty. Ovei-
all, the result', are distinctly tuvoi'uhlc. lXperiinents were maintained 111 operable conditioji to pro-
dUcL' useliit quality data tot' nearly three-Fourtlis of' the time available to the EUs.
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rtltnn#t.l
NGC7000
CO LO
(TELESCOPE)
JP L
	
TAOF (UV)
	 NO DATA ACQUIRED
TAOF (VIS
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TELESCOPE	 NO DATA ACQUIRED
SKY GLOW
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TO	 0202
11.
2000	 2200	 2400	 0200
TIME (PDT) HOURS
Ø'4 CALIBRATION	 JXJ READ DATA TAPE ONTO STRIP CHART
Figure A- 12. P I activities on a rep rcsntative pusLm UI Lit 1OH t1ght {Ilight 12).
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FABLE A-6- EO INFLICJHT PERFORMANCE RATINGS
-
Data quality estimates (PI)*
Number of
Percent of available Type of
observation -Average Type of operation
time utilized	 observation
periods	 of all
AstronA11Astron.TM1-	 AIIJ observation i^o .-rmal EquipmentllIJ-.targetssky	 targets 1 sky targets sky	 periods	 problems
3 80	 75	 95 -	 1.43	 1.9	 4.0	 1.5
B	 2	 14 77	 65	 79	 2.5	 3.0	 2.9	 2.9	 2.5
C	 6	 12 74	 40	 91	 1.S	 2.2	 2.1	 2.4	 0.5
D	 7	 3 54	 40	 85	 1.7 11.5	 1.7	 1 1.9	 1.2
	
^Allj 24	 32 7 3	 56	 86	 1.7 2.5
*Data quality scale applied to P1 estimates:
4	 Excellent	 11 times
3	 Good	 11 tirnes
2	 Pair	 18 times
1	 Poor	 10 tirnes
0 = No data	 6 times
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Figure A-) 3.  LC) performance on simulation flights: data quality estimates by Pis,
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8	 9
O'iaIr porfOrnidricc showed . distiflLt i1l1pr0vc11nt as tili'simulation Illissioll pro 'gressed.
1 u i "Cli0its equipmont problem aftected	 acquisitionj itio11 It. A-1 3). The most notable
impL ii' the AL1ka and Ains experiments. it appears thai s.o1flI1iy or alternate 1riiiir.y
operators l 11..iitL'1l from CIIL' C\periollce of , their associates oil th ose suii' C\perinlellts, sinc' (Iieir
1?-l' operi tnn was ilsuafl y 1h'r than on thi.' previous flight. Opi'r,jiors ul tlii Queen Mary/
SoutIiinpton Nv Mexico group performed ve1I I'ioin tile start, tilelatier two experiments were
11 at;t fl1.tc'tI and observed in it kyglov niode, which made their tasks somewhat simpler. The
r'Iati'1y poor results 011 Meudon for flight 7. JPL lor Iligh t Q, tnd QMC 011 both X and 9 were
11lt1 hv equipuic'nt pri,Lkirs. Figure A- 1 3(d)) uinivariies data quality for tlw entire instrument
i'iyI.ttI. for th' five 1'() flights, and shows a geniraI trend of improving performance.
Comparison of I() and P1 Opratiiig PL'r1r1naiiL'
1)itTriiig modes oi operation were employed in 1O and P1 data flights. I)iiring the P1 ilights,
there was a large increase in manpower (from 3 to 14), which a1Jowd operator specialization,
and tilL' experimenters had l'ee aeecs to eUipllli'flt 111d ouhid support. Ili addition s Sig1liIiL'1flt
ehanges were fl)1de 011 ix of the eight ex p.rnuen ts to improve data aeq uiition and quality. In
L)lnhinat iofl. theso factors slioUld have created near-optiiuunl operating condition for the PIs,
within the normal constraints 
of 
airborne rL'art.Jl, during the seven postsiwulation flights. The
following comparisons are !llc with this ill flIlIld.
Table A-7 gives manpower 1oidin. 0b'ia1ioii tilne, Mid data Litidlity by individual experi-
ment for both flight periods. Data quality is again based an P1 estimates rated on the 0 to 4 scale.
Overall. the results for E() and PT operation are coni para. tile, in itselt suFlieient reason to coinrneiid
the E0s performance, There are some other notable factors that require dttClltiOtl. however.
'irst. during the P1 lliglits there 'is a substantial calibration elinit for lour eXperiIllL'flts, 115 ol
posed to a modest effort for only one durin g the simulation period. This effort con11i11ed with
aetual olrvatioii times gives 5'C11 of" tlie e!!11t experiments 11 significantly looger period oI'
operation by the Pls. clearly it reflection of the greater manpower loading. 01] the other liand,
he data quafity adliCVCC1 hy the PIS is not generiICy superior (o that of' tie EOs. (JI the three
apparently sigili)ieant ifllpl''CIUCOtS in data quality during the P1 flights, two (Meudoii and
Colorado) wore iiitlUefleed StIofl!lV by experiment changes that would have similarly benefited the
EOs. Of the remaining five eX1)eiilflents, three ahkved slightly bettor data quality during P1 Opera-
tion and two New Mexico and Southampton) siiltei'Cd some reduction 111 quality due to sky
brightness troiri various sources (e,g.. the Moo ) that interiered with their observations.
Tlie overall comparison at tllv bottom of table A-7 shows P1 pertormaiice SOIUL' 30 percent
better 111 operating time and 20 pe:cent in data quality, but about tliL' same in tltiIi/.aLi011 of
available observing time.f the Pis were operating at near peak effectiveness for the given con-
ditions. then the LOs were able to ach i eve about 75 pereeiil of this level with loss tilall one-fourth
the inanpover. Without question. this was 1111 outstanchim accomplishment.
Payload data quality for the three iUiSSIOn i1ih t periods is compared in 1guie A-14, again
00 11 0-4 rating scale, Both PIs and EOs Were significantly better 011 their second flight ( flights
2 and 6. respcctively 1, and continued to Improvc with experience at about tlic same rate. Post-
sjitiulatioii llights benefited Iroin expe r iment improvements and increased manpower at first,
hut then were adversely impacted by sky bri ghtness and fli ght constraints to acconiodat sp'cIfie
experiments,
To Further clarify the relative prtoriiiaice of' the two giou 1 is. table A-X ranks experiments
in order of ifl1roVe1i1eflt On P1 iliglits and indicates the primary reasons For tile observed dil'-
terenees. Results are given in terms øi Ol)SL'lViltiOt] tililL' and data quality. Again, manpower loading
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TABLE A-7. ('()MPARISON (.)F 1() ANI) P1 PI:RFoRMANu1:
Target
observation time	 . quality Calibration
Average	 *	 estimates (P1)per flight (avg)	 time per
L-xperiinent Operator manpower	
.loading	 Percent of No. obser. Overall
	
flight,
Minutes	 minutes
available periods	 rating  
Mudon/	 LO (P)	 1	 155	 72	 9	 1.4	 6
Groningen	 P1	 3-1/2	 121	 77	 14	 2.9	 79
Queen	 1 FO (P)	 113	 80	 47	 3	 2.7	 0
Mary	 E0 (S)	 1/5	 185	 74	 2	 2.5	 0
College	 P1	 1-314	 222	 66	 7	 2.6	 29
Southampton, FO (P)	 1/3	 200	 100	 3	 4.0	 0
EO (S)	 1/3	 240	 89	 2	 4.0	 0
218	 99	 6	 2.8	 4
Ames	 1 E0 (P)
	
1	 59	 48	 s	 1.7	 0
P1	 3	 60	 48	 2	 2.0	 38
JPL FO (P)	 1/3	 190	 100	 3	 0.5	 0
FO (S)	 1/3	 233	 93	 2	 1.5	 0
P1	 2	 215	 63	 9	 1.0	 39
A1as)a j FO (P)
ED (S)
P1
Colorado E0 (P)
EO (S)
P1
New Mexico ED (P)
FO (5)
P1
1/3
1/3
1-3/4
1/3
1/3
1
1/3
1/3
2
	
2.1	 0
	
1,7	 0
	
3.5	 6
	
2.0	 0
	
1.8	 0
	
3.4	 -	 0
	
4.0	 0
	
4.0	 0
	
3.8	 0
	
190
	
92
	
7
	
33
	
93
	
6
	
28
	
87
	
13
	
39
	
44
	
5
	
104
	
65
	
4
	
109
	
33
	
16
	
158
	
90
	
3
	
193
	
98
	
263
	
100
	
5
Kot j 7)fl(flflg calibration periods.
(P) Primary assignment
(S) Secondary assignment
Overall ratios:
• Manpower loiding, P1/EO
	 14/3	 4.7
• Operating time (incl. a1ib.)/expwt. flight, P1/E0	 205/158 =
• Utilization available observing time/eprnt, flight,
PI/E0 = 0.74/0.76 z 1.0
Data quality rating/expmt. ohsv. period, PI/EO = 2.8 1 2.4	 1.2
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Figure A14.— Overall performance of E0 team compared to P1 teams.
Ratio of
observing times,
PI/E0per flight
1.81
1.60
1.52
1.34
1.04
1.02
1.01
0.78
1_ 45
1.33
Primary reasons for Range in performance
Full attention of P1
Full attention of co-investigator; no time
sharing of Alaska telescope
P1 observations both sides of aircraft, 50
more time available
No time sharing with Colorado; full atten-
tion of co-investigator
Automated shyglow measurements for both
EOs and Pis
Limited P1 experience with system; some
calibration
Experiment required little attention
Extensive calibrations by P1
Available manpower
No time-sharing manpower or equipment
0.90	 Calibration requirements
(a) Observing time.
i.MIJ: A$ RATIOS OF P1 TO F() P[RFORMAN(1' BY ORDLR OF IMPROVEMENT
Experiment
Or Cl)
Colorado (2)
LAY (1)
.\1ka (2)
JPL (2
Southampton (1)
eu d on/ Gron 1 ng en
Group (1) average
Group (2) average
Single experiment
average
E xp er 1 men t
1 Mcudon/Groningen
Aaka (2)
Colorado (2)
Ames
JPL (2)
Q\1C (1)
J;'i (1)
Southampton (1)
Group (1) average
Group (2) average
Sin2le experiments
average
Ratio of
data qua1ity,
PT/EO, all
observations
2.07
1.84
2.79
1.19
1,11
1.00
0.95
0.70
0.88
1.58
1.63
Primary reasons for change in performance
Increased signal strength
Automated skvglow measurements (P1)
Much improved optics for co-investigator
Exporienced telescope operator (Meudon);
increased signal strength
Greater experience of P1 with unproven
instruments
1(1I rind ADL)\S problems for both EC)s and
P15
High-quality data for loth
Reduced by sky brightness for P1
Environment and support problems
Improved input signal
Improved input signal
(b) Data quality.
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and ttiipment changes accounl for the longer time ptrioiIs and I'tter data quality. respectively.
Responses to Operating Problems and Experiment Malfunctions
1O response to experiment and enviro.inentaI PIOhICflls is a primary element in the total
i'rformancc equation. The capability to evaluate and resolve problems will be vital to the success
of a Spacclub mission. as it was to the Joint ASSESS Mission. III 	 respect the present experience
was a realistic analogue. Both the physical isolation and the means 01 coinifluflieatiofl were de-
signed to duplicate the essential constraints of the Spacelcib.
Problems encountered and hO rCSpOnst2S are su11]111arizL(I in table A-9. (Appendix A in the
final report volume provides inore descriptive information and analysis.) Sixty-nine events were
ideiitified, of which almost three-fourths were in the experiment, less than one-fourth were caused
by the operator, and the remainder by the vehicle and/or its suport systems (GPE). Marc than
two-thirds occurred while an FO was operating his 1)Iuury experiment. Corrective measitres re-
solved 2) problems during night, 10 of which involved assistance from another EO or the Mission
Manager, III 	 25 cases, thc EU took positive action 10 troubleshoot the malfunction or to
adjust his procedures to live with" it. Only 15 problems were deferred for resolution alter flight,
and of these there were only two that caused experiment operations to cease (one each oil
and Colorado).
An interesting general !'mding, evident in table A-9, was the relatively greater incidence of
problems with the operation of the grouped experiments. Operators B and C were responsible for
grouped experiments (three) oil their primary and secondary assignments, while operators
A and D operated a single experiment on their primary assignment and one or the groups oI threc
as secondary. The ainount or electronic equipnlent each EO had to contend with was roughly the
same. The multipurpose aspect of the grouped experiments may account for the larger number of
problems, three or more times as many simultaneous measurements were being made.
Table A-1 0 compares the frequency and icsolutioii Of only experiment nial tunctions for tlie
simulation and postsimulation periods. The total number was similar for both periocls, but during
the P1 flights, over two-thirds of the malfunctions were concentrated in the QMC and JPL experi-
indnts (RF1 was a major problem for both. as 11 had been earlier). The significant conclusion from
the data 10 table A- 10 is that the EOs were able 10 solve a larger nu mbcr and proportion 01 prob-
lcins than the PIs, most notably 111 flight without P1 support Some OF the more serious iroblems
required assistance from the Pis alter flight, but postflight aid of this kind was an accepted mission
guideline and does not detract from EO perlorniance. III addition to thL' hOs' competent handling
01 norrnal experiment operations, they also responded effectively, by P1 standards, 10 equipment
inalftmctions. It should be noted, however, that both IiOs and PIs were unable 10 solve a substantial
number of probterns. In a few cases, the irnn:ct of these unresolved problems oil
	 accoin-
piislunent was significant, indicating the need for a more positive management input to the experi-
ment development process.
Operating Errors
01' the 13 operator errors made during the simulation Iriod (table A-9), five were serious
(i.e., involving data loss) or poteiiLiil1y serious errors 01 experiment setiiI) or operation. Four oc-
curred during flight operations, and the t'ilth occurred oil ground just before takeoff, The
latter would have been scrious had 11 not beeri corrected belore the start of the fir s t dati leg.
No operating errors were observed during P1 flights 10-10 following the simulation period,
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TABLE A-9. PROBLEMS IMPACTING EXPERIMENT OPERATION DURING SIMULATION FLIGHTS
Source and	 EO Responses
Primary or	 Nurnber Corrected in
Secondary	 FIi ht
	
Other Actions
xprnt. GFE Operators	T
Scif With help Live with Troubleshootj Fix on ground
1'	 6	 3	 0	 0	 5	 3	 1
S	 2	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0
P	 14 1	 1	 1	 6	 1	 1	 3	 5
S	 4	 1	 2	 1	 4	 1	 0	 1
P	 11	 3	 2	 7	 3	 4	 0	 2
5	 6	 0	 1	 3	 1	 0	 1	 2
P	 3	 2	 1	 0	 0	 6	 0	 0
5	 3	 0	 3	 2	 0	 0	 0	 4
P	 34	 6	 7	 13	 4	 16	 6	 8
5	 15	 1	 6	 6	 6	 1	 2	 7
4
All	 49	 7	 13	 19	 10	 17	 8	 15
71	 10	 19	 28	 14	 25	 11	 22
too.
	
100 ,01. 	 9-
EO
Operator
A
Operator
B
Operator
C
Operator
D
All
TABLE A-JO.- MALFUNCTIONS OF EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT
Number of malfunctions -___ Problem solved
	
Problem not
SimulatioiJPostsimula-	 In flight On ground P0 reluiredl solved
flights	 flights ByJiO4By P11 By E0 By P1 assistance 
	
4	 1	 0	 0j 1	 1	 - - 0	 -	 1310
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16
	
7
	
3
	
2
	
5
	
3
	
6
	
8
	
4
	
3
	
2
	
0
	
2
	
3
	
1
	
0
	
0
	
2
	
1
	
1
	
0
	
0
	
0
	
0
	
1
	
1
	
4
	
16
	
0
	
1
	
0
	
1
	
0
	
4
	
14
	
4
	
3
	
3
	
0
	
2
	
1
	
0
	
11
	
2
	
7
	
2
	
3
	
0
	
3
	
1
	
0
	
1
	
3
	
1
	
3
	
0
	
0
	
0
	
0
	
0
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45
	
22
	
12
	
11
	
10
	
9
	
16
	
23
	
100
	
100
	
45
	
27
	
22
	
22
	
18
	
33
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Experiment
Mcudon/ -
Groningen
Southamptcrn
Ames
JP L
Alaska
Colorado
UN1
All
Percent
Thirteen errors are not	 1ar!e StatiStiCal saniplc, but it is iflstriictive to point out cr[aiii
trends in their OCCUrrence, For exunp1c, they were about equally distributed among the EOs, and
occurred insimilar numbers 011 nriniary and sL'cond1Iy experiments. Nine 
of 
the 13, and all of the
fi'e SCTIL)US errors were associated with the operation of the grouped experiments, s1Igesting that
j multiplicity of operational goals is considerably more distracting than the operation of ' one com-
plex experiment with svra1 centrally directed peripheral activities.
With few  eXceptions, errors occurred tliv first time an LO operated aii experiment in night.
Subsequently, and always on their primary experiments. the EOs were in command of the situation.
This same observation has 1)e11 made lor other ASO 1Ii1it programs. Experimenters who periodi-
cally 1y the same experiment on the ASO Lear Jet have commented that they must do u certain
amount of relearning of inllight operational techniques with each repeat of their mission cycle.
particularly if the time between missions is inore than a few months.
EO Interactions
The plan to have only three EOs directly involved in experiment operation at any one time
was largely se ssful. Interactions among EOs on duty were not precluded by mission guidelines,
and a helpful working relationship developed during the simulation period. Onthe other hand,
interactions with the off-duty EO (except verbally) were at first prohibited and then later allowed,
to the extent of simulating the one hour overlap planned for Spacelab.
During the first simulation tlight, when each experiment was being operated by its primary
EO, there was little need for EO consultation. On subsequent ilights, however, when one or more
experiments were being operated by secondary EOs, there was considerable interaction among all
EOs, including the off-duty FO who had little cIsc to do. As the simulation flhiSsiOfl progressed,
the EOs began to operate more as a four-man tcain than as t1irei. EOs and a backup, and uiisolicited
help was frequently offered.
Details of FO interactions are given in figure A- 15, The rectangles abov the tiiuc axis indicate
experiment operation, including data collection as well as interruptions for troubleshooting and
repairs. Breaks in the operating Period indicate a standby condition for an expciiincnt. Blocks
below the tinle axis indicate interactions 'sih the operator cited.
During flight 5 (fig A-1 5(a)), allexperiments were operated by prime LOs. There was no
notable interaction. Operator D (off duty) did some troubleshooting of Ames eqUiMflC11t at the
Mcudon/Groningen station but gave the prime EO no specific assistance.
Late in flight o operator C. schcduled t- operate QMC/SFI/NM on flight 5, obtained several
minutes of verbal instruction from the prime FO (13). Again operator A ran his experimental Cquip-
inent without assistance. Operator (' provided considerable a ssistance to operator 1). principally
in connection with the Colorado/Alaska guide optics (lack boresight) and target acquisition (poor
method in bright sky).
In flight 7 opirator B helped C turii 011 SH (he probably would have had difficulties without
this aid). Operator I checked later and found that the SFT tape recorder Was set wrong, and hc
again aided in righting the situation. On this flight, operator A could have used some assistance in
troubleshooting. hut no one knew the system well ciiough to aid him. Operator 1) (011 duty
mounted part of the JPL experiment for 13 just after takeoff: suhsequently, he gave liberally oi his
time throughout the fliglit. The aid providcd operator 13 by operator 1), beginning at approximately
00 18 hours, was in indcntifying the star Field of ' r-Scorpio and attempting to guide on it. Operator(-
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(a) Flight 5.
Figure A-15.— EO interactions in flight.
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Figure A-15. Continued.
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Figure A- 5. Continued.
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Figure A-5-- Concluded.
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litv L'k'whI. hLII IlLS Let'	 ttJ u I raLo1 13 hrietl, oii SVVCIA nk , casiolls. jlrhilavil> kill
gLIkI.. t)tI" .ttitl tiIgL'L .IL'1Ui'i1lUU.
11	 ot-tRt I() 13) on 111!llt 4 t Iig .\ 1 5(d ) 3 spetit very lit tk' ifl' his time in the rear oI tlje
iici Ft. Ile Iirt tøiiiit'ti a portion uI t1t. JPL. epunint (approwd by The N'SA/1SA Piiid to
Ii1ilii tileI() turn-on vurkItiil 3 thell LIc}nELd PCIICIMIINJy oI his time to operator A. I'lic to kng
HoAs oI tin .itLr 2300 hours involved Oie repair oi L11L 0MC strip Chart recorder and its reinst,il-
Lttion on the .quipIncl1L iiek, Optrutor 13 and A ( primarily the latter) diagnosed the QMU IM 1
prohkin during tile flight. Operator 13\ aid after touchdown was lo let hditnn gas int o ih syteni
OprJtt)r A with three uigli t ot .'periI1cc. aided operator 1) in turning on the NlcuLlim ttkcopc
and t'FIL'IlV consulted with Iiiin later in ih.' flight, At 11))rw0uL1k.1y 2333 and 2339 operator 13
nL1d opLraLor (' in troubleshooting J PL,
QM( had Eiip cliart probkins again during flight . Operator A li 1pd operator 13 witLi that
prolkin until a1w0xtn1a1ciy 2057. when Ventis inovd out of the WIi'cop wiji(lo, at which
point operators 13 and A ptditd a strij chart f'imii the Allies lation iis1 to record 1rL'ra t roll
into Ltic (.)NtC ex12rin11t.	 20 t1212t a\vav . Operator \ again assisted operator 1) 3'rk1y diiriiij.
\r'LOUS acquisition, \ Fti operator 1) Ijni1iLd operating ti112 A..ine 'x eEifllc2nt (tile onl y sc1idukd
Litg12t was V12nus ). lie spcnt ahoitt a hall hour tiouhkIiootiiig the J P1.. .xperinwut This
fl12er 'VO1L12LI \V121! and all people who had to t )1 12ra tt it tried to di.1g110512 its problems as liui.
alk)WOtt.
1() jutra	 on tillics are sicIn1n,Irii1211 in Iigui12 Ad ( and LoI11! )an$d with Qxperirnt.nt	 12Iating
t j 1fli.' ( av12ragc) and flight tinc. A trend toward increasing nitituiI assistance was 1m12rv12d as th12
Fos kvdopd working relationships tor 11212tiv12 handhiiig of' tll12ir secondary experiments. On
11 igh	 the olt-du ty opLrator spL'nt n:or' than 0012 liour ill tiou1ilehiou ting and r12pail on 01112 oI , his
priUl C\12inlL'llts. as 11I121ltio11Ld a11ov2. wllit2 .iJI t1n nn ilutv I:Os assisted 01112 another loi sh
intervals, On tlight 9. all operators were a 	 prime12 txpeumeIlts and 11112 n1212d ho interaction
ith tile 0IT-dUty E() Was less, 11 should be 110112(1. I1OW12VLI, that 011 both tIKs12 flights the total 01
interaction times \vas about 10 percent of' 11112 total of ' 12Xp12r111112111 operating tines. this may r1-
p112512111 J IlornlaI 112V121 01 interaction tor an 12x3 rieno2d Lr12w,
P1 Commentary on Proxy Op12rItion
Following, (Ile sinnuion period 12aLh1 P1 was askcd to provide a wriLt12n cvIIuatioI1 (11 11112
p12rlorfllaIlCC ot the I.Os who had oI I12rated his CXp12rilll12llt . In addi tiol). iflt12IVieWs W121L' 11121(1 with
each P1 and L() to t1isuss 110 p12rtorInanc12. The interviews w12r12 conducted near thc 1211(1 ol ihL
lllisSi011 50 thu t data tinal i ty cotild h12 Lak12n in to aou111 . Tileta1uat 100 Corms called For 1)001
t i iahitttite anit (lUaIItftUti'12 r12513011512S IiOifl the P15. in12hliding lime spent by the FO in orating
1h12 12 s pL'riln12nta! 12(311 pllleflt vcisus thc afl101Ifl 1 of' tiinc avaikihle to do so and it Si ll ) j121ive 12vaIua
lion regui-ding t11i. qualit y of' data obtained It was int12nlkd Lhat 1h12 P1 evaluate the E0's J12120I11
phsh 11112111 r1ativ12 to what tIic P1 eould huv12 accolliIiiishvil 1111(1121 the snnt conditions.
Not all 11112 Pis '12r12 al)112 to pIOvi(112 sudi an 12Va111a1i00. Their cllorts W12tc' Iliflikl12d hv ilIlil-
Lulty 10 d12tin11ning 1h12 ratio ol l() 1111112 OpCratifli! their experiment to (1112 timeavulhahhL'. 111-
50 II1L'i12lit proccssed data to ahlow un asscssnien( kit''Lita quulitv . untl in 5011112 12US12S. inuhl(lntt ioniiig
oL ex perililen till e ulpI11e11t or degradation OF its I 1 L'rtorIllanee tltic to turhnlei1ee of tlie atmosphere
01 eXLLSSIVL' alrLrat 1 roll, 11112 following eoinhlicflts rt'prescn 1 Ilic 1ist judgnient OF 111. iespondiiig Pis
JI 11112 C!()412 01 ihe 11115S1011 and are, neeessarilv s0111cWl1al 5Llh12CtiV12. Availahle LO ohserval ions are
IIILhlldLd.
1)3
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Figure A-16. Comparison of FO interaction tirncs with experiment operating ani t1izIit times
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Or
It Shorid lie I1otLI that tht FOS iii particular I!( any comparison iniong tlicii or with (1ii
Pt ill tIfls Of IrLurn.IncL' is significantly uinproiuiscd 	 ( 1) the i sciice or the Pis on the con-
IintI fl	 is alli therefore their inability to evaluate first hand the responses of the EOs to L1icr
\iriiiit1 requirements, including malfunctions, and working environment, (2) the availability
ol iuor	 laIl[)\v.'r to operate the experiments during the P1 flights: ( 3) jlllIY0VejllCjltS. in equipment
performance resulting from ts operation and iiiiin tn.lilLe by the EOs in the aircraft environinin
during tile COIIIIUL't 1 Ifli;siOfl and (4) the operational know-how gained during the confined mission.
11is factors so significantly in tlIieflcL the conditions under which tlii., FOs and Pis worktLl ihat i
dirt'et comparison 1 , 1 . :h'ir PciIornai'c in ternis (ii data quantity and quality is impossible, Taken
LogtIici'. in tact.
	
.idvntagcs inherent in P1 exivriment o 1ration. with the grc ate r P1 working
kilowled.oze ot their own experiments, imply sup'ror overall performance by the EOs,
?1 end o n/( ro 11 ing u
T1it P1 aknow1edi.'d that his training of the prn LO (A) was delayed by problems during
the premission period. Flowever, he felt that the deficiency was made up by the hands-on training
it Aines h.1or., tile simulation period.
The Pis felt that h() performance during simulation WLck was not nearly as good as the P15
would have been. The first flight resulted in little data during the tinle the aircraft was on an ob-
servational (rack. The second flight was very good. Early in the third fli ght, cooling was lost because
of iiisufticjent coolant in the i'y :)stat (or an excessive loss rate). During two of the P1 data flights
toliowing th simulation period ' 1 erator i\ acted as tracking operator, providing an oppor1u ty
for the P1 to evaluate his work first ]land (not possible for the other EOs). On these flights. FO
performance was rated by the P1 as equal to his awn, However, this rating is not directly com-
parable to the E0s performance during the sjtnulatioii period, because three P':oPk r	 -med
the same operations 011 the P1 data flights as the EO 'iad done by himself on the confir
Queen Mary College
P1 Comments. A persistent RF interference prohleni kept the EOs from doing too much.
It took a number of flights l.core the probkni was even identified by the secondary EO). i.nd the
P1 would have found it sooner, The LOs were about 50 percent as efficient as the P1 wo1d have
been. Operation or this experiment requires that the display be monitored constantly, which is
not ."issible if' three eX1'eiieineflts are to he operated by one man. The secondary E(i). ojCrator A.
npicked up o the RF interierence quickly because he had flown before and recognized the syni-
tolus, The P1 said that, because oU his flying experience, operator A was better than ei ther he or
opertor 13, and thit the P1 and B were about even
The data obtained by the LOs are satisfactory but will need considerable evaluation. Since
none of the EQs marked the strip c!iart recorder, tile P1 will have to inspect the interfei-orams to
pick out spikes. instances of known noise. etc. This would not have bceii necessary if the P1 had
been monitoring the `-LjLliplllCllt.
There was no apparent difference in the performance of' the three FOs. Operator 13 had the
ifl()St training OJ) repairs. but all three had thc same amount 017 operational training, Operator A
got many inteilerograms and he and C impressed the P1 with their abilities. (' probably could not
have repaired i 111111 lunctioii, but lie operated th,. equipment very well.
11 the P1 had it to do over again, he would make the experiment
 niore reliable and easier to
operate hv oiie nan. This would he far more beneficial than more training or repair work. The P1
feLis that the operators 1 iouI1 not he asked to make repairs.
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1() ('iun1.'nt.	 riw E() lost niajw ill tcr1Iora ills heeausc ADI).AS went down iriany tiines.
Tile 10 loii)t to tulil off all tlw switches 	 tinws 1oic starting up and left ADI)AS on. This
affected the IhuIllLcr of interlcrogralns lie got.
11i EO claims hc could have used the LN 2 black body if the filling syste1.i had been properly
The FO repaired the pen recorder once. but 11 broke again later, -c notcd that the proper tools
\cre not avaiIabij oil 	 aircraft.
After the flit lliglit, the 10 marked wliat he thoti,h t was nc:cssary oil 	 strip chart, and he
felt that 11' it wasn't dlioLigil the P1 should have told him what he wanted. This problem suggests a
dctjdenv in the ireii ission flight training period,
Tile EO complained ahou ADIDAS failures during his flights. He felt the binary display was no
Ii.l p at all and that a chart recorder would have done as Well.
Oil the last flight, the spare chart recorder failed and the EO patched onto the Southampton
experiment, the New Mexico experiment and used a spare aircraft recorder to kee p thi' equipment
going. The P1 was not aware of this and the EO receivcd no credit for doing it. Without operator 13,
operator C would have had	 icu1ties obtaining data due to lack of training.
University oi Soutljjon
P1 Comments.
	
AI the data obtained by the various EOs, prijimfily aii'glow, were of excellent
quality, the only difference between EO and P1 in performance being the (lUhh1tit ni 'lata UbtUiflClI
The jrime E() (B) operated the experimental equipment on the first, second, and fifth flights, and
lie obtained 100 percent of the data feasible.
The EO oil 	 third flight was operator (', who obtained 80 pei'cent of the data feasible. Oper-
ator A. assigned to the fourth flight, obtained 100 percent of the data feasible.
No rnalftinctions occurred, so there was no opportunity to compare FO ancl P1 repair perfor-
niaiice. The P1 slated (hat thc cqfflpment was not laid out for case of iault-iinding While in the air.
He was willing to make the following estimates: Operator B had the most experience with the
equipment and was the best prepared of the EOs to make repairs. Operator A would have caught an
quickly because of his lx'ckground and experience, but his ability to acconipiish repairs was un-
known, 01-1 rator (' had no trairiing in trouble-shooting and repairs 011 this e(Iiliprncnt (his secondary
experiment) and therefore probably would have had difficulty ill
	 repairs had any been
needed.
Two ED mistakes led to a loss •)f data that tlie P1 felt he could have obtained.
For lack ot' tinle, the EOs were not able to reflect very much an the training material, fli H
complained that he spent a month, at ESA insistence, writing up training procedures for LtlUilIflCflt
that hal l
 yet to be hiii!t. Thci, alter the equipment was finished, the detailed proccdurcs had tobe
rewritten.
For the first lcw days of thc simulation, the EOs were under pressure and concentrate(] on get-
ling the equipnient to work. After that, they started taking an interest in looking at tlic data, ina-
k i ng pfaiis For Lhe next flight, etc.
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The P1 sugstd that (tie 1:Os IiilvnUtn comments should be uicorporatccl into i ,iw 111as-
tor instruction lisi
FQ(i.iiinwnts.	 Operator (' asked tlie primary 1O (13) lor lidp i n getting a picture on t1w TV
Tile FO also gave operator (' other tips on how to prepare the eqUipiUcflt.
Tile primary FO looked at the data after the first flight and then lost interest bocause he didn't
se any structure. He became discouraged by the Jack oi results.
Without the assisajue af the prHne EO. operator C voLJJd have had difficul ty obtaining data
011 this (his sondary) experiment owing to his lack of training.
Ames Research Center
The ARC experimental equipment was operated only on the fourth and 11th flight of' the eon-
lined period. While the prime EO, operator 1), was able to obtain about 75 peicnt as mudi data as
was feasible in the allotted tinle, some data were poor. due to excessive aircraft roll during the
lourth flight. When the problem was overcome. the data quality improved to good. Miring thc fiith
t'light, data quantity ifllj)tOVed to 85 percent and the quality wasjudged excellent by the P1.
Tho mission P1 himself had never operated the equipment bel'ore, and had been nrovided only
a hnel i'evicw by the original P1 concerning tarzet acqUisitiofl, tracking, and calibration procedures.
He and operator D assembled the experirncnt, providing the EO with r -)st or his training in the pro-
cess.
The lflissiCfl P1 felt that tile FO operated the equipment hettL'1' than the original P1 could have
and that the EO was more capable and willing to make changes,
At the time of the confined mission, the original P1 was attempting, without success, to ac-
qu'e the sarne target (1 RC 10216) while flying on the C- 141 as the hO was able to obtain on the
CV-9)0. The F.0-obtained data will be used by the P1. Also, Venus data obtained on the two aircraft
are being compared.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
P1 Comments. -- Each EO had specialized knowledge in one or two areas and in some cases
more than the P1. 1-Towever, none had the across-the-board knowledge that was needed 10 operate
the experinlent successfully. Operator 13 was better on RF interference and actually lielped the P1
solve problems in this area. But he was not up on atmospheric molecular spectroscopy and. 111 some
cases, lie could not determine which Was spectra and which was noise. Operator (' was much better
on spectra, but was less capable of operational changes to fit the situation, while D was very adept
at picking Ufl 011 star tiekis and the use 01' the telescopc. In all cases. the P1 felt that ihei'e was not
enough time to train anvone to operate the ec1lliprneflt properJv.
During the last 3-4 days ol' the confined period, the P1 cut down on the number or variables.
for the hOs. He also felt that 00 one operator could possibly handle all tasks during periods of' peak
activity, sucli as turning on all three experiments at the same time to train on a given target.
The P1 estimated that the FOs performed at about 70-80 percent oI' the P1 level. Thcy did not
have the in-depth knowledge at the component level to Change "Oz boxes." , etc. In V!CW of the
an1unt of training he received, operator 1) performed much better than the P1 expected.
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Th' I() !it1pcd I1trL the training Pr0L1lIres I 	 p10Vidi1lZ CUflIfliI1ls on tile material that
t1i P1 tiit StIbIllittOd. OJ10r3tor (' coiitribiitcd Ifl0t t() this ftort.
Bek:ausc both 11()Fs had problems with R11 it is diFficiilt t(} •Judge thc E()s' accotnpIishniint.
\I	 bLR Of tilelOs had spectrometer experience, it was along the lines of' more CILISMCLII 10-
truiueilts, whereas the TAUF was a new device approaching a "black box.' Therefore, their intui-
tion for modifications .ind vdILItions was Iiiujtcd Operator 13 seemed to feel Lit horne with the elec-
tronics u".concept of the TAOF operation. UiiFortunately, tittle did not allow any oF tite IOs
the opportunity to really work with the instruiuent. With responst J ties for three scparat. experi-
ments. all requiring detailed attention. tile FO an duty did not have the time to concentrate on the
TAOF. In Most Case ,., it was turneti 011 very late On one case. approximately 1-1/2 hours after take-
off). and the operation mode was sevreIy simptitied by the P1 to accommodate an overloaded work
sclwdiile, Assuming ADIDAS was properly recording the data. the P1 may he able to extract some
us1ii} uata was recorded, In most cases. however, thc E0 documentation (of test parameters) was
insutticietit to 1estructLIre t1w events and conditions of a recording.
FO Comments. - The hO did not think thL P1 could tell noise from spectra Jiirnself. because
oI the poor cqulpilient. iti lact, the hO thought everything was noise, Despite the lack of training
tiinc. the EO felt that thc equipment was simple 10 operate and understand. It just didn't work,
The displays were polntless, even after following the P1 guidelines. The P1 provided no criteria
Col. chungin chopping lrequency, ete, This experiment was discoitiagiiig to the EO becatis it never
operated properly, and he tended to concentrate on the other experiments that worked.
Alaska
The Prime EC) (C) operated the Alaska experiment 011 tlie first, fourth, and t'iI'th flights, The
target ,, Wete generally Venus, scattered sunlight. 02 1lerzbei'g, ind 01! Mcinel radiation, Ile ob-
tained between 80 and 100 percent of' data leasihle, and the data quality was divided Fairly evenly
hetween fair jnd good.
Operator 1) was the hO on the second Ilight. Ik obtained 110 data on Venus and 90 percent of
the data feasible on the ether target. nightglow 01-1, which was of fair quality.
Operator 13 was the hO 011 the third flight, durin g
 which the targets were Venus, nightglow 02
nightglow 5517, and nightglow 011. No data were obtained on 014. Essentially 100 percent oI' data
lasih1c Wasactiuired on nightglow 0, (lair quality) and 011 nightglow 5517 (good quality), Good
data were obtained an Venus, but only about 40 percent as much as feasible.
In all cases. the quality and amount of hard-copy data were less than the P1 obtained. Operator
(' did quite well and improved as the mission went on. The other E0s learned Iioiii him aft e r his
first fli ll IL Oue I0 did lioL change the aI])I)litu(lc settin g
 when he should have, so it is very dil!icul
to pick out the signal. Tile other data will be iieeded belore results tiom that flight caii he evaluat-
ed.
'lhc IC) contributions to the written procedures provided the P1 with an indication that they
kacv wliut Was !U1fl 00.
University at (olorado
The primary I() operated the Colorado experiment oil the t'irst, touith, and flftli flights of' tlic
Lofl kned IlliSSiOii. Ile obtained between S() and 8 5
 percent of data teasitile, and the quality was
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good vIwu tIlt t,iget was Vnus. dropping to fur when [lie target was Alpha Virginis (much fainter)
011 the fotiri.li flight.
Operator 1) was assigned to the Colorado experiment oil 	 second confined flight. He ob-
tafnILl about .25 i rcflt as much data as Iasibk, Vieving Venus (lair data quality) and sky back-
ground(poor quality).
Operator 13 operated the Colorado experiment an the third confined flight, obtaining about
XO percent as much data as feasible viewing Venus. The data were rated Fair.
All the FOs did a good job. C did the best p01) even though the display unit wasn't operating
during his tour. D forgot to turn on the tracker switch one night, which cost about 1/2 hour of
latLl. It took him ionger than the others to restart the instrument and he had to restart it several
tinies,
Due to the lack of EO tiaining tinle, the P1 limited equipment operations to only two VLlria-
hies, which the EUs handled well. Many ot]ier variahlcs wotild have been used, however. had the P1
operated the experiment.
The only real malfunction that occurred was a loose wire in the spectrometer itself'. This could
only be repaired ill sterile atmosphere, tiil the P1 had to ilo 11 011 the ground. The P1 commended
operators B and D for locating a blown fuse in the power .supply that weiit out due 10 all
power surge. The fuse was well hidden, ancl the l'aull had never occurred bet'ore. The P1 actually had
to cull all 	 back at Colorado to diagnose tli'_' trouble, but by that time, the EOs hau reme-
died it.
Operator D had relatively little timt_ :	 i: equipnent and was generally OLltpdI'tOrIUC(l by
operators B and C. Some of the FO obsi'	 01 Spica were made at a different angle than any
that the P1 had ever made. Operators 13 untl 1) Jso made good ohserva lions of Venus, and obtained
some useful data.
11 he P1 felt that th operational training was sulficient for tht. time allotted 10 him 011 the
Alaska telescope. There were too many things that could have gone wrong for malfunction training
to have been adequate. Operator C provided considerable heln with the training procedures and did
some of the writing.
University of'New Mexico
The primary EQ (B) operated the New Mexico experiment on the first, second, and fiftli con-
lined flights. He obtained between 90 and 100 percent as much data as wa., feasible, and the data
was excellent, Operator (' worked the experiment on the third flight, obtaining the same results,
quantitatively and uaIitatively, as the rruiie EO. Operator A. assigned to the fourth flight, obtain-
ed the same resu}ts as the two other EUs. The Pis were pleased with the data obtained by the F()s
and will be able 10 write a scientit'ic article basccl oil
Operator 13 had some problems the first night, but the PIS would have had theni also, and the
E() cOLIId not be faulted, Aholll 4 percent or one night's data was lost 1)causc operator (' had dil-
l'iculty reloading a strip chart recorder pen.
Accommodations Llla(IC For the 1Os were;
I. Observations were contil]d( j
 to the camera station on the Iel'L side oI the aii'ci'.ilt the a-
teriiate station oil
	 rigil t side was 1101 used.
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I An angle iron was LId to ali gn the movit Camera with the image tithe.
3. Dials Vt ri.' IistiiI JOWJ1 to set 1()SitiO!1S for camera focus.
No I'L'Il ii iItuitions occuired, but operator R probably could have made any necessary re-
pairs. since he was the hest trained. When the other EOs had trouble loading the cameras. etc.. they
VLflt to him for lielp.
fhe Pis felt the training niaterial was adequate and benefited by the FO comments made be-
tore the confined period began.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
[O perforinance compared fivorahly with that of the Pis, despite much lower manpower load-
ings and the constraints associated with certain major experiment elements. It remains to establish
relationships among the prelnission factors that could be indicators of performance background
experience. training experience, and operator proficiency ratings.
Operator rtciencies were shown earlier ( fig. A-9) to be roughly comparable, in the opinion
of the Pis. with primary assignments at or near the target level of 8 (well undcrLoo(l) afld with sec-
ondiry assignments at tl ! e adequate level (5). These were in general agreement with tI' training
guidelines for operator capability, namely, operationand maintenance of primary k	 rnents, and
only normal operation or secondary experiments. With this in mind, figure A-1 7 co	 1-0 per-
formance in flight against prcrnission proficiency ratings, both the data quality fa . :rtis a com-
posite operations rating (from table A-4) and EO inflight problem response versus . composite
maintenance rating. The data do not show any particular trends when plotted in this Inanner: data
quality varies widely at the same proficiency rating. while problem response is reativc1y indepen-
dent of rating. Thus, by itself, the prenlission evaluation of readiness by the P1 was not a clear indi-
cator of operator performance, except perhaps in a qualitative sense to indicate P1 confidence in the
EO's capability.
LO Training and Performance
111 t1h1it Problem Response
Consider now the relationship bet\vceIl operator training experience and ifl-flUsSiofl perIol-
tuance, Figure A-1 8 cornpares operator performance in tcrms of inflight problein response with the
number of training hours, b assignment. The three "learning curves" approximate  thc improve-
ment with hours of training. It appears that the EOs developed to about the 90 percent level of re-
sponse to inflight problems wii.h about 30 hours ot' maintenance training (data plotted), 75 hours of
liancls-on training. and 150 hours or total training. Operator B's below-average performance no his
primary experiments is largely due to events ori the first sirniilatioo flight where his eft'ectiveness
was reduced by a lack of Iimitiarity with the environment (no flight research experience prior to
ASSESS).
By way oI coiiiparlsnii, the operator training experience in one previous ASS1SS flhiSSiOl) 011
the ARC Lear Jet aircraft rel'. 2) is shown, with the prescrt results, in the block on figure A-1 8.
The combined time for the two proxy operators Of a singlc complex experiment is roughly coinpar-
able to ASSLSS 1 tines, and wits found udeq Itate for normal experiment operation, but less than
sufficient for niaintenance and repair. Apparently neither operator had sufticicnt deptli o training
roughly IiaI 1' the tiiue shown) to be IiiIly qualified,
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Figure A-1 7.- Comparison of EO performance with P1 estimates of proficiency at end of training(Table A-4),
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I:iIrc A- 18. EO problem response as an indicator of training required.
Data Qualit y Factor
Fiiir A-19 shows the relationship between operator training tt i;J inllight performance in
ttims of the qualiL) of data acquired. No significant trend is idicatd, un the basis of' EO assign-
met, operators with about 1 GO hours did as well s those with twc )r three times as much training.
There is, however, a notable difference btwceii cxperimetts, somewhat along tlw same ins noted
t..iiIkr t1ios ohsrving astronoinicd targets and those viewing in an all-sky mode. F1eri the 1attr
were operated with significantly better results, regardless of the amount of operator training with
no target acquisition requirements, the operators task was much simpler.
Fxpci'iuwnts then were ranked in order by five factors that coukl impact FO performance
automation, com plexity. readiness, design constraints, and rna funetion severity (as observeJ during
tile mission). The results are shown in tablec A-1 1. A composite factor including three of these live
factors was used as the independent variable in figure A-20, where a significant increase of data
quality occurs as experiment operation becomes less difficult. In brief, it is apparent that HO perfor-
mance was det1end211t on overall experiment design, both the physical equipment and ihe opera-
tional procedures. Thus, in the context of present results, operator training to the extent pra':ticed
liere is not sulficient to assure good science: the experiment itself must be brought 10 a level of de-
velopment compatible with the research environment.
FO Real-Time Experience
Operator performance on individual experiments for each simulation flight (lg. A-1) illus-
trates improvements made as the result oi real-time experience during the mission. Presinlulation
training hours, overall EO performance (data quality factor), and P0 ission P[ perlormance are
shown for comparison. Figure A-2 1 (a) - (il) indicates notable improvement was shown by FOs 01
the more difficult eperimcnts as the mission progressed, while those 011 the kss difficult experi-
ments generally stayed at their initial Iiigli level of performance. In a few cases, lor example Meu-
LIon, JPL. and QMC, performance dropped oil later flights when equipment problems surlaced.
The best example of EO improvement is the Alaska experiment, where the primary operator
made remarkable progress on his own, At the same time he was also improving on the curnpanion
experiments in his assigned group, JPL and Colorado. Even 50, it took some 65 hours of work, of
which 14 were in actual operatioii, to achieve something like the full sciciic: potential ol' these three
experiments. This clearly shows the PCIlaltY that may be incurred 00 a short mission i l the experi-
nient preparation and operator training tasks are not fully implemented.
Two Other points sliould be noted here. First, in lour of the eight experiments the primary op-
eratol' did not do as well 011 his first solo flight as during the Lraining fliglit on two his performance
was the same, and on two it was beiter. This makes the point for a better exercise of integrated i'a-
toad training, Second, 111 1) of 12 comparisons secondary EOs did as well or better on their one
flight experience than thc Lorresponding primary operator 011 his first try. This is a strong indica-
tion or experience carryover From primary to secondary roles,
[0 perlormance on the U1ol'C dilhcult experilllents, those on the lower line oF t'iure A- 1 1), is
summarized in I'igurc A- 22.A distinct improvement was observed 10 quality or scientific results as
mthe issioIi progressed, and with few exceptions dic EOs attained the average level oI' P1 perfor.
mance in 1)0StS11llh1Uti0fl flights 011 this group of' CXjIC1' ments. It is fair to say that almost all of this
iJnproveIueIlt VIS in [.0 ability to COC with the CXpCl'ifllL'nts, rather than ill hardware changes that
simplified tlie operation. To the extent that sucli experience could be acquired before fhight, the sci-
entific return 111)111 such a relatively short mission might be substantially upgraded
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TAI3L1. A1I. FXIFRIMFNT RELATFE) FACTORS THAT CAN IMPACT EO PERFORMANCE
Experiment Ranking Factors*
	
Functional
	
Operating	 Demonstrated	 I.
	
Automation	 Complexity	 Readiness	 Constraints
	
Low	 1 High	 1 Low	 1 HighExperiment
Mti/Gron
QMC
sJ-E
Ames
JPL
Alaska
Colo.
NM
Malfunction
Severity
1 = High
= Low
5
0
7
3
1
s
cD
(a) Ranking by Individual Factors
Composite Rankings
All Factors (Avg.)	 Factors 2, 4. 5 (Avg.)
Ex pint.	 Ixpnit.	 Rating
JP L
	 1.,	 JPL	 ---- 1.casl
Alaska	 3.4
	
tvl eu/G i-Ofl.	 2.7
	 Favorable Rating
Ames	 4.0
	 Alaska	 3.0
QMC	 4.0	 Colo.	 4.0
Meu/Groii.	 4.	 QMC	 4,7
Colo.	 4,8
	
Ames	 5.3
S11	 (1.2
	
UNM
	 7.0
NM
	 U. of S.	 7.3	 - Most
Favorable Rating
(b) Composite Rankings 1 Order ol' Beiief'it to FO
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I'AI3LI' A-11. (Concluded,
EO	 All
Factors
	
J3	 5.7
	
A	 4.(
	
C	 3.5
Rating oI E xpernnLn t Groups
	
Primary Assignment	 Secondary Assignment
Factors	 Factor	 Ati	 Factors	 Factur
2, 4, 5	 5	 Factors	 2. 4, 5	 5
	
6.1	 7,0	 3.5	 3.3	 2.3
	
4.7	 5.0	 5.7	 6.1	 7.0
	
3.3	 2.3	 5.7	 6.1	 7.0
	
5.3	 3.0	 3.5	 3.3	 2.3
(c) Experiment Ratings by 10 Assignment
* Definition of Ranking Factors:
Functions done without EO attention
C,1 EO activity required alter turn-on
Completed experiment available for liO
Science potential (data quality) limited by
Impact of in!light malfunctions 011 data acquisition
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Operator Experience P1(}tih.'
The t\p.rin1ci1t operators tiir the Joint Mission IRILI pIior experien, ri r'iilt'd sciontific
1)1Uit that r,ingti1 liom about 3 to 17 vr, us minmidri/ed hi'k'!iy in table A.- 1 2. Mission pIaiiiis
tI10\Vc.d More ti.iinillg tillie 1or tile least ex po dell Ceti 0I)Cr1t0i (13), but did not rcallv dit'lerntiatt
.inoug the t'ithc'r three. As it ttiiiicI out, operator 13 1irEiciIiid ill lli' Ltc\t.Iopiucnl oi onc
h.I'ore theo1iciaI start or training} r ind carded out the L11L'1IuJe(l Indning proginani (in his lull
Isignhiiilt, lor i total of' 040 hours, U and 1). 011 the other lhlnd, started very, late in the Eraining
period and I'or a nu nib.r al reasons had I v a than the seheduli.,d time at the home laboratories.
Operator 1) in 1\IrticLIlar had only brief expo gwe to one txpL'rin)cnt Prier to on-itc IntL'1zration, and
a total of' 24() hout s,
Lilik A-13 S11111111alizes 10 Pr1orn1ai1ce 01) an individual basis, arid then compares their
record ,, on th' sanu.' experiment, For example, operator 1 was compared with 12 L0/cxpriimnt
Loinhiiitioiis. on his tirt night on a gin xperittWi1t hv aeliiwed hater tLita in one ease'. and
LuaI or btttt y data to 7 cases than did other I0s 011 Hie same assigi1innt, By combining the
iiidIcatd lour (Iuiuns into 	 c()n1poitL pcfforiiiance 1
	
netr. and using the experience and
tiainiit data troiu table A.-1 2. a parametric r1ations1tp, as in tigurt A-3. cun be derived. This
relationship is of' course UiliqLlL' to the the present situation anti at host a Iirst indication of the
relative importance oI background experivnce and specific training, Tentatively, it appears. that
expericnce Qovt.I,s a 400-hour training inc'renient, and that soriw (,00 to 701) Imurs ar itquired to
develop a iiI!y qualified opi'u 	 haswho i  had only a tw years of' research exivrience.
1;() Evaluation (it' the Operating  1 nvironnient
obscrvrs diuing th Joint ASSESS NINsion. distrLhutd two 1arate ( a2StiOttfl.flis to
the LOs. One ( liiviitiiininta1 Sl1frtiv.ness Scale) was developed lur use witli personnel tinder-
going siinulated inissiciis in a AdSFC tucili t. . In g.iiciaI, this questionnaire concerns physical aspects
of the siiiiIiIation, Tih1i. A-14 siiitit iimzs the replies troiu tIin.c of' the E()s.
None of' tilethree lOs F)iItiiig 1clt viry strongly ahou 1 living aiiit working conditions in the
('V-9)0, None bdt any aspect ni the LJ1vi10i1itIcnt was superlativL'. ()0L lelt the lighting was very
poor in most areas and anotlier complained excessive aircrart noise in the Forwaid end. Those two
ohserva tiuns were the only extreme ratings,
As the Joirit Mission was the first of its kind, it is not possible to rnakL' comparisons bctween
two or IflOrL IIIiSSR11iS to which  rL'pondenr flii, have been exposed. This Iactur i.iiidotilttedly
detruets iroiii the objectivity or the r siises iitdic.ited 111 table A-] 4.
A second questionnaire (ASSESS ('\T_90 (Yew Questionnaire) was prepared 5 eeil'ically for
the J oii t Mission. (table 151, 111 general. the three respoiiding IC)s confirmed tho ratings of thc
previous (l Iles t lOiliaIrC, Ilicy weix' pleascil with (liralily of SU)p0rt and the suppoiiing personnel.
Sugestioits were oiteieU Or iUiJliOVCP)efltS in the arrangement oi cxperinient modules in the nick,
r(1Si0115 lor handling cryogenics. and improved P1 support oI seeoudary lOs, Experinient pri.
paiatiuil was iuJed hasty and iiieotnplcte, The worh b.nc1i ind tool kit were considcred adequate,
although sonte iiiissiig supplies and tools were notet!. Additional automation of' some experiments
wee felt to be in 	 nartiLularIy of the Q1U experiment.
The lOs Lit that	 I major Functions werc not accomplished as planned but thal Hwy were
reasonahly '.cfl e(j itt i)pecl 10 inike procedural-change decisions, particularly wi th respect to theii
11I101e ex1eri1ne11ts. Regardin g
 training. the 1()s IN they understood th.' espL'rfu)ent but had iu
sui 1Lietit pporttinity to operate the experiment hefore thc siniulatioii period. 0I eraing Iro-
ccdiivcs vre considered gonerally satkIactor
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Figure A-23.--- Background experience and specific training contribute to EO perforrnance.
TABLE A-12. SUMMARY OF OPERATOR EXPERIENCE
r
Ikeiuission Experience
EO	 Post-Grad	 Research	 Flight	 TOther
Ed ucation	 in Fie'd	 Research	 Rel ated
A	 4 yrs.	 3 yrs.	 Flight
	
6 yrs.
PhD.	 Mission (1)
B	 2 yrs,	 < 1 yr.	 Sounding
PhD.	 Rocket (1)
Candidate
(	 5 yrs.	 8 yrs.	 Flight
PhD,	 Mission (2)
Sounding
Rocket (2)
D	 4 yr,	 5 yrs,	 Apollo &	 8 yrs.
PhD.	 Skylab
Programs
Flight
Mission (1)
Total
	
Yis. of	 Ilours oi
Exp..ricnc	 'Frainng
	
13	 375
	
< 3	 640
13	 380
17	 24()
87
oc
Z.
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TABLEA- 13. EO PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Cornparitive Performance ot EOs
Overall Individual Performance
	
First-time Operation of Expmt. 	 All Operations of Expmt.
LO	 Problem
	 Tirne Utili-	 Data	 Number of	 Data Quality	 Number of	 Data Quality
Response.` zation,
	 Quality.	 ComparisonsBetter Equal/Better ('oniparisons 	 Better Equal "Better
A	 92	 78	 48	 7	 0	 5	 7	 0	 4
	
(0)	 c7 I)	 (m;
 73	 79	 80	 12	 12	 12	 3	 9
	
(50)	 ( 100I 0 	(25)	 (75;)
C	 84	 79	 53
__-	
12	 17	 12	 t10]
8 )	 ( 58 1 .	 50'. )
	
(831 4 )
D	 78	 59	 40	 7	 2	 5	 J	 7	 2	 4( 1 0 e 1
	
)	 (71 r	 ( 9'	 ( ç 7'/
t t
	
t
	
1'
Avg,
Rating*
3.7
3.3
3.3
Comparison
Ahov1 Avg.
1
!AI3LE A-14. RATING OF FNVIRONMENT IN PRIM\RY WORK ARE.&
Item
Interest in Tasks
Quality of Support
Relative to Other
Areas Used
Supplies ((;Fl-)
General Equip, ((IFE)
Internal Communications
Maintenance Equip,
Stowage Facilities
Experiment Equip.
Working Space
Physical Layout
Fxternal ('ornniunicatjons
Lighting
Subject
Overall Suitability
Research Operations
	
3.3
	
Above Avg,
	
3.0
	
Avg.
	
3.0
	
Avg.
	
2.7
	
Below Avg.
2.5
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.0
'.7
I-Junian Comfort	 Trash Managcien 1	 3.5	 Above Avg.
Odor Control
	
3.3
	
Above Avg.
Noise Level
	
2.0
	
Below Avg.
_______- --------
*Rating Scale:
5 = superlative
4 very good
3 average
2 =poor
1 very poor
TABLE A-I 5.-- CREW QUESTIONNAIRE
OPERATOR A	 OPERATOR B
Reasonable within limits of ex- 	 No. The equipment was awk-
perirnents. Occasional times	 ward to use because of its height
when cabin Loo crowded. and the forward vr backward
facing of ihc gear often obscured
viewing of essential chart recor -
ders or scopes. The separate a-
reas fo each experiment made
wearing a :tset difficult.
OPERATOR (
Yes except for minor in conven-
iences, such as having to switch
headset COflfl&tion when going
front station to station and the
inadectate curtaining off of the
separate experiments.
QUESTION
1 Wis the CV-990 lavout satis-
itor	 Explain.
2 Was the Mission Mana ger Op
eratioris team support ade
quale? Explain.
.3. Defin e N our major logistics
problems during miss ion ppre-
paration and operation. F1uc
did oil resolve then?
4. Were V 01 ptriuitkd sufficient
partidpatiari durin g tire pre-
paratlo.	 hase prior to the
iii	 fxplain.
S. Define anN c111rr11er't ihat
% OLj ddnt ui1iidc l"LiT wh'.Ii
W4U1d have been useful.
(. Was iniunia1in external
to the (V)t)O adequate?
Exp l ain.
Manager very good. Team ade-
quate, with a few wrinkles. Dur-
ing night de-hriefings sere not
igorouslv enough conducted-
Organization o f ers ogerncs and
use of cryogenic detectors. Re-
solved hy lransferring lieliurn
etc. on ramp outside aircra.t.
t-it not a saiasfactnr solution.
In general NO. The rcla!ielv
short lead tirne meant that PIs
were too preoccupied wiih cha-
nges 10 lei 1 Os have a laic cav.
derectur scilh coIin^
ai pumping capabilm.
1 
Basically yes. but 	 jc.ht Iiac
ecn %IscIiJl to have niore inde-
pendent diannels. one connect-
ed to each experlrncrlt location
this rudy not le becn j proper
sinudatinn, however 1.
Willi regard to Preparation/Ex-
planation of flight paths, respon -
sibility for aircraft s stems and
saetv, organwation of supporl,
e.g. cryogenics, the support was
inore than adequate.
No comment.
During tI'e prcpaation 1 had e-
nough t.pport unit% for participa-
tion in the prime experiments.
iliere was not enough tin1e 10
get too irnolved sitti 1111.' sccofl-
darv experiments.
No Lonirncnt.
For all that ransp'rcd. ves. The
coflim tin kJIioIL wasnt used to
its liiii't j it could hasc hecrI for
a major repair.
Yes.
Major .jltv was adcqua1y
intrfacij 's.iIi Pis of back.
experiment. Overcome b iclv
ing on FO-FO interchange of
ngormation.
Prime experiments. mustiv yes.
Backup, some no.
Wire. List of specific fuses by in-
sirurnem. and Iue selection  hv
instrument would have spccdcd
rcrlacerneni -
Yes.
TABLE A-15. - (Continued).
Would y ou recommend more
itUnia ion of the cxper-
it? 'n r	 Which ones? Explai n .
q I)ecrthe all iimaor functions
'la nned but not acc mt push -
ed and tell wh they were not
aC c oni phili e J.
Queen tMaivi1IIgi: Automate
starting, resersing. and initiation
of scans. Bring all controls to
one major console.
New Mexico: Simplified loading
of films. All cintrols to visible
heights.
Southampton: Control panels at
more accessifTh heights .nd pi-
lions.
Mcudonronirrggn: More cen-
I raliia t ion of controls. Active
on-line use mit'
 otnputer to set
parameters as well as to log
them.
All experhnents: Abolish chart
recorders using iu.k_4!efl. Use
modular and plu-in cassette
t y pe loading of all data recor-
ders,
Mapping of',, OlitULl1l was only
done for 20 mm. on one meht
instead for I hour on three
nights. Ni ghts I and 2 wore cut
oft' by
 aircraft p' ihiems and
ni ght 3 by -a c1tigeniL problem.
OPERATOR B
Yes; the work bench sas excel-
lent. Additional eapahihR
no (except one small Allen kes I
needed was not included).
I doni think more automation is
needed, just careful CV31LIatiOn
of the lime available to the FE)
to do tile allotted tjks, ee.
lie (she) shouldn't h1,tve '. cturii
to a piece of equlpmc rt at : cri-
tical time just to turn it oil.
Inuluicicnt time was allossed lot
review of the Southampton data
in heLvccri flights.
New slcxicm ' : E)urine tIme flight
they
 had planned to move the
3-nini camera from a mount on
one side of' the aircrafi to a
ilr mount on the other side.
This was too ambitious for one
pci son doing three experiments.
Q_MC: Their requirements 'dmphi-
fied cm 'ntinua!! tip to the time
of the confined mission. This
jilosth due to tIme lilaile not lb -
s.
OPERATOR
Yes, I ut i lized the work hcn:li
and tool kit. No additional capa.
cit recommended hip.cml on ex-
perience in these flight.
QM(' would. with small cxperidi-
itliC. liase the interterm nuclei
mirror scan terminated b y
 a mu.
cruswifch . This would have al-
lowed much ercater k:U tune
flexibiliIN tlfl tile airL'hsw expeim-
iilCflt5.
All accmimplislied. bLit T11110 line
.MTiCtiT1Cs shipped due To t pro-
Willi ono iflstrLiillCtlt	 !iichi
ought delav mntc actiou iAiTh time
4OlCTs.
QUESTION
	 OPERATOR A
T'. Did von utiliic the work
	 Yes. A complete kit of electri-
hendi and tool kit? Would
	
cal fuses for all equipment
' on Teconullend additional
	
should form a part of the tool
cpahifitv? Explain, 	 area,
OPERATOR C
Prime: yes. Backup: required de-
cisions which may not have been
bcst.
Communications: yes. Power:
yes. Cryogenics. no. ADDAS:
N/A.
JPL Alaska, Colorado, New
Mexico: Yes.
Southampton: Yes. but limited
time available for practice.
QNo.
Meudon/Groni genJAmes: NA
TABLE A-15.-- (Continued)
12. Do you consider your exper-
iment systems training ade-
quate? Discuss each experi-
ment.
11. Do you consider your sup-
pori systems training 10 be
adequate'? Communications,
power distribution, cryogen-
ics, AUDAS. Discuss each
('flC.
OPERATOR A
Fairly easy to change filters and
apertures as well as all standard
mapping parameters. Easy to
change astronomical objective
only if an adequate star chart
had been already provided (it
was on all occasions).
Communications on board gave
little trouble, though times to
each turn were not always an-
nounced. Training was short and
OK. Power distribution gave no
troubles. Training OK. Cryogen-
ics gave problems, but totally
unrelated 10 any training hang-
up. ADDAS downtimes were a
nuisance, but not training-rela-
ted.
Meudon/Groningen: Too short.
11ihiiiEicaami1iarization
on first 130 flight.
Southaniptcn: Too short, but
system gave no trouble in pra-
ctice.
OPERATOR B
ing above the tropopause which
meir1t a limb-scanning technique
was not applicable. Also pro-
posed was some selection of sta-
bilized mirror angle to optimize
a signal to noise as indicated
by the on-board Fourier trans-
form. This was dropped because
of the difficulty in obtaining
good noiseless interferograms,
and the extra time it would take
the EO with the changing exter-
nal environmcnL
With the equipment and objec-
tives thtr 4hly understood and
the guiehnes for any decisions
cI'dr1y outlined, any changes
were not difficult - once used
to working in the ai rctaft envir-
onment
Comniumcations: yes. Aines
responsibility and no training
was necessary. Power distribu.
tion yes ADDAS: yes. Exper-
'rnenter training was adequate.
Cryogenics: yes.
For my primary and secondary
experiments 1 had visited the
Pi's institutes and studied in as
much detail as possible given
the time and material available)
the theory behind the experi-
10. How easy was it for you to
make real-time procedural
changes",
QUESTION
9. (Cont.)
TABLE' A-15 (Continued).
QUESTION
12. (Cont)
3. Did ,ou feel a ned for niore
indoctrination for the expen
metiEs you did not operate"
14. Were experiment operating
procedures 'qui1e' Was
there too mu—, or too little
detaiF Discuss each experi-
ment.
OPERATOR A
QMC: Too short, but system
worked reasonably well.
New Mexico: VeryJiorL, but
adequate.
No.
Procedures we, vcrv good
Thcv were worked out liv FOs
in ilose collaboration with PIS
Some more detail is needed for a
backup EO than for a prime
EO.
OPERATOR B
ment and the design of the equi-
pment and the electronics ised.
For the primary experiments, by
confinement 1 had received suffi-
cient hands-on' training, but
for the secondary uncs, in be-
tween visiting the Pis and tite
mission the equipment changed
in several details and 1 had insuf-
ficient liands-on' to become fa-
miliar with i1I the changes. For
the problems that arose, my trai-
ning as pn.T.sihly more than ade-
quate. Any more problems
injghr have tested the thorough-
ness of the training.
No, as 1 was familiar wih all the
experiments.
Sout1i j p: Television: 1 kit
familiar enough with the equip
ment not to need it) procedures
during operation. The proce-
dures lavout made it difficult to
use quickly. Pliotorneier: Level
OK. Nikon: Too much detail
e.g. the instructions for mount
ing the camera in thc ,.enith win-
dow.
NewMexico: This procedure
was very accurate. Which it need-
cd to he 50 as not to forget any
of the many sinall steps. or dam-
age the equipment. Difficult lo
use tor hurried reference.
QMç: 1 liked the level of this
iiiicedure. It assumed that the
operator was familiar with the e-
OPI-.RATOR (
No. alihough more might have
been useful.
JPL. AIaska Colorado: Ade-
quate, as 1 wrote much of it with
the Pis.
New Mexico: Very good.
Southarnpion: tood.
QMC: Inadequacies noted e.g.
some procedures told what to
do, but not how to do it.
TABLE A-15.-- (Continued)
QUESTION
14.(Cont.)
15. Did the experimenter's efer-
cncc material provide you
with all the information you
needed? Where was it weak?
16. Were there any onboard fun-
ctions that shoul have been
conducted by non-research
personnel?
17. If you were going to partici-
pate as an E0 on a future
mission, having been through
a CV-990 sirnulation, what
would you do differently'
OPERATOR A
In general this material was very
good. Much technical informa-
tion was available in considera-
ble depth. It was, however, hard
to translate the information into
practical terms. We had to
sure to get photographs of pan-
els with correct settings, in crder
to learn at location. Other than
that of P1, often these were iiot
available.
You should try asking techni-
ians instead of scientists to run
the whole system. They may
turn out to be better EOs.
Demand more automation, and
more inputs generally at an ear-
her stage of PIs planning. This
could eliminate poor chart re-
coiders and other trivial but
OPERATOR B
liuipnient and was a very useful
checklist to help organize the
operator's time and avoid omis-
sions.
Alaska: Accurate, well laid out,
quick to use.
Colorado: Very clear, and easy
to refer to in a hurry, with the
right amount of explanation
with each instruction to enable
manipulation of the sequence 11
the need arose.
JPL: OK. Enough details for air-
glow operation.
Not really tested because of the
nature of the problems that
arose.
The majority of the preflight
preparation time was taken up in
changing films, loading tapes,
cleaning and changing chart ie-
corders etc. which took time
away from  repairs or reviewing
data.
Carefully arrange the timing of a
visit to the Pi's institute. when
the equipment to be used was all
present but not finally assem-
bled so that the 10 could parti.
OPERATOR (
Not extensively consulted.
No comment.
Require exposure 10 iill expcn-
ment. to be operated before the
installation phase.
TABLE A-15.— (Contued).
QUESTION
17. (Cont.)
	OP1iRA OR A	 OPERATOR B
time-consuming chores. cipatc in the last stages o rou-
h1eskootin. Arrange the dura-
tion of the stay to just include
enough time 10 complete any
background study of the theory
behind the cxperiment and t1i'
equipment. Discuss with the P1
any changes in equipment design
which would make operation
more efficient. Have more final
hands-on" training.
OPERATOR C
tA
18. Listed below are several pro-
blem areas you may have en-
countered. Please review the
list and pla.e the problems in
rank order (1 for your most
severe problems etc.) as they
affected you. Feel free to list
any others if necessary.
a. Design of experiment
workstation
b. Mission/Manager/Mission
Operations support
c. Presimulation experiment
integration
d. Support systems training
e. Onboard personnel inier-
aCLIOflS
1. Onboard/external scienti-
fic communications
g. Real-time systems Ilcxibil-
it)
10	 -I
12	 12
5	 10
6	 9
13	 13
11	 11
8	 4
QUESTION	 OPERATOR A	 OPERATOR 	 1 OPERATORC
h. Light levels	 9	 1
i. Noise levels	 7
j. Habitat vibrations	 8
k. Experiment training	 5
1. CV990Iayout	 3	 6
in-Maintenance  capability	 4	 7
TABLE A.15— (Concluded).
G1NERAL EO OBSERVATIONS FOLLOWING TiIE MISSION
Following is a sLIInh1Iry of' FO comments and conclusions regarding their experiences on the
coul'ined mission. These remarks cover a variety of subjects, some or which, are specific to each
1-7.0s experiment reslx)flsibiIihes.
Operator A
System Operation
On the first flight or the confined mission, operator A found that it was fully possible to
operate the Meudon/Gioningin experiment in flight an1 obtain data. The systern acquired the
planet Venus immediately and recorded good, if weak, signals in all infrared channels. It was rnuch
harder to hold the faint stais in the field of S ('ephi (the second object chosen), and just as the
aircraft was turning out to the 1\1- 1 7 leg, oil pressui failure in one engine caused an abortive end to
observations.
During the following day. operator A achieved an irnprovemeir •n his acquisition procedure as
a result Ot intrco111 discussions with a member 01 the Meudon experimenter team, On the second
1light, having acqiiired Venus, he was able to acquire S Cephi miich more easily and made scans.
The sources M-I 7 and p Oph were also acquired and mapped successfully in more than one IR
wavelength band. Fiowever, the p Oph measurements were again curtailed by engine problems.
As a result of a kak of air through a faulty teflon gasket seal on the third flight, the operator
was unable to punip suficienfly on the detector cryogen. Signals were low at the beginning oF the
run, and eventua!I wat to zero as the heliuni becanii., exhausted from the detector dewar.
On the fourth flight of the confined period, operator A was assigned to his backup experi-
ments the New Mexico/Queen Mary Collcge/Southanipton group. Ile found that the niain
problems were in the setting up rather than operation. Many laboratory chart recorders were
used, and sensitive infrared tiljii had 10 be loaded into two cameras, However, observations went
well, and he was able to identify the main noise source in the QM(' systein RF pickup which
occurred whenever the pilot-ground radio link was in use. It was not as difficult to keep these seven
individual airIow instruments going as it had been for one man to operate the single telescope
system plus cryogenic detectors. The prime airgow experiment operator (8) provided operator A
with some useful training (Wring the confined week.
During his one permitted hour on duty on the fifth flight operator A was able to render
assistance. chiefly 10 operator B.
hO Qualifications
Operator A's basic conclusion from his experience on the con Iined flights is that an F() call
operate complex scientific equipment and obtain data under the conditions imposed on this
Mission, and by implication could do so on Space!ab. In order to operate successfully, however, an
FO should not bcconie tco tired. When alert, he can spot fniI Is and errors, correct them more
quickly. and make bcttei scientific as well as technical judgments. Nturally, hc is also less inclined
to make his own errors.
Further, a single EO, trained 10 operate experiments 111 this way, call do far better than a single
P1 could do on his own. vie P.O must operate partly as P1 but more as it highly skilled technician
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and tngtner. i job most Pis are not used to. lie noted that Pis on this mission 	 and on all others
operate as leaders of tims, and are not necessarily the best-equipped team nwmbers for hands-on
operation ol equipment,
Autoniatiou
To facilitate a srnooth run for the FO, the experiments must be as well automated as possible.
Automation does not necessarily mean a great deal of expense. For example, a single reversing
microswitcli wou!d have taken most of the labor out of operating the QMC experiment. In the
present set of experinients, hours of preparation every day could have been saved by the use of
cassette type recorder for all kinds of data records, including audio and video tapes, films, and
above all paper charts.
Operator A stressed that the standardization of recording equipment, and the use of simplified
clip-in/pull-out cassettes for every kind of data-acquisition mediurn would be a Spacelab invest-
nient that would pay for itself in cost effectiveness Of Shuttle time many hundreds of times over.
Simple push-in/pulI-out module designs are available for some of' these devices, and for the rest.
the Spacelab prograin should pursue their acquisition vigorously. 11 should he possible to test out
such systems during future simulation experiments in aircraft.
Su pport Systems
Of the ancillary systems, the interc -ii link was certainly elfective, and should need little if
any augmentation on a real flight. Workbench facilities were good. Only one significant item was
missing when needed: a set or European-ized (-amp Rises, which failed on the Groningen experi-
ment following failure of an aircraft converter.
Participant Morale
Operator A felt that a highly significant factor in the relative success of the confined mission
was the excellent personal morale of the EO team under the benign guidance of the Mission
Manager. Not only did he do his jot) very well indeed but his constan i ,olisideration for the general
personal needs of the EOs was remarkable, Further, he noted that peuna1 relationships among
the EOs were excellent, with every expected support coming from one to another. This morale
factor, although not easy to quantify, must be strongly encouraged for Spacclab operations. It
would be disastrous to allow a spirit of competition or worse, sourness, to arise among a trainee
"iw. To some extent, the hostile experimental environment can be expected to foster cooperatioii
aniong the crew, as it probably did on the Joint Mission.
EO vs. P1 Performance
Operator A also compared results for his primary and backup experiments during the EO
confined flights with those obtained by the Pis during the unconfined flights. He noted that during
the two weeks olunconl'inecl experimentation,use!ul scientific data were obtained by the Meudon/
Groningen experiment, These data were of three kinds: system noise data, obtained by looking
at the sky during flight; data on known astronomical objects, chiefly M-1 7 and data on mainly
unexplored objects, chiefly p Oph. Although mission data are still in apreliminary state of analysis,
he concluded that noise data obtainedthroughout the mission (both confined and unconfined
flights) will be af value in predicting how to usc airborne systems in general, and that the measurc-
nwnts are more precise and more general than any equivalent measurements made with the NASA
C 141 or Lear Jet telescope systems.
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PRODUCmtLITY OF TI:
NAJ PAGE IS POOR
On the scientific side, lie noted that more data vt're obtained oil post-simulation flights tliaii
during tile10 fIihts, but thc qiiality is no diik rut. lie suggested that tile mission as a V1IO!C will
t'ItI publishable astronomical material.
Operator A drew similar conclusions for his backup experiments (Southanipton. QMC and
New Mexico) nam1y. that the amount of data obtained in the unconfined 2 weeks is greater than
that obtained in week 1 by perhaps more than a Factor 2, but that [lie quality is essentially the
sjirIe.
Operator B
Scheduling
Much or the time between flights was spent preparing tlw equipment for the next flight.
This work ine!uded changing batteries. Ilirus, tapes, and charts on recorders, filling a dewar with
liquid helinin three times every 24 hours, and monitoring the ensuing pundown. After making
minor repairs and participating in briefings with each of' tile Pis over the voice link, operator B
found that little tinic was left for prolonged troubleshooting of the equipment such as searching
for sources of EMI.
Acclimation
For the first flight, it was difficult to think quickly under pressure in the noisy, dark, and
uncomfortable conditions. It also took a long tinle to get all the equipment for each experiment
turned on and working properly. By the last flight, operator B Found the environment no longer
strange, and his proficiency in equipment operation had increased significantly.
Performance and Training
Evaluating his inflight performance in the light of" his training, opei.i lor B concluded that tlie
Pis tended to assume that their equipment would work as expected during the flights without
any problems and therefore tenued to instruct the I.0s simply on how to operate the equipnient.
Operation of a perfectly working system according 10 some checklist requires relatively little
training, and operator B Felt that the EOs themselves had to continually push For more thorough
instruction. Correction of even the minor fnults or mistakes that inevitably occur requires a leel
for the equipment. In the view or operator B, the importance of hands-on training was illustrated
during the confined period when an EO was operating his secondary experiments Oii numerous
occasions, the E0 would require assistance from the prime operator for some small task that un-
resolved might have led to a loss of results,
Operator B.
 felt that his training was inore than Sufficient to deal with the minor problems
or repairs that were needed during confinement. He noted, however, that some major problems,
such as RF interference on one experiment. were not handled by the E0 or by the P1 in con-
junction with the E0 via the telephone link, but were left to the Pis during the nonconsiraincd
flights. 1-le suggested two possible explanations: (1) the postflight voice link between F() and P1
was too slow and inadequate for example. the P1 could suggest a change For one Flight and would
then receive a report on that change after the flight, or (2) the LO had insufficient responsibility
and training for initiating corrective changes in the equipn' nt on his own. For future missions,
the FO's responsibility For debugging and maintaining the equipment could perhaps be more
clearly dcIiiicd and the training oriented accordingly. Operator B also noted that none of the
reference manuals placed on hoard by the P1 was used,
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Automation
In the opinion of operator 13, the experimental e(jLupnlcnt for which he was rcsoiisibie was
sufficiently automated, and he noted that it was possible to set up and keep thc several experiments
running simultaneously. He did lcd, however, that consideration should be given to the time
available to (lie FO and the number of tasks he has to iwriorm. For example, there Was little time
available for the prolonged data analysis during fight aF orgira11y proposed by some PIs, and in
many cases the operational requirements for an experiment were reduced by the P1 just before the
confined phase of the mission, AIso, certain operations oii1d be avoided 	 for exaniple, the
requirement for one experiment that data collection be stopped at the end of a scan and reinitiated
every 7' minutes a recurring deadline that limited the EO's other activities.
Aircraft Missions and Spacelab Training
Operator 13 considered aircraft missions such as the Joint Mission very valuable training for it
prospective scientist-EO preparing to work in a hostile and strange environment under P1 pressures
to obtain good results froin their equipment, Sucli mission ., also afford good O1')pQrtUflitidS for
Spacelab Pis to learn about the design of equipment that will yield OptiflIun) results with ai proxy
operator having many different resl)onsibllities.
Operator ('
Simulation Quality
Operator C noted several limitations oil
	
confinement aspect 01 the rnission, particularly
tliose resulting from the presence of nonconfincd personnel ntcdetl oil 	 aircraft between flights.
At one stage in the confinement, while the liOs were going through preflight procedures, there
were approximately ten nonconfined personnel on hoard, seriously restricting freedom of move-
ment in 	 cabin. Some control should have been exercised oil 	 number oil 	 at it given
time, (1-le also suggested that all PR work such as photography, he scheduled later in confinement,
when problems and procedures have been smoothed out.)
Working Relationships
Operator C also commented oil supportive working relationships among the crew, noting
that he could not recall hearing a single sharp word exchanged among the five participants during
the confined period.
EO Decision-Making
One of the PIs remarked at a debriefing that his instrument was not turned oil 	 an hour
and a hall after takeoff oil 	 of the flights. Operator C's opinion was that the experiment in que .-
tion was not working, and was not obtaining useful scicntillc information at that time. As u re-
sult, the responsible EO decided to spend extra time ensuring that some problems were overcome
oil 	 instruments belore spending time turning on the instrument in question. Operator (' noted
that 1 : 0s will have 10 make such decisions and take the reponsibi1ity for them: Blindly following
time sequences involving faulty instrumentation can jeopardize we total information output 01 an
integrated payload. [-le noted tirther that EO training ilIUst be sufficiently comprehensive to allow
recOg;litiOn of the difference between data bits being generated by an instrument, and useful data
bits being so gencrated
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IiiIIigh L I),ii Documentation
AuothL'r d ebriefing couiiut vas that certain physical records being dovii1inkd contaIuL1l
iisuFficiu1 E() doctiiici Eation oi data lo be ustiiI. However. operator (' COUld not rt.aII any
fill' additional inI'orniation during the .oflhiflLflle1lt week. suggesting that either the proh-
Ini w.i Iiiiiitit to oii flight Iatt. in tIit week or the P1 had not examined his records in detail
.arIir in the week. Further. Ili. could recall no pstconhiiiiiieiit request for any FO to hill in
missin g documentation 11OIII nici'nory.
P1 FIn.th ts
In addition to his work Ofl the aircraft during the confinement period, operator (' had the
o1portunity to accompany the Pis on several flights during the post coil finernent 	 As an
example of his observations 0)) thosc I1ihts. hc eitd an experimental proc'iltrc requiring real-
time integrated spectra 10 he copied from the compuLr 111 two Ways, one considerably more CCHh1
p1icitcd than the other. 01) observing the two Pis operating the system during litght 15. operator C
noted that only the less involved procedure was being lol1owLd, and oil inquiring was told that "We
lo not have time to do both" At the svni' time, three other P1 group mcinlwrs were operating the
ucivaindr 01 the instruments. which had been the rt,'sponsibility of one E0. In addition, major
modifications in inst11rnent configuration were made alter confinement and prior to poslontin-
icnt P1 Ilfghts, Operator C suggested that after the I l ls have analyzed lheir LI1ta. they shoukl h.'
asked:
1 .	 ilow tnucli usetiil data was obtained by the LOS?
2. Flow much us ti1 data was obtained by the Pis postc'infiiurnent!
3. How niuch Of the PI-obtained data would have been posibIi without the experience
gained by E0 flights and the subsequent experimental niodi hcations
Mission VS. P1 Objectives
P1 knowledge of postcoiilineiui'nt flight opportunitiLYs undoubtedly compromised the ASSESS
concept. This was stated specifically by some oI' tlw Pis, and certainly led to a more casual approach
to 10 training. Some also felt that th ifle ssion was concerned less with science than with instrument
developiuent and;in introduction to future Spacelab operations. While P1 i'eliietance to devote
hill attention arid energies 10 missions relying solely on 1'O performance to obtain data is under-
standable. it also precludes a valid ASS1SS operation. 0t.iator (' suggested that consideration be
giveli to a purely confined flssiOfl. possibly encouraging P1 l'a1ticiPal fon by providing 0jp0i-
titflitiS unique 10 tlit.' fllissiOul	 l'" exaiuple, a fltiniber of aeronomy flights over the so-cnlled
South Atlantic anonialy.
Experiment Preparation and Mission Schedule
While it should not be ncL'essary to freeze 311 experimenter's system far 111 advance, the re-
S1)011SihlC 10 slioti!d 1e given a spaee ot'at least several days For liand o1i operation oI	 finalized
Lonliguration. It would seem reasonable 10 require the Pis to coInpb.Lc' their systems stil'tIL'jCfltIy
alieail al the st Urt ot a nussion to allow two full working clays for F.0 system operation during
periods wlien the aircraft is a.cessihle.
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I'tirtIiir. operator C (It that tlic onLpt oI tLStillg tile EQ'S ability to obtain useiu siii1iñi
LLLL. dS O()scd to iLLt going throttgli operattoiial IlOtiOII, COUld be validated only 11 the PI
ciikkrcd for repeat flights in a rIt of ASSESS-type IlliSSiOflS are those who demonstrate that
previous flights were s.icntit'icafly productive.
Finally. he expressed the hope that future inissions oI this type would be better funded,
pcciticaIy inClUding the appointment of a mission scien tist for the entire planning and operating
priod. Such a mission scientist need not be a NASA employee. but could be chosen to participate
in (lie same manner the EOs were chosen, He would visit the Pis' laboratories SOOfl after their
pIopo'a!s are accepted. interact with thni by describing piob1ens in instrunlentation unique to
an aircraft environment, and help niap oui soiutions to those pioh1ens I'ased on past experienc
of other experimental groups.
1)uriiqz the installation pliase, the mission Scientist would be available to adjudicate conflicts
in 1ig1iL 1111ins well before the days of flight. Also, he wou!d be available 10 arrange conditions such
as air Lunditioning necessary for the safe operation of' instrumentation on the aircraft, and to act
as liaison betweeii P1 and EO tI either feels the interaction between thein is insufficient to ensure
a successful operation, For the Joint Mission, some of these functions were filled by the Mission
Manager. but his various logistic and administrative duties made it diificidt for him to he available
to the Pis and TOs as often as desirahle.
Operator 1)
Communicationni
Operator D considered cornmunieations with the Pis to be very good. They were infornial, not
stilted, and useful for the crew. Two groups were probably guilty of a little too much hand-hold-
ing," but that seemed a sinal! price 10 pay for the other good points of the system. Although there
may have been occasions when all inllight communication Ilile to the ground would have been
weI'uI. such a need certainly did not arise very frequently on this mission, During data taking, as
opposed to preparations and Eroubleshootiug, the crew operated by themselves for the most part.
Operator 1) was not aware of any instances on the mission when Ehe TV downlink was absolutely
neccssary.
Workload
There were two groups of three experiments on hoard that weie run by one FO each. By
accident or by design, the workloads for these three experiments were such that when they were
riinniiig OflC FO could operate all three of' them and be about as busy as the LO who was running
the singlL' infrared instruinent. Setup was a very different probleni, however. sIflCe eaIi of' the three
eX peTinlCfltS required about as much attention then as the TR instrument. Since all the Pis wantL'd
to he turned at the sanic time (tile start of the flight!), the 10 workload for these two gioups was
considerably heavier For the flrst part of tIie tlight than t!iat or the infrared FO. In the Future. EO
assignments should be based in part on the setup periods, not just perioils of operation, For exam-
ple, perhaps the 1 R operator on tile Joint Mission could hav Iic'lped out the other EUs during expe-
riment setup. The pressures of getting all experiments 011 anil running are. of course, not uniquc
for this JflNS1OI1 and will unilouhtedly recur in (liefuture.
SUj1)0r1 1 flstlU 11flts
1	 II t1irtniIi not providing uRinarely LISal)lL scienttlic data ( which %Vis LISLIally on niig E.ipt)
the jviIahi1i (
	
visuI Output (S trill chart or ('RT ) greatly enhanced operator confidence and abil-
iR 10 LLi.p tit)  W 111 \eiiJiillt 1101TOIAMInCe.
Somt of th sofIwr0 was less tractable and forgiving of mistakes than othcrs. Oni' program in
particular req i..ncI y had to be reloaded for seemingly trivial errors like typos. On sone x,eri-
Iiwnts. it was apparent that optrations were simplified by t1 use of good oki-fashioned switches
that cottld he easily repositioned if a iiistaki was mace.
Exiriucn I'rcparatioii aiid v1ission Schdu1c
Operator 1) did not feel it was realistic to establish a premission ciitoli for P1 modifications,
improvements. and 11x's to facilitate EO training from then on. He noted that one 01 the good
things about the Aiiborri Science program is the f1xibiIicy of the system in allowing last-minute P1
changes. Tile	 priiint preparation period also Qontrihuts significantly to EQ training it' the EO
participates as .1 t..ufl niinbi 11) these continuing modifications.
SCLOULI y Expci'iments
Operator D did ilot train oil 	 three scecin.Iary experiments as an intgratd u:it, cvn though
they were all ill 	 ircraf aad	 10 him. Because the control panels were quite separated.
howe\er, h. did Uot tc1 tIia th. 	 ':k of integrated training proVi:(.I a LtL'IICiCIlCy .i flight. IF all three
control panels were inttgr
	
toi.tber, iriore efficient Operation might have beenpossible, but
nevertheless proLa1y	 I)E have required more than a day of integrated operation during
training.
[0 Ns. P1 Perform -t-% ,
As absoiiite as possiblc a comparison should be made between E0 and the P1 performance un-
(ter sinular eircunistances, with the same equipment problems and the same workload. Only in this
way is it p.jssible to determine what additional training. if any, was necessary to improve tilequali-
ty Of L0 1)rIorruaI1ce There is no valuL to comparisons between tlw perfornwnce of one P1 work-
ing on. for cxanp, th QM(' experiment and that of the E0 for all three atiuosphcric experiments,
because the P1 did not have the workload of Clio other two experiments. Questions should center oi
things the I0s t.11U not catch that under it siniiiar workload the P1 would have caught, and so forth.
0p.ratur 1) also noted the iIu1'orLa11c. of LO Familiarity with aircraft scie nce operations 10 his- over-
all performance.
ILinds-on Training
Operator 1) felt that a particularly important factor ill his training For both primary and secon-
dary experiments was the willingness of* tile Pis to id tile EOs operate and "play" with (l1L xperi-
1n.nts Oil tile grotiiiil. Ot Significant training value also was the E0 checkout flight, which allowed
the LOS 10 operate their primary experiments once before conlinenient. This expdricnLe, he teil.
111,11 iliein WL'II Ill) (111 the learning eurve heFord their First"real" flight and call
	 compared perhaps
to their first and only flight oil
	 exprimenls during the confined period, Operator 1)
iiotec1 by thi' end of his first L011 I'ined flight 011 the Al lies detector, which look place two weeks
al ter his 1.0 checkout Hight, he was certainly well over the shoulder of the learning curve and prob-
ably also after his Ilighl 011 secondary experiinents, Ile suggested that 110 matter how much ground
lrainaly 15 provided. LlC7k will he at least a short learning curve when the "real" mission begins, and
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that il ofl tltt% not operAV aii iiitrtiiiii1t for a	 pirvd (il time (say a week or more) his
(r:it:il	 will decrease, lie felt that for the experiment 1oat of the Joint Mission, tile training pe r-
j0d "JS apt)rOXilliatClycorrect
Eliiu Fnts
()jj tile firs t cofiii.d I1izh 1. operator D had no assignment but spent approximately one Itour
testing tli. Ames detector assembly for inicrophonics. which seems a perfectly proper use of th
spare niin oil t fllg!lE. On tile second flight, lie was issigiiitt to his secondary experiments. Two pro-
blems had oe.iirrt1 ou LI! first flight with ( I rado/AIisku data-handling sytn and although on
part of' tue Colorado problem was Fixed, 	 ant problems e ain  in both experiments with no
i\s suggested by the Pis. An added task was vi dick the alignment of' the sky-viewing mirror of
the Alaska experirnnt. a short two-inan job that was readily accomplished With the help of opera-
tor C. who was tuiassined that nig(lt.
Other operations on thL SiC()fld flight proceeded 1L1!te normally except for great difficulty
locking on to Vtnus with Alaska star tr..kr. Operator D notes that the reason for this was his
failure to turn on the high voltage of tnc star tracker, u major mistake that resulted in his obtaining
oiIy about 5 minutes worth of data that flight 10 Colorado 011 Venus. Ile felt it wis worthwhile to
explore the reasons (not CXCUSLS) for this error:
• In training, the FO hi't uIwtvs j,ltcf,4Cted with the system after the sVstin had L)eeIi
turned on and so never had 10 turn 00 Cl-'11.
2. There was some care1esness in dell eating tbe division of labor between thc E() 1nu the
hdliostat operator.
3. The LO was also careless in studying and Ioflowiiitz the guidance and acquisi tio1 procc-
dures because of basic assunlptioii that they were trivially straightforward to all astron-
omer, and so did not need to he studied.
4. There was also a psychological problem in that the LO •issumcd the error was in the
alignnicnt t) lhe tclescope, bccause on the previous night there had been considerable
difficulty due to a misalignment problem.
5. Tile hih-voltagc switch is sinall and somewhat obscurely placed on a panel filled with
other switches that are not used 111 normal operations.
On the third day. operator 1) was again unassigned un in the afternoon performed two 1 ixes
10 the Arnes detector: (1 ) resokicring a wire. aiid (2) removing a washer that had bLen used to
wedge the filter wheel in an attempt to reduce the microhoiiics problem. l'liis latter item had been
discussed before the constrained period and he was we!l prepared for it. The TV downlink was used
so that tlie P1 coukl watch the E0 do it, but operator 1) felt that the use oF TV in this case WJS
niore to reassure the P1 than for actiial assistance or instruction.
00 the Fourth day (which was a repeat of' tlie third), operator D was again alt duty hut cori-
tijiued to work on repairs to the ('oorado and Alaska equipment suggested the previous alternoon.
Problems resolved included rcphice;.ent 01' a ruse that was previously unknown to any oi the hOs.
repair al a faulty pawer supply in the D/A converter by ruiuiing wires from another power supply in
an 1lIitIs'd box,
Fvcn though operator 1) was technically ol'I duty the third flight, hc participated iii preflight
repairs because it seemed reasonable that extra Iielp would be available 10 do just this sort of thing
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in SI1jdab and that t1i	 voLIId not be rigidly limited to three ioik at all tIfllLS. In Lhe same
1irit, lie aIi did s0IIIC luithci testing al the Arii.et devar during tl1L t1g1it and ltciped operator 13
on t i le acquisition of \'t.1iL1. f1h two 1Os Iiad trouble locking on bcc.iiisc tile star tracker alignment
Was .l1Lttc(t by out-hjI1 of iJic ruJins uI' tileIinLIt!r licki of view. Operator 1) noted that the finder
s\kul on tlic Alaska tvlcscope is definitely below par.
On tile fourth flight. operator L) was assigned to is primary xperi1nenL the Ames 3-6 LJfl
filter wheel spectrometer. which he had not operated 011 the telescope since his EO flight two weeks
before. P, puatidns d ming the aIterflOOl) W*TL tililte Str JglltIOtWlr(L A major concern was the need
10 rebalance the Meudon telescope, Although operators A and 1) understood this procedure in prin-
cip1. neither EQ had ever Ilanccd this telescope before or even received any formal training 011
this task, Despite this concern. and with iwrliaps a little l)cinners luck. the rebalancing was accom
plished with sLlrprising ease. The planned i : 01 small weights to compensate For LN 2 boliolE during
flight was also easily accomplished, especially w i th the ak of the two torque motor amnletcrs 111-
stalled fOr this purpose. Observations were schedtiled for Venus. c Here. and IRC-1 02 10, and all the
fields were quickly found. Acquisition ot' Venus in the dilrragn1 was impeded by three problems:
The location of' the diapliiagni had moved relative to ihe offset coordinate system.
2. The aircraft had large roll amplitude that rep.tedly drove the telescope to the stops
cL1SiOj it to lose lock and intL'rrul't the ac(liusition procedure.
3. At the beginnin g of the Venus run. operator D may have bccii over-controlling duriii
the scurch pattern. (ThL, last might be called a decrease 111 proficiency 110111 not having
operated the teleseje for two weeks,)
Because of these problems, data 011 Venus were obtained For a period of only 5-10 minutes and
Own only niinimally, because of repeatedly losing lockon. when tli telescope was driven into the
stops. Since the coordinates of' the diaphragui 1id been obtaiiied, lockon for a 1 krc was consider-
ably easier. The data obtained. however, were still minimal since the sequence was something like
10 seconds oidaia, 20 seconds off. 10 seconds of data. etc. Alter the end of the u Ilerf leg, adjust-
iiients to the autopilot were niacle that greatly reduced the problem 	 [lie roll oscil!atic 1s were now
sniuller than the widtli the giirbal stops. 1 R( -1 02 10 was Found by hand rastering 111 the appruxi
mate location and good data was obtained. Due 10 FO troubleshooting efforts, the inicroplionic
noise was significantly reduced than oiln aIerator D's checkout flight two weeks earlier. An appar-
ently new problem was a large sky offset (perhaps caused by the mylar).
Oil the tlFtli flight, operator D was again assigned to his priiiary experiment, the XIDLS detect-
oi'. Preparations were even more relax ,-d, and in 1iet all the c rewmen were sitting around i good
portion of' the afternoon. Just before Oie beginning o1 the Venus run there was a brief period oi
relative)) ,
 high noise on the strip chart. not dUL' to thL' aJn)11 l jers. Before die ac(jUisit'ioLl ot Veiiiis
and hIoi'e operator 1) had a chance to solve the problem, it disappeared 011 its own and did not
reoccur. A Iter that, acquisition oI' Venus Li'oeeikd qiiitc readily. and although there was some air-
cralt roll at the start ot' observations. considerable apparently good data were Obt.11flCd on Venus.
C'(I,T('LUDING REMARKS
The selection and tI alning or operators (payload specialists) for Spacelah missions will be or
critical iInI)orlance to the overall SUCCCSS of the flhlSSiOI1. This Joint ASSESS Mission provides insight
to these proccsses, to the close working relationship between FOs and Pis, and to the performance
nt ttic op	 10rS 111 a SZflfllJaled S)aC.'LI1, envirnnnlent, The lour EUs selected for this mission 111-
cluttd onc doctoral candidate, t'o senior scientists, aii.l a seiefltist/astroflaut, with a range of ex-
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ricitx in closely related fields from 3 to 17 years. Training plans for the individual FOs made
IlIow11I1cL for their background experience, and for the inherent complexity o their primary and
'ondiiy re search assignments. Despite the informality with which the training activity ws
planned and iti Iciiinttd. and the "last n,intite' nature al' their experience with the fully opera-
tOt!l experinients. the EOs pciIoriid in a very creditable niaiincr during the simulation period.
The following specific comments on EO quaUFkatkns, trairing, and operations reflect p ri-
marily Ille experienceof the operators themselves, with supporting views from the PIs and 4hev
directly involved in the conduct of the mission. Inasintch as this Spacelab simulation irnpr 'i
very real atmosphere of isolation and responsibility on the FOs, the observations given here i1ave
direct hearing on comparable elements in the dcveoping Spacelab program.
Experiment Operator  Qualif'ications
1. The experiment operator should be a research scientist who unerstands the theory and
objectives of the experiment, who can interpret the duta obtained, and who has sufficient know-
ledge of electromechanical hardware to identify and correct operating problenis. Neither tlit purely
theoretical scientist nor the competent technician can handle al lsI'ccts of this complex assignment.
2. An operator need not necessarily be a specialist in the particular experimental field, but
should be experienced in closely allied research to enable effective, in-depth training to be done.
3. At 1et one rnenihr or the operating teat,	 iuld be quaIifed by experience for general
troubleshooting of electronic equipment. As consu1L., to the other op'rators, iv, may make a
vital contribution to the Success  of cxperinients. as was observed of Operator B or. 1	 Joint Mis-
S0Xl.
4. The qualifications and responsibilities of backup operators should be clearly defined, and
shuId he based on the assumption that they inay he called 011 to perform the duties of primary
operators without benefit of assistance or consultation.
Characteristics of an Effective Training Program
Home Laboratory
• A well-defined training plan should be developed and implemented on schedule.
2. Responsibility for training seginents shouli) be assuined directly by the P1 or assigned to
cognizant team niemhers far enough in advance to permit adequate content and schedule
planning.
3. Training elements should be keyed into the experiment development schedule at appro-
priate spots, usually as soon as element objectives can be niet with existing equipment.
4 Tjj'jjj.g should start as soon as essential equipment is 011 hand and sonic subsystems are
working.
5. The periodic nature 01 training requires coordinated scheduling of E0 obligations at several
locations. Such scheduling is greatly facilitated by firm experiment development schedules.
. Science training by the P1 team should be supported by a carefully chosen list of pertinent
background literature.
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. Tcdiuicjl gLliks and or manuals Should he available t'or vxperiment components, iI1CILId1flZ
those built h tIi' P1 Laifl.
S. Laboratory trainbig should b i'Ianilcd to coverhoth iioin1ii op'!iitlofls and majilteliance
Iintoi1s for L1l1 ex criunt SUbsystem. Late developing sti1isystn1, sitcli asecondary
instruments anddata-handling I{1Uipfl1CJ1t, are particularly V1.11nerable to training oversight.
Q . The depth oi kirI EO response toequipment problerns, and the degree of freedom al-
lowed for ra1-tinhe decisions, should he defined early in the training period, with mainte-
nance training LIiIorYd accordingly.
10. IIunds-on 
.!)L 1tioii ot tht. fully issiul'1cd Ilight experiment. and of each subsystem,
should be nart ol , t1ie basic laboratory training. This initial taflUIUIri7atiOfl with (lie total
t'.ri11l'H1 it.kage should be accomplishcd bt1ore tlw integration period at the launch
site, v1ieii other tasks may assume first priority.
11. V1ieii feasible. intJi-t'ie1d training on real targets should be donc. 10 I110V oflt step Close['
to real-life operational experience,
12. Labcratory training oI an hO who will operate svera1 experiments should relate 10 time-
share priorities L)ttflg dLvelopcd by tlw Pis involved, and to timelines for group operation.
13. Training on secondary experiments niay not require the same Icvd of proficiency as for
primary experiments. but shouJd still he adequate for inLkpeildent operation,
14. A iuLI-tinic Mission Scientist on the Mission Manager's stali could pert'orm it vahiabk liai-
son function aniong Pis and IQs during the Liboratory training period and beyond,
Integration Sitt,
1 Hands-on participation in experiment installatioii and clieckout should be part nt tht train-
ing experience. and should be carfu11y planned in advance to coordinate FO activities with
tlic s,veral cxlicrin)crits involved.
2 Experimenter prcocculation With ctl LIi 1 ne1lt cli.vc1opiiient tasks at thc payload integration
site caii striousty ciit filto IO training at u critical tiniLy 111 the preparation period, and re-
duce liO proficicncy ill fljght. Instead or being available to assist FO training 011 00 opera-
ting experiment, the P1 in this situation is attending to tasks that 5110111(1 have been com-
pleted 01 ilic laboratory.
3, ixpci'iiiint integration and operational verification of hardware, software, and procedures
should be completed oil
	 10 permit planned training activities 10 be fully imple-
mented.
4, 1iands-on training for normal experiment operations in a realistic ground-b,ised simulator
should rdiici. adaptation ti inc to real mission conditions.
5, integrated payload training is necessary to develop realistic timelines for FO operation 01'
several experiments.
t. Normal-operations traiiing has priority over lllaillteflaIlce ti'ainulg, it ' 1le First is delayed by
eqUiplR11t 1)J'()bIC11IS. tlie seeond may be impacted signiicant1 y . Contingency planning
should allow for this possibility,
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'. Final training segments should be c1reiLII1y planned to achieve the desired proficiency on
hoth primary and secondary experiments, in the limited tiirc available.
S. Irienx in cii'iitiflc data evaluation is a necessary part of the training program, to en-
able real-time decisions for uiaxirnum quality research results.
". Adequate training enhances recognition of and response to abnormal situations using on-
board references and tools, avoids the delay ol' P1 communication and evaluation of verbal
data. and equips the EO for decisions in real-time to optimize the scientific return from
several experiments,
10. Priority decisions relating to experiment operating schedules during the inission can guide
training emphasis and timeline (level opnient.
Gnera1 Observations on Training
1. Prior experience is not an adequate stibstitute for current training on present equipment.
2. Once i system is learned, it should he practiced often to prevent loss of proiiciency. Inter-
vals between practice sessions should not exceed one week.
3. "Soft" areas 01' training hamper performance when time schedules are tight, with a resul-
tant loss or research data.
4. Some latitude may be allowed for post-deadline experiment modifications, 111 individual
cases, if tlie EO can participate fully.
5. Operator experience in closely allied I'ields, and farii1iarity with the research environment,
appear to reduce tlie amount of integrated payload training required for proficient opera-
tion. Valuable background experience 01 this type may be acquired in aircraft niissiofl for
experiments employing telescopes for IR or UV astronomy.
Recommendations for Spacelab Equipment and Operations
Research Eguiprnent
1. Selection of experiments for spaceiab should consider two requirerncnts: demonstrated
scientific results oil previous simulation mission and demonstrated experiment perfor-
mance well in advance Of tlie launch date.
2. Automation 01 experinients is rquircd to reduce oprator workload and avoid fatigue dur-
ing o,servation periods. Individual experiments and especially niu] tiexperinient groups
wire deficient in this respect.
3. Management should furi'iish guidelines to assist P! planning for experiment automation.
4. 1xperirnent controls slioffld be arranged for case of operation and to rninirnii.c chances for
mistakes. Joint Mission control layouts were far 1om optimized. even on individual exper-
iments.
5. Standarized cassettes should be developed for all recorders - tape, film and paper chart
to facilitate reloading with minimumloss of tinie.
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('. Maiigtmmt should supply information on standard. Spacelab-rated iiistrurnmts to guide
P1 selection-. alternately. a pool oI' such LqUipmeflt could be available to the P1.
7. Tools ani suppIis to support experiment operation and repair should be carefully selected
toenhance FO performance.
. Aircraft mission experience should enable Pis to design a better experiment for their own
or proxy operation in Spacelab.
). A real-time visual readout oi scientific data is very helpful to the experiment operator, who
can evaluate and it..poiid at once to maintain quality of results.
10. ExpLrmenL-speCiflc software must he reliable, since the operator may not be trained or
have the time to effect changes,
Research Operations
1. Mission duration should be 14 days or longer for EOs to develop full performance poten-
tial.
2. Operations schedules should allow for a learning or shakedown period at the start of a
mission, during which time EOs adapt to the environment in both the physical and proce-
dural sense.
3. Reasonable automation or normal experiment operations frees the operator for real-time
evaluation of data, intornied response to unique research opportunities. and the exercise
of optional modes of data acquisition.
4. Operator timelines slioukl allow for EO support during peak workload periods. as for
example, during equipment turn-on at the start of' observations.
5. Provisions for maintenance and repair should involve active support by the off-duty opera-
tor to the fullest I)O.sSibIe extent.
6. P1 co:nrnunication is not necessary or even desirable during periods of nornial operation,
but can be vital 10 the resolution of equipment malfunctions. At stich times a TV downlink
may facilitate the Solution.ti
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Appendix A-1
EO Biographies
Oprator A
Age:
Citizenship: J3ritili
Marital Status: Married
Education
Open Scholar (Physics), Jesus College, Oxford University 1 959-62.
B.A. (lions. Class 1) physics - Oxiord, 1962.
Skynner student (Astronomy) Bailiol Collegc, Oxford, 1962-65.
D. Phil. Department of Astrophysics, Oxford, 1965.
Post-doctoral fellow, Lick Observatory, Univ. or California 1965-1966.
Appointments
Staff scientist, J.P.L.. Ca!tech., 1966-67.
Lecturer in Physics, Queen Mary College, London, 1967,
Currently on leave of absence as Visiting Scientist, ESTEC, 1974,
Other Appointrnents l-IeId
Course consultant in Earth Sciences; Open University, U.K., 1970-7 1.
Consultant in Infrared Physics, National Physical Lab., U.K. 1971-72.
Visiting Astronomer, High Altitude Observatory, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.,
Surnmer, 1972.
Member ESRO Post-Apollo Infrared group and Infrared Mission Definition Group, 1973,
Mern be rsh ip
Royal Astronomical Society (Fellow).
American Astronomical Society.
Publications
Author or co-author of over twenty tapers.
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O(1traLuL [3
Age: 24
(i tiiciihip: British
Marital  Statti:SingI
Education
-(10	 Alloyns SThrc. Diilwirli 1 iiidnti
1969 - 72	 Downing College. Cambridge
1971 
	
Awarded College Scholarship
1972	 B.A. in Physics (Ist Class Honours)
Present Activity
1972 - 74	 Ph.D. student at the University of Sussex. working both experimentally and
theoretically on non-linear wave-wave interactions 111 niagne top] ismas, This
program is relevent to both plasma physics and to inagiictospheric and iono-
spheric studies. Aii R.F. plasma apparatus has been built and varinus diaiiostic
techniques employed. Also wave launching and detecting systems have been
built and are in current use. The research project is well advanced and a number
of results are being obtained at present (July 74).
Other Scientifk Activity
1973	 Aided the University Rocket Group in a CaIflpzIigfl in the north of Norway by
manning a sight for photographing releases of l3ariuin in the ionosphere.
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Operator C
Ago: 37
Citizenship. Canadian
Marital Status: Married
Education
1955 - 60 	 B.Sc. (Math & Physics) University of British Columbia
1961 - 63	 M.Sc. (Physics) University of British Columbia
1963 - 66	 Ph.D. (Physics) University ol' I3ritish Columbia
Employment Experience
1966-69	 Associate Research Scientist, The Johns Hopkins University
1969 - 74	 Associate Physicist. Kitt Pcak National Observatory
Present	 Visiting Research Scientist, The Johns Hopkins University
Visiting Associate Professor, University 01 Maryland
Project Participation
Investigator; NASA Sounding Rocket Flights 4.163, 4.217
Investigator; NASA 1968 Airborne Auroral Expedition
Principal Investigator, NASA 1969 Airborne Auroral Expedition
Consulting Arrangements
1967: NASA Langley Research Center
1973: Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska
Professional Organizations
American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Geophysical Union
Canadian Association of Physicists
Optical Society of America
Miscellaneous
American Geophysical Union delegate to the SV Geiici'al Assembly of the
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. Moscow, USSR,
August, 1971
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Operator 1)
Ago: 3()
('iLiitiiship: USA.
Marital Status: Married
Education
Attended primary and secondary schools in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts;
received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Astronomy and Physics from Amherst
College in 1958 and a Doctorate in Astronomy from the California Institute
of Technology in 1962.
Organizations
Member of the American Astronomical Society: the Royal Astronomical
Society and the International Astronomical Union.
Special Honors
Awarded the NASA Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medal (1973) and the
Outstanding Leadership Medal (1974).
Experience
Prior to his selection tor astronaut training by NASA. was an Associate
Professor of Astronomy at the University 01 Wisconsin.
He has logged over 1 ,300 hours flying time in jet aircraft.
Current Assignment
He was selected as a scientist-astronaut by NASA in August, 1967. 1-le has
completed the initial acadeniic training and a 53-week course in flight
training at Williams Air Force Ba'i'. Arizona. He was a member of the
astronaut support crews For the Apollo 15 and 17 missions and served asas
Program Scientist for the Skylab Program Director's Office (luring the
three manned Skylab flights.
In August 1974, he was named Chief of Scientist-Astronauts for the Science
and Applications Directorate at the Johnson Space (enter.
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Appendix A-2
Experiment Operating Procedures and Training Plans
Operating procedures in varying detail for the various experiments wer. prepared for eaih
exprinieni. The INleudon and New Mexico Pis prepared their own proceclures, while the rc-
niiinder were prepared at Ames during the payload integration period by the EOs and Pis
working together, with the EOs doing the bulk of the di-tailed writing.
Each set of operating procedures is presented in its original form except for some format and
minor style changes. All of the procedures show a fine-grain level or operational detail. The large
number of operational details required of the EOs also is readily apparent, and it is easy to under-
stand why the EJs recommended automation of many experiments control functions.
In maidy ways, the New Mexico material is the best example of a carefully thought out pre-
sentation, and it is the only one containing sketches of the equipment showing the location of
controls and other items requiring operational attention. Without such sketches a complete stranger
to the equipment would have difficulty operating the other experiments. Only the Alaska, Queen
Mary, and New Mexico experimenters prepared written EO [raining plans. These are included in
the respective sections on procedures.
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University of Alaska
In their original October. 1974 proposal for the Joint Mission. the Alaska experimenters pre-
sented a unified SCIMIL11V oi • xperiinenL developrneiu, research planning, and operator training. The
tiiflC and cost oi hardware preparation to facilitate proxy operation was weighed against estimates
o operator training required For competent performance. with the result that eight weeks of class-
room, laboratory, and field work was proposed at the Pi's facility Preparation of a training syllabus
was estnated to take an additional 8 man-weeks, with active training to begin in late Oetober, 1974.
Final training 011 the integrated experiment would be done at Ames.
Inasmuch as the Alaska experimenters had first-hand experience 111 previous ASO missions,
their estimates of training time were considered realistic, if somewhat conservative. This last point
hecame the subject or negotiations between the Mission Manager and the Alaska experimenters,
since FO time schedules and budgeting constraints were both limiting factors. The final schedule
and content or training was completed in early December, as shown below-, only one week of ()
experience at the honie laboratory would be augmented by intensive training during the 4-week
period c.fintegration and in1ight checkout at Aiues. The detailed listing 01 subjects and attendcnt
references emphasizes the strong scientific orientation of the training. Note that items 2 and 3
(previously 111 equal detail of training) have been significantly curtailed, with strong dependence on
LO experience as the background to hands-on operational training. This approach was not un-
reasonable considering the qualifications of the primary FO, but was at best marginal for the
secondary FO from Europe. As it turned out, the secondary EO spent about 2½ weeks at Alaska,
while the primary P0 spent only the allotted one week.
LO Training Chronology
Training Plan Outline
List of references for review oi scientific disciplines
(see section 1 of Training Detail)
Assembly of schematics and instruction manuals for
optical, mechanical and electronic subsystenis
(see sections 2 and 3 or Training Detail)
Operations manual for set up-operation-ahignmell t and
calibration of instrument
Listing of various experiments, details of resolution
wavclength, scan rates and operational procedures
for each data acquisition phase
(see section 4 of Training Detail)
Allocation of specific experiments to various flights
and interaction between 1 -meter instruinent.
JPL's instruments and other E0 activities
011 site visit by EOs to observe and take part in
ground-based operation 01 the instrument
December 13, 1974
December 13
January 15, 1975
March 7
March 
March 7
March 7-15
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Rivjew of [-1) visit and modification of initial	 March 15-April 1
procedures to be used during actual training
trod at Ames
Installation. checkout-training or E0
	
May 5-May 31
10 Training Detail
Dec. 13. 1974
1. Review of Sdentific Objectives (corresponding references are listed in bibliography)
a. Studies of trace cotistituenis in the atrnospheres Of
(1) Venus
(2) Saturn
(3) Mars
(4) Jupiter
h. Studies of the terrestrial night airglow
(1) Herzberg 0 2 bands. Intensities and vibrational distribution
(2) 01-1 bands, Intensities and rotational distribution
(3) 01 line emissions--5577 and 6300 A
(4) Mesospherie temperature
c. Studies of the terrestrial twilight airglow
+(1) Intensity and vibrational distribution of N 2 Ing band emissions
(2) Intensity 01 N 2 band emission
(3) Intensity of 01 line emissions
d. Studies of solar optieal radiation
(1) Solar UV flux at various altitudes
(2) Fraunhofer and telluric features in the solar spcctrurn at various heights
e. Gaseous pollutants in the terrestrial atmosphere
(1) Spectrophotonietric detection oI NO, N0, S0,. MCI, et..
12) Spatial distribution of the above
1'. Plasma pause related phenomena
(1) SAR-arcs; studies of optical emissions and their extent. Region of proton precipitation
(2) Current theories
g. Coordination with satellite overpasses
1) Spcctrophonietric airglow measurements during overhead passage Of AE and OGO
satellites
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I itsh Olivralional Principlesoi Spt 	 hot,r",,tric Instrumentation
This section will consist of' a c()1ktiot1 of schematics and instrument manuals. Basic
idertariding of opttcal iiistruinintation, computer i'eratioii and data handling will bL
1isstiirieI its parr of the xertisc of t1i 1() ant. will 1 1	Iaboralcd on during tile atuaJ training
Period.
3. [t.1eseope and Ikliostat Tracking System
This section will consist oi a collection of sclwniatics and instrument nianuals. Telescope
oration and guidance will he tart of the 10 training prugrain and depend partially oil
expertise of the EQ.
4. Scientific IxperinieiiEs
a. Planetary astrOI)hyicS
(1	 Acquisition, tracking. and recording i various parts of pinetary discs for
spectropho tonic tric analysis of illuminance
(2) Choice of wavelength regions
(3) 3uhtraction of suitable solar spcInim from planetary spectra
(4) Real-time analysis
b. Terrestrial airglow and rtla t'd Pheflolnella
1) Recording airglow spectra in different vivtkngi1i regions
2) !,aI-Eiine analysis of vibrational and rotational distribution of' optical
hand emissions
(3) Correlations of the ifltCfl.sitiLs of V.1flOU.S optical emissions
c. Solar optical radiation
(1) Solar spectra at dil'icrent heights and resolutions
(2) Spectral identification and intensity normalization
d. Spctruphotonietric studies of gaseous Io1hitants
(1) Detection
(2) Quantitative detcrrnination ol concentration along line ot sight in industrial.
agricultural, and recreational regions
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1i1Iiogrp1i;
. { I i K ucnar. SIii 1ndra Atomic ('liloiini on Venus
c;op1LySicL1 Research Letters 1 #4. 153, 1974
Koenig. L. R., Murray. F. XV.. Miclldux, D. M. and Hyatt, 11. A.
1 LiuIhook of the liyi(:I Properties nt the Planet Venus
NASA S1 1-3029. 107
1-4) The Atmosphere 01 the Jovjun Planets,
Journal nt tile Atmospheric Sciences 26, #5, 1969
(3) \ •1 L'ris. U. J and PCtIo0uI0c, 13.(.'.
A Now Mod.'1 tor the Atmosphere n Mars,
 (sec xrox copy
E3artli. ('. A, e C
 1.
Mariner	 U V Spectrum of" J;jr Upper Atmosphere
Siic, 165, 1004-1005, 1969
Mariner 10 - Science 183. #4131. March 1974
Glasstone, S: The Book nI Mars, NASA SP-1 79. 1968
(4) Michaux, C. M,: Handbook ol' the Physical Properties ot the Planet
Jupiter, NASA S11-3031, 1967
1,. (1) Dick, K. A and Sivjee, G. (. 0, 1 leri.brg 1 Bands in thc Night Airglow:
('ovariation with 01 (5577}. J.G. R.. 76, 6987 (1971
1)cgcn. V: Vibrational Population of' 0 2
 (A'	 and Synthlic Spectra
ol'the 1 leriberg Bands 111 the Night Aiiglow
J. (;COphy%iduI Research 74. 5 145 1969
(2,4) Sivjee, G. (., Dick, K. A. and Feldman, P. D,: Temporal Variations
in Night-time Iiydroxyl Rotational Temperature,
Planetary and Space Science s 20, 261, 1972
Knifte, (;,: Planet Space Science, 15, 1515,  1967
Bradtnol, A. L. and Kendall, K. R,, The Airglow Siitritni,
3100-1 (L000A, J Geophysical Research 73, 426, 1968
C.	 IiliflWil, 1). M Spectroscopic Studies oF the Twilight Airgiow.
Space Science Reviews 6, 1967
d.	 Riinkhan1. R. 1, (ir,i1, A. 1 S. and Barth. ('. A. AtmosphericScattering 
ol' thc Solar Flux in the Middle Ejltraviolet
Applied Oplics, 6, 373 1967
1 ieaih j) j:	 Sjxici. Observations ol'the Variability ni' Solar
Irradiance in the Near and Far 1 . 1 V. J.( R. 78, 16, 2779, 1 973
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ofticNAL PAGE IS P
\Iak1i Oper..tting iiocdtirc
Stndhv (011diC10fl (With 11ower on rack and I.tiii prior to preparation lor flight
A. Beam. Turn 60-11, )c)Wcr box ON at station 18.
Thermoelectric cooling unit coiitioI, Ttiri, power 01,. Set temperature control a
•30°C. 'Rotate knob counterclockwise as l'ar as possible). Meter should read about
6 amps. Mako sure N 2 supply is flowing.
Spectrometer
1 . Fan on detector iiead Is 011 (activita ted by [-A above)
2. Shutter switch on slit plate ON (toggte toward outboard)
3. ('am motor switch (01, cam 1110E01 housing an SI)eetrOmeter)
ON. motor not running, ( toggle 1orward)
4. Slit width "0"
13. Spectrometer Control Box
1. Power switch OT'F
2. Scan control on STOP
3. 1 1ih-voltage control:
(a) Switch OFF
(b) Potentiometer to "0"
4.	 )/A posi tion sWi toll. on 3
5. Front panel jacks emp ty
6. Accumulation swi t ch on "25 ms"
7. Scan period on 16 stc
8. Shutter Control 5v4 teli DOWN
Formatter
1. This is left in ON pOS!liOIl all tile linle. (Only lights up When computer is ON).
Tektronix Console Staiid
1. Front switch ON (taied in Position) and left in ON Position Ior the
entire mission.
2. Back switch o TTY (taipcu in position) and lelt in
ON position tor (Re entire II1ISSIOI1.
C.onsole (Tektronix scope and keyboard un it)
I. Local/Iiiie switch 011 L N F
2. 1 switch: right side down
3. 2 switch: right side down
4. IiA.KF COPY switch OFF (spring returns to OFF)
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I3rush Recorder
1. Power OFF
2. Chart speed OFF switch	 -- 100"
3. Both channel sensitivity switches an "100 mV/Div," "X 1
4. Sensitivity verniers on calibrated "1" positions
5. Zero suppression switches OFF and verniers at b04
Computer
1. Power key OFF
2. Switches 0 through 15 down
3. All toggle switches in neutral (spring returns to center)
D/A Converter
1. Power switch OFF
Tape Recorder
1. No tape on spindle
Multiplexer 1-0 Box
• Sonalert switch OFF (down)
ADDAS
1. 1-0 box power switch ON and left in ON position
for the entire mission
Telescope Controls
1. Power switch in box nearest to window ON and left ON all the time
2. Heliostat covered and caged power OFF
11. Preparation or flight (at least 2 hr prior to flight) (power ON),
request power at stations 6 (60 !-[z) and 18 (60 and 400 Hz)
A. Beam
TtiIIiON 60-1-Iz power at station 18
Spectrometer Slit
Check to see that all filters are rcnioved from in front
of .s!it; put mask ON
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Wie1titIi Drie
Select cain to h used initially and put it on camshaft
tee appendix A-2i)(Carn # is last digit on earn)
2. Select suhsequnt1y rejuired cams and place them in
storage in the telescope mirror compartment
3. Position with tape 1 Ig pen ray lamp in front of hole in mask
oil 	 arid plug 111 power supply
B. Rack
Control Box
1. Flip power switch ON
2. Turn function selector knobs to I1.V. monitor
3. Flip red 1iigh .. ..Itage switch ON
4. Slowly (15 sec) turn high voltage pot until digital voltmeter
reads 1.10
5 Turn scan control switch to RUN and then STOP it exactly
at the end of flyback as indicated by the shutter opening
(2 nd sound). Visually observe that the cam follower has stopped
immediately after the steep portion of the carn.
('. J1am
Spectrometer
1. Flip cam motor switch (oil 	 motor housing) to OFF (alt)
2. Loosen alien head screw oil 	 follower arin at grating shaft. while
holding the grating angle positioll indicator to keep grating from moving
3. Position angle indicator to desired lower angle initial posi tion of grating
(see appendix A-2a)
4. Tighten securely alien head scrw on cam follower arm at grating shaft while
holding the grating angle position indicator to keep grating from nioving. At
the same tiine, make sure that the cam follower arm is pushed as far in as
possible oil 	 grating shaft and the roller bearing is riding luIIy on the cam
edge
5. Flip cam niotor (011 cani motor housing) switch ON (lorward)
6. Open slit to 0.2 rnrn
D. Rack
('oniputr
1. Turn power key switch to ON position
2. When Tektronix scope turns bright green push PAGE on ihe Keyboard
3. RAISF. switches 7 and 10 (this corresponds to octal 440)
4. Successively raise toggle switches RESET and START
5. SAAS Program 2.4 should appear 011 screen
(. Lnter lower wavelength bound number and Push RETURN (see appendix A)
7. Ir a new statement 11 IGI 1 appears oil 	 enter upper wavelength bound
(see appendix A-2a): it' u new statement did not appear. sec Program Loading
Procedure (appendix A-2b)
S. Flip all switches (0-1 5) down
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D. Rack (Continued)
9. Press down control (CTRL) key and while holding it down type T; scope should
show current UT time (clay, hour, minute, second) if aircraft time generator is on.
If not, raise switch 10 on the computer. Type Control T on the keyboard. Scope
should respond with the message DDD/UH:MMSS. Enter current day and time
(Days/IEours:MinutesSeconds) through keyboard. Type RETURN.
10. Type M, then enter an appropriate five-digit code (see appendix A-2a); type RETURN
11. Type W, enter slit width, type RETURN (see appendix A-2i and slit width code table.)
Brush Recorder
1. Load new roll of chart paper-letting 1 ft. stick out at bottom—label
2. Flip power switch ON
3. Attach chart to take-up bar
4. Turn chart recorder on to secure take-up
Tape Recorder
1. Load new data tape according to diagrani inside tape recorder and label.
Carefully follow tape-threading diagram and check tape path after loading
2. Press LOAD switch, observe forward motion of tape to reflective marker
on tape (5 or 6 ft)
3. Press ON LINE
4. Close door and replace buigee cord
5. If nothing works go to step 3 of appendix A-2e
E. Beam
Mercury Lamp
Flip power switch ON
F. Rack
Control Box
1. Turn scan control to RUN
2. Set scan period to that appropriate for intial observations an flight (see appendix A-2a)
Brush Recorder
Adjust cItart speed (see appendix A-2a) and scusitivity to acquire wavelength calibration
troin iIg lamp, and label chart accordingly
Computer
1. Flip in order switches 9, 5, and 0 UP
2. Type A. wait for about a minute, scope should display GOT IT message after
two scans have elapsed, 11 this does not happen, raise and lower switch  several
tiiiies and then leave it in UP position. After about a miiiute the message
GOl IT should appear on the scope
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F.	 Rack (Continued)
3. Tvpe RUI3OLJT. scope shouki display a trace oi one scan. 11 takes about two minutes
to completc the display
4. Record 011 hard-coy unit
Tape Recorder
Check to see if tape advances a little after each flyback of spectrometer cam
G, Go Through the TURN-OFF 1ROCEDURF prior to takeoff'.
111, Turn-off Procedure (Prior to takeoff)
A. Rack
Computer
1. Flip all switches (0-15) down
2. Wait for one scan period, raise RESET switch, then turn power key switch OFF
Control Box
1. Turn high-voltage pot to zero (Q) slowly
2. Flip red high-voltage switch OFF
3. Turn scan control switch to STOP
4. Flip power switch OFF
13iusli Recorder
1. Push chart speed control OFF
2. Flip lower switch OFF
Tape Recorder
Secure door with bungee cord
B. Beam
Spectrometer
1. Close slit to 0
2. Turn off and rernov' calibration devices and store
3. Install appropriate filter and mask (see appendix A-2a)
4. ('heck dry N 2
 flow: it N 2 is flowing, leave 60-11z power 011 station 18 and
the power switch 011 T.E, control box ON
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IV. Turn-on ProL'dure during Flight alter Final Power Interrupt
A. Rack
Check power is ON on Stations 19 and b.
Control Box
1. Flip power switch ON
2, Flip red high-voltage switch ON
3. Slowly turn high-voltage pot until digital voltmeter reads 1. 10, and
lock the potentiometer
4. Set scan period to desired value (see appendix A-2a)
5. Set integration period to 25 nis (see appendix A-2a)
6. Turn scan-control switch to RUN
Computer
1. Turn power key switch ON
2. When Tektronix scope turns bright green, push PAGE on keyboard
Tape Recorder
1. Press LOAD (tape should move forward)
2. Press REWIND, hold down 'rietly until tape begins to rewind, release button
(tape should now rewind to load point)
3. Press ON LINE
4. 11 the tape recorder does not work, flip switch "0" on the computer DOWN
and just continue however, skip all tape recorder commands.
Computer
1. Raise switches 7 and 10
2. Successively raise toggle switches RESET and START
3. SAAS Program 2.4 should appear on screen.
4. Enter lower wavelength bound number and push RETURN (see appendix A-2a)
5. 11' a new statement I-IIGU appears an screen, enter upper wavelength bound
(see appendix A): if  new statement did not appear, see Program Re-Load
Sequence in appendix A-2b
6. Flip all switches (0-15) down
7. Press key CONTROL (CTRL) down and while holding it down, type T.
The scope should show the current UT time (day, hour, minute, second), if
aircraft time generator is on. If not, raise switch 10 on computer and type
Control T. Scope should respond: DDD/1EH:MM:SS, Enter day and time
(Days/I Iour : Min utes: Seconds) thiough keyboard and type RETURN.
8. Turn all switches (0-15) down.
9. Type (V Eto position tape past previously recorded data. Wait until the last
record data tim' is printed and the tape begins to move forward on to the
unrecorded portion ot the reel. The tape will move, but no times will be printed
on the scope. Raise and lower switch #13. Ignore TAPE NOT READY I1IeSSage.
Type '< to backup to last record. Note: IF COMPUTER TYPES "EOF"or
"TAP[: ERROR" during this jcess, repeat "'E"command.
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A. Rack (Continued)
10. Flip in order switches 9. 0. 1, and 5 UP
11.Type Nt, then enterappropriate live-digit code (see appendix A); PrCSS RETURN key
1 2, If the computer cannot be used for summing scans, consult appendix 1 (Signal
Averaging oil 	 Enhaneetron)
Brush Recorder
1. Flip power switch ON
2. Press desired chart speed (see appendix A-2a for detailed requirements on each flight)
3. Adjust sensitivity settings as outlined ill 	 A2a
D/A Converter
Flip power switch ON
Lights
Turn all panel lights ON (Operator's Choice)
Talic Recordr
1. Cheek to see that tape reels move slightly after each flyback in the spectrometer.
IMPORTANT, if not, wiggle up and down cornpiiter swltcli 0 and leave it in up
position. Next wiggle switch 1.3 and leave it down. Cheek to see that tape is moving.
2. If the tape recorder does 1101 work, 1111) switch '0" on the computer DOWN and
carry on as already described
Multipiexer 1-0
Turn oil
B. l3earn
Spectrometer
Open slit to desired value (see appendix A-2a)
Windows
• Open plastic covers 011 14° and 65 windows
2. Check for fogging IMPORTANT
Star Tracker Set Up
Go through search and capture procedure for planetary or stellar observations as
described in appendix A-2c for those missions requiring the use of this system
(1lp1efl(liX A-2a)
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(', Rack
Keyboard on Tektronix Display Unit
Type M scope shotild display SLIT WIDTH = . 11 it does not, type Wagain unti'
scope displays SLIT WIDTH = , and enter slit width (see appendix A-2a and Slit Width
Code Table).
V. Data Acquisitiori (Make Verbal Comment on PA system a. Points X) Alter Capture on Venus
Mission (X) Venus Captured (if target is lost at any time go to step 9)
1. Observe that signal is on scale on Brush chart recorder:
(X) Venus Signal OK. If not, adjust pen sensitivity accordingly.
2. Clear sum buffer by pressing CONTROL Key and typing S on Tektronix
keyboard (2 buttons) (X) Suin Buffer Clear,
3. Press key A. When scope read GOT IT press RUBOUT. This will display trace
on scope. (If doesn't display, twiddle 9 & 13 switches). (X) Single Trace on Scope.
4. Press hard-copy button and go get the copy.
5, Press S then A, which will indicate how many scans have been surnnied. When this
number is at —least 5, press PthenAand the summed scan will appear on the scope.
Adjust Y amplitude according to appearance of trace by pressing YA followed by
number: RETURN (X) Sum Buffer Captured 5 Scans.
6. Press hard-copy button and go get the copy.
7. Update siirn trace and secure hard copy as time permits, preferably every 5 min
8. At end of Venus mission, secure hard copy of total suni and also dump sum trace
onto Brush recorder at appropriate sensitivity and zero offset settings alter
switching signal lead to D/A box next to recorder. The chart clurnp is made by
typing 1-1 then A after setting Brush recorder sensitivity to 200 rnvfDIV.
(X) Call Out End of Venus Mission. Describe Operation,
9. 11 during this procedure the target is lost:
a. Immediately verbalize this state (X)
b. Go back to telescope and reacquire
c. Verbalize recapture (X)
d. Go back to step (1) above after capture
VI. Turn-Off Procedure Prior to Landing
A. Rack
Control Box
Com p uter. Flip all switches (0-1 5) down, wait 10 sec
Tape Recorder. Press rewind button and watch tape rewinding. 11' tape is not rewinding,
press LOAD followed by REWIND. Wait for one minute, then press REWIND again.
pectroiiieter
1. TUT	 igh-voltage pot to zei'o-O, slowly (15 sec)
2. Flip red high-voltage switch OFF
3. Turn scan-control switch to STOP
4. Flip power switch OFF
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1'.EPRODUCmLLITY OF TH
t thTAL PAGE IS POOR
Computer
Turn power key switch OFF
Brush Reconler
1. Push chart speed control OFF
2 Flip power switch OFF
D/A Converter
Flip power switch OFF
Tape Recorder
Secure door witli bungee cord
Ligh ts
Turn all panel lights OFF
B.	 J3eani
Spectrometer
Close slit to 0
Thermoelectric cooler control box:
Turn power switch OFF (leave temperature control at -30°C position, i.e., turned
counterclockwise as far as possible)
Star-Tracker Control
1. Power supply always ON
2. See appendix C
Ileliostat control is through the "ghost," b IOs should be part of the shutdown
procedure and the "ghost" operator should be aware of the conditions under which
the system will be shut down.
VII. After Landing
A. Rack
Tape Recorder
1 . Remove tape, and make sure it is labeled; remove Write Ring
2. Seciirc door with bungee cord
I3rushRccorder
Remove chart paper and label
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B. Beam
Specttonieter
1. Remove optical filter and mask, if present, and store in tray
2. 11 removed, replace filter holder on spectrometer, and secure it in place with
the screw
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Appendix A
Nominal Ins1ument Settings
Wavc
Mirror	 Star	 Inc	 length
il	 Control box	 Brush recorder	 Spectrometer	 tracker	 digit	 scurng
o slit	 LOdC (IS (.i)
1
Scan	 Accum, C'hart	 Sensiti-	 Sensiti- ..
(ivity	 tivity	 -
	
Period Period Specd	 Ch. 1	 Ch. 2	 z
ZZ
-	 z
Venus	 NO	 3' sec- 25 msec lOnim	 5niV	 2O mV 9	 32.50 754 3.74 ON 3 YES	 ftonly	 LOW
	
Wc	 Div	 Div	 7-54 filler	 =2965
	
Both	 Noininal	 used -
	
sm.-Ile	 Adjust to contain	 0109!
scans & whole spectrum on	 11 both
	
HIGH
sum.	 one channel.	 filters used	 3540
01291
Night	 YES	 16 sec. 25 nisec 2nim	 2mV	 10 rnV 9 6mm 32.5 7.54 3.74 OFF 3 NO	 If only	 !U\
Glow	 scc	 Div	 Div	 754 filter =2962
0 !Jcriherg	 Single	 used
Bands	 scans	 01092
	
10 mm	 11 both
	
HIGH
	
sec	 filters used =3540
Sum 	 01292
Night (.low YES	 16 sec. 25 msec 2 rnm	 2 mV	 10 mV 7 21 nim hi ,5 259	 OFF 2 NO	 03073	 LOW
Oil Mcinelsec Div 	Div	 =7273
Bands	 Single
Scan	 HIGH
 Omm
sec
;uIfl
J-lg Spectrum NO	 32 cc. 25 msec 10 min Appropriate value 9 0.2	 32.5° ON	 NO	 0004	 LOW
to get spectruin	 7 0.2	 61
HIGH
=3545
00074	 1OW
7273
Appendix A-2h ('oinputer Operation
1. Progruiu-Starting Procedure
1. Flip switches 7 and 10, on the computer up and all ethers down.
2. Successively Ilip toggTe switches RESET and START up, Screen should clear and
program label SAAS PROGRAM VERSION 2.4, etc., should appear at the top of
the screen.
3. Punch into keyburd the requested information on wavelength settings. 11 these are
not accepted by the computer, go to Appendix A-2b (Sec. 11) and reload the program.
4. Flip all switches (0-15) Down.
5. Press key CONTROL (CTRL), and while holding it down type T. Screen should show
current UT, time ir airplane clock is operating. If the later is not operating, flip switch
10 up and press keys CTRL and 1 simultaneously. Screen should respond with
request IJDD/H!-I:MMTSS. Type—in day of year, hours, minute, and seconds for UT
including the slash and colons. NB Even if airplane clock is functioning, pressing
keys CtRL and 1 will produce a request for DDDJIIH:MM:SS by the coinputer on the
screen it switch To is inudvertantly left in the up position. Fnter any value for
DDD/I-11I:MM:SS and repeat 5.
6. Press W key. Screen should respond with request for slit width. If not, continue
typing W until scope displays SLIT WIDTU . Enter appropriate slit width followed by
RETURN Key.
7. Type M. Then enter an appropriate five-digit code (see appendix A-2a); type RETURN .
8. If computer does not respond with message in 2 above, or to the instructions ill and
5, reload the program as described in 11.
IL Prorarn-Loading Procedure
1. Mount prograni tape SAAS 2.4 oil 	 tape recorder (see diagram on tape dtck).
2. Manually Joad enough tape oil 	 up reel to gel zi grip.
3. Press LOAD button at the top of the tape deck. At this point tape should advance
and position itself to the reflective marker which is on all tapes. If tape does not
advance a short length and/or continues to move t'orward for inore than one minute it
means that it has been inadvertantly positioned past the marker. Press REWIND button
even if the tape is moving forward. This should position the tape at the load point.
4. Press ON LINE button.
5. Raise switches 0, 11, and 14 oil 	 computer. All other switches shou!d be down
6. Successively raise toggle switches RESET and PROGRAM LOAD.
At this point, the magnetic tape should move and a "#" sign should appear on the
scope screen. Type 14 (fourteen) oil
	 keyboard. Then push RETURN button on
keyboard. The computer should load the program and halt. f the computer gives
ERROR message on the screen, press REWIND followed by ON LINE buttons on the
tape recorder, and then carry out steps 11-5 and 11-6 above.
7. Press R1WIND button. When tape stops, press REWIND button again to remove
program tape.
8. Load data tape the same way as thc program tape (steps 11-1, 11-2. and 11-3).
9. Go to section 1 to start program.
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11. Program-Loading Procedure (cont.
10. 11 data tape already Cofltaifls data wlircli is to he saved, it must be positioned past the
dJtit:
a. Lower all switches
1). Make sure tape recorder is ON L 1 N 1
c. Rewind tape by key ing w R
Ll. Move to end ot t.II)e hy keying 1. (press PA( 1• I"Y 10 Jear a fullscreen)
C. When tine pIintolit ce ses,iaise switch 4: 13 : ignore •FAPi NOT 1U ADY
niessage: lower switcli #I 3
1, Back up to List recorded data record by keying
111. 1)ata-KIanijjjJt1ouProL'eLILire
For detailed description of the proMltlre, consult a i)i)eii i l ix A-2d.
A. Direct data from spectrometer
1.	 1! . spectrometer 1 [.V is oil 	 cam is rotating, flip switch ) then switches 0, 1 . and .
ot' IrilL' co1n1lIter UP.
2, Press A on keyboard Alter a short time (about twice the scail period j, the iuessage
(X)T IT should apperir an the screen. 11 this does not happen, rake and lower switch ()
on the computer several limes and then leave 11 111 ON (ill)) position. 11' alter about
2 min following this procedure the message (0T IT does not appear oil
	
screen.
restart the program as described in section 1.
3. After GOT IT message shows oil 	 press key 1' and then ke A. At this point, the
screen silotilil display inlorin1ltion about the record in A 1ii1 '1er. i.c.. date. Linle ete.
!ow wavelength. high wavelengtli, suni of 'scan, etc. Next the scieeii wiil proceed to trace
the scan record in buffer A. 11 Lakes about 2 min for the graphic display to he
coiiiplcted. When this is coinpleted. two lines, a vertical and Ll hoiiion tal shoiild
appear 011 the screen,
4. The slow graphic display of data on the screcli vall be stopped at any time by raising,
momentarily, switch 6 on the computer and then Ilipping it down. The cross lines should
appear 011 the screen together with [Ile 11111111 ished data display.
5. Move the horizontal line down 10 about one inch above the bottom of ,
 the scope, Willi
the aid of the ''1 Ioriiontal' thumb wheel control oil keyboard. Then press keys
CTRL and Y siniultancously.
 . This shifts the baseline oF the display 10 ihe position of
the Iiori,ontal line and permits an extended vtrticaI display ol the rccoid 111 A hii Iler.
6. Press k.y P then key A. l'he track, oil
	
ScUpL' will lie rcdrawn Willi a shi I'ted hase.
7. Jo change the vertical scale of' the trace, type Y then 1 then the desired
vertical scales (50 means 50 cotints/inch. etc). This should ()I1l he done attci the cross
lines have appeared at lhe end of' the graphic display or when tlu' later is aborted through
the usc ol switch (i 011 the computer isQe 4 above
S.	 To change the horizontal scale type 1) then A 011 the keyboard. Fnter the low and
upper bound values of' wavc'Icngth desired oil
	 display. Then press keys P and 1
sitecssivIv to o1)talll the Iisplay, of' part of' the 1 htit'Fer oil
	 expanded wavcicnt11
(abscissa) scale.
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9.	 To calibrate the lower and upper bound values of wavelength, select two known spectral
lines from a 1 Ig spectruin displayed oil 	 screen. Position vertical line on the first
(left) known spectral leature. Type X then A oil 	 keyboard. F er the wavelength of
this feature, followed by RFTURN. Move the vertical line to t he ccond (right) feature of'
known wavelength and type X. Enter wavelength 01' this Feature. Press RETURN key.
The computer has now completed wavelength calibration.
1V. Tape Playback
1. Turn OFF all switches: turn ON switch 5 to suppress dark subtraction.
2. Ensure that tape is mounted and on-line. The write-ring should have been removed
froin the tape reel; the RING light oil 	 tape unit should be out (]lot illumiiiated).
3. Type 61A to rcquest tape read to go into the A hutier (11 the B buffer is desired, type
(B).
4. Re—wind tape: type 61 R
S.
	
Read the first rccordi scan:
Type (a followed by RETURN.
NOTE: Whenever a record is read into the computer, the time of the beginning of
the scan is display-d, followed by the beginning and ending Angstrom values of the
wavelength region uscd. Following this is MODE= and the data mode code (set by the
M coniinand in keyboard mode when the scan was originally recorded.)
6. Weset the display limits to the input wavelength region and plot the
trace. TYPE RUBOUT. The resulting display may he manipulated in the same way as
a scan obtained directly from the spectrometer.
NOTE: If both all buffer and a 13 buffer were in use prior to beginning tape playback,
pressing RUI3OUT will Cause both truces to be displayed. To Release the A buffer,
type CNTR.LA to ielease the 13 buffer, type cTJi:!
7. Any of the magnetic tape commands may be issued at this point:
(aA
(a J3
r)
(DDD/1II1:MM:SS..4)
(a E
(' R
(' ?
( n nn<
(a M x x x x x x
Use A l)utler for subsequent input
Use 13 buffer for subsequent input
Read next record
Read down to record with datcjtinic DDD/II1T:MM:SS or later
Read down to EOF
Rewind tape
Type tiine ot current record
Backspace over one record
Backspace over nnn records
Read Iorward to first record with data inode code xxxxx
NOTE:
	
means depressing the RETURN key
V. To Stiiii Data I'rorn Tape
Perform the setup describcd for tape playb,iek above,
Choose the beginning time of the interval to he sumiued, and position the tape to the
ilesired scan record.
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1xainpk':	 The rape begins at day 142 at 04:10:32 (houts:jninutes:
seconds). It is desired to start summing at 0530. Type
142/05:30:00 followed by R1TURN. The time on each
record will be displayed as it is read. Press PAGE each time
the screen becomes !ull (red light glows on to)) of
keyboard). The tape will stop with the nearest scan with
time not earlier than 0530 in memory.
NOTE: There may have beeii interruptions in the data recording prior to the
desired time. This will cause the reading to stop on an EOF or TAPE I. RROR.
Repeat the search cornmaid. If the tape starts running off in (he unrecorded )art
of the reel, raise and lower switch 13. Ignore TAPE NOT READY message: type 'R
to rewind tape.
3. The tape may be hacked up over any number of records. To back up a single record,
type '<, To back up 4 records, type '4< . The computcr responds with
KEYBOARD COMMAND when the operation is complete. There is no time printout.
4. Summing will begin with the next record read. Type CNTRL-S to clear the sum
buffer. Now raise switch #1. Type it search command for the ending record of the
suinined interval. Data will be summed as it is read. Type SA to capture the sum, type PA
to piot it (use B if the 13 bufftr was in use).
NOTE: Summation may De continued over EOF or TAPE ERROR
stop,',. Repeat the search command. Suimnation will automatically
stop if the wavelength region changes from that at the first record sumnied.
NOTE: Tape reading may be stopped before the end of a search
by raising switch 8. Remember to lower switch 8 after reading
has stopped.
ryIBILIl 01? Tru
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Appendix A-2c Search and Capture Procedure
Te1i,st.. I V Finder AIinnitntCheck
Star-riekr/[1e1iostat Operation
1	 Check to se that II I A UV switch(high voltage) is OFF.
2. Check power statn..n 18 for 60- and 400-1lz power.
3. Turn on (check) star-tracker power supply.
4. Install voltmeter set for 5/10 Von "Star Presence" (+) and "Ground," The voltmeter
is in the storage bin,
5. Remove light stop betwe'n beamsplitter and IPA unit.
6. Set heliostat cage/uncage" 10 CAGE.
7. Turn on heliostat system (4 switches). and allow 5 to 10 min for gyros 10 warm up.
8. Move star-tracker control switch to FIND.
.
	 With heliostat still in (AGE Position, move heliostat mirror by hand to set
azimuth = 3050 and elevation to the values for Venus for the beginning or each
mission plus 90°. This should place Venus in the field of the view tinder.
10. Uncage heliostat,
11. Turn IPA "UV' switch ON, dark sky should read less than 1/2 V on meter.
(Twilight sky reads about 3.5 V. Venus also about 3.5 V Venus during twilight reads
about 3.7 V.
12. Using joystick, move star image to center or cross hairs. Meter reading should increase.
13. Using joystick, peak the meter reading.
14. When meter reading is at peak level, turn star-tracker control switch to track.
Reading on meter should increase slightly and remain steady (Note the actual reading),
15. Systemis tracking star. If meter reading is high enough (i.e.. greater than about
2 V) star image should rernain steady indefinitely.
1 6. An indication of star-tracker opratiori is provided by the short- and long-term
stability of the meter reading.
17. If star track is lost, go 10 step 8 above and reacquire star iniage.
Turn Off
1. Cage heliostat.
2. Turn off IPA high voltage.
3. Turn of heliostat system (all 4 switches).
4. Put a light stop between beam splittcr and IPA unit.
NOTES:
During turns it is important that the heliostat does not burnp into its mechanical
stops. Before a turn, cage the heliostat and vait until the course is steady
again and go to steps 7 and 8 above to reacquire star image.
2 If the heliostat is bumped while uncaged, it may start oscillating (amplitude
about 100). If this happens, it is important to cage the heliostat as soon as
possible to prevent amplifier burnout. Go to step 8 above to reacquire star image.
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Appendix A-2d SAAS Spectrometer Program Version 14
The loliowing computer program for ihe datagenera1 Nova 1 200 :wnl)uler facilitates re-
cording and displaying slicetrometer scans from an auroral spcctrometer. The program is controlled
by means of the keyboard on the 4010 scope and me 16 switches on the Nova console, the
Program will perform the following functions:
Read input from the spectrometer and store the data as a series of scans. Scans may
eonsist Of up to 2000 points, including dark-current readings taken during flyback.
The number of points in u scan may be increased, il desired (See later setioii).
	
2.	 Write entire scans on digital magnetic tape in suitable form for later analysis.
Display scans on the scope as -,I connected graph. Facilities are provided for
manipulation of the display: the scales, location of baselines, and angstrom
range may be changed intera. ely.
	
4.	 Perform a point-by-point sum of successive scans in order to ieduce noise. The sunis
may be displayed oil 	 scope like any other scan data.
Read scans recorded on the mag tape hack into the computer for display on the scope.
f\iag tape data may be run through the point-by-point stun alter recording. Periods
may be selected.
The ploglaIr. 1inctions as a co11ecion of multiprograinincd "tasks," which run in iiaralleL
Data collection, recording, and suniiiiing may prncee' while eir1ier scans are being examined on
the display scope.
To Operate
Turn the computer on by rotating the power key clockwise to the ON position. This will
turn on the magnetic tape unit and the spectrometer interface as well. Turn the
Tektronix 4010 scope on with the switch located on the right underneath the keyboard.
When the scope has warmed up, it will 1111 the screen with green light.Iight. Press PA(;1; to clear
this. Pressing PAGE at any tirne will Jear the screen without disturbing the program.
Load the SAAS prograin iroiii the program tape: mount the tape 011 the mag tape unit
(sce diagram inside ttle cover). Manually load enough tape on the takeup reel to get a
grip. Then press the LOAD key. The tape will position itself to the reflective marker
which 15 011 all tape reels. 11 the tape is inadvertantiy Positioned past the marker, press
REWIND, even if the tape is moving forward at the time. After tlie tape is at load point
press " on Line". Now set (raise) switches 0, 1 1 , 14 oii the computer console, All other
switches should be off'. This is octal 100022, the address of the niag tape unit for loading.
10 sequence now, raise RESET and PROGRAM LOAD switches. The mag tape should
move, and a "#" will appear oil 	 screeii of the scope. The computer is now waiting
for the program number. The SAA.S program is always recorded twice oil
	 tapc, lor
safety. Enter 1 01 6 followed by RETURN. The CofllputCr will load the program and halt.
11 it types out ERROR, rewind the tape (press REWIND and ON LINE 011 the tape unit)
and try again with program load.
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3. Now take uti ti. r grain Wi,e and mount a blank tape for recording data, Press
RI \VIN t) on (he p ogram tapt. to get it to load point, then press rewind again to get it
off the takeui' reel. Mount the blank [ape in the same way as the prograni tape,
Press ON LINE.
4. Starr the program at address 440. This is done by setting switches 7 and 10 oniy, and the
rest OFF. Then successively raise RtSET and START. The screen will clear and the pro-
gram Iae1 SAAS PROGRAM VERSION 2.4 will appear at the top of the screen. Later
versions will have higher version numbers.
The program then types a diagnostic message giving the number buffers allocated.
This version of the program assumes that up to 2000 points (including dark data) will
be entered per scan, and will compute the angstrom-step between readings based on
the actual number of points it reads and the angstrom scan bounds used. If more than
000 points come in, the last ones will be rejected (not stored). This value may be
cliaiiged by user command.
. At this point, the program is fully initialized. The message KEYBOARD COMMAND: is
typed on t 1 le screen, The operator may then respond with any of the commands detailed
below. Also at this time the console switches are active.
Switch Assignments on the Computer
0. Write spectroi.'eter scans on rnag tape
Accuinulate scans in sum buffer
1
3.
4. Plot all dark values as zero
5. Inhibit dark value subtraction
6. Supress/abort plotting (see graphics discussion)
7. Suppress logging times after each tape-read
8. Halt forward search on inag tape (see niag tape commands)
9. >> input scans from the spectrometer <<
10. Inhibit parallel time setting
H.
12.
'3. Set rnag tape DONE	 for diagnotic, do not use
14. Synchronize chart recorder with spectrometer inputs
Keyboard Commands
A:
N.sss._):
13:
('TL-A:
CTL-B:
Carriage return
Mag tape command
Capture the last complete scan as the A buffer: the A buffer may be displayed on
the screen (see graphics commands).
To set buffer size when sss is the number of words.
** WARNIN(	 This restarts the program.
Capture the last complete scan as the 13 bufter.
Release the A bufter.
Release the 13 buffer.
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set slit width. riiis wifl lie recorded on all SUbSeLj1lC11t data scans.
Copy the contents of' tlie suiu buffer to either the ,\ or 13 biHcr. F]ic prorani
will ask which one. Note that the A or B buffer iiiust First have beenestablished
with an A or 13 command.
('TL-S:	 ('Icar suni hutI'er to iero; reset number oF sums to zero.
PA:	 vilter graphics inode and draw A trace.
See below for other graphics commands,
PB:	 En ler graphics and draw the 13 trace.
1:	 Type current time 1)1)1)1111-1 :MM SS
CTL-T:	 Set universal time hold CTRL key down and strike Ti.
Theclock will resturt with the new tinie when the carriage return is struck after
entering seconds. 11' switdi 10 is down, titrlc will he read autoiniticalJy Irom
parallel time interface.
L:	 Set the limits in angstroms for all subsequent scuns.
Mdddddi: Where ddddd is the "Mode" code
Graphics
Tile prograrn may be placed in graphics niodu by the PA or P13 commands, entered in
key board-corn mand mode. The screen will be cleared, it label typed, and the A or 13 trace will
be drawn. These traces are scans from the spectrometer (or the niag tape, in playback mode)
that have been "frozen" by an A or 13 command. These scans are in data buffers that are held
fixed while other data buffers are used to collect more scans and record them oil niag tape or
add into the suni buffer.
After the traces are drawn, the proglain commands the scope to put out its graphic cross
hairs and wait for any key to be struck. When the key is struck, the program call read alt the
position of the cross hairs at the time. The action taken then depends on which key was
struck (see below). To understand the graphics capability of the SAAS program, the
following must be kept 111 inind:
Each trace (A or B) is independently stored and may have its own X or Y scale. The \
scale is specified directly in counts/inch. The X scale is determined indirectly Iroin
the specified range (iii angstroms) of the displayed scan. The scans are labeled with the
time when the first point of' the scan was stored (1)1)1)71111: N1II : SS) and the angstrom
value of' the first and last point displayed.
2.	 There is an overall scale for the en tire display which may be used to expand or shrink
the displayed trace )ir. 11 is also possible to change the location of the screen
center so that a desired feature will appear in the middle of the screen. The scales for
each of' the traces convert ironi engineering ltniis lo inches. 11 the overall scale is se
to 1 (tile normal setting), then these are actual inches 01) the .screen. 11 the overall
scale is set to 2, then 2 inches will fill a screen inch, and the display will appear to
shrink. IF the overall scale is set to 0.5, the display will be expanded so that one "inch"
filb: two screen inches.
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3. Due to the large number of' points usually plotted, graphics are rather slow. No spectro-
nietcr data will be lost tltiriiig graphics, since the spectrometer data-gathering task runs
at a higher priority than graphics.
4. Lic!i trace is plotted in two Iarts: the first is 0.5" of dark values and includes all the
dark readings from the flyback period immediately preceding the data scan. After
0,25" gap, the spectrometer data are drawn for 6.25".
G raphics  Coinnands
These commands may It entered whenever the crossliurs are on the screen. Note that if a
'ommand, troni the keyboard-coninialld list is entered at this tilile, the program automatically
C\its irom graphics mode and exccuties the command correctly in keyboard mode.
DA:	 Set limits o r the display for the A trace. The prograni will request a low and a high
bound in angstroms for the display. These bounds must be within the range of data
originally set when the irorain was started. Ef lhe range exceeds the available data, it
will be automatically truncated to fit. The resulting display will spread all the points
within the given limits across 6.25" or Lhe screen.
DB:	 Set limits of'	 display f&r the B trace.
MA:	 Read the current cross-hair position and type out the correct angstrom value and
intensity value for the A trace at that point. All scales are automatically taken into
account 111 calculating these t'igurcs.
MB:	 Measure as for MA but for the 13 trace.
###:	 Set the Y sea]-,- for the A trace. ###" represents a floating-point number which must
be entered after the A and terminated with RETURN. The scale is counts/'inch".
YB###: Set the Y scale for the 13 trace.
('TL-YA (('TL-YB):	 Hold the ('TL key down while striking Y the current position of the hori-
zontal crosshair will be takeii as the baseline of the A (PA trace). The cross-hair posi-
tion is noted and the X value stored. The program then calls for the VALUE, which
should be entered by the operator as a floating-point number in angstroms. It is the
angstroii value at the crosshairs oil
	 A trace. This angstrom valuel  has presumably been
determined from theoretical considerations. Now, a seconcl calibration point must be
marked with the crosshairs. The operator should strike the X when the crosshairs have
been positioned. The valuc for this point should then be entcred. The result is a
cleared screen and the printout of the new limits of the scan based oil
	 calibration
just performed.
Subsequently stored scans t'rorn the spectrometer will be recordecl as between these
calibrated limits,
X 13:	 Perform wavelength calibration using the 13 trace.
QA:	 Type out the current scan limits for A trace. This is the same message that appears after
a wavelength calibration,
QB:	 lype current scan limits for 13 trace.
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1iase screen. draw hoth A and 13 traces (if delmned ) with labels.labels.
WA (\VB): Follow this command  with a number in angstroms. 11 the angstrom value is 011 the
displayed A (13) trace, a vertical line will be drawn to mark it,
I I A (1-I13):	 Copy the A (13) trace to the chart recorder. The scale 011 the chart recorder may he
the sanle as the screen in Y the scak in X defends on the chart speed. The proper
settings for the chart recorder are: 200 mvjtnm aiid a chart speed about 20 mm/sec.
The position of' the horizontal crosshair at the time of striking the 11 key determines the
lowest value that will be Plotted. Values below the crosshair will he zro. Values
greater than the range or the chart recorder will be pegged at the maximum.
CR (carriage return): 	 Exit from graphics mode to keyboard-comniand mode.
G##: Enter the overall scale (''iflC1leS/iflCI1), make the current crosshair location become the
center of the screen.
RUI3OUT: Reset overall scale and screen center to NQRMAL. Reset display an[zs troll] -ran gc
to data maximums, and redraw trace(s).
Other Notes oil Graphics
Raising switch 6 during a plot will terminate the plot. Leave switch 6 up while per-
forming the initial adj Ustnien t of the scales, 11 desired. Raising switch 6 will also
terminate cliart-recorder output.
2. With improper scale settings, or requested data ranges that are entirely outside the
available data there may be no display. Use the Q coInInaiRl to find out what the
limits are, and switch 6 to terminate a plot that is entirely off screen. Note that the
computer "windows" displayed data. cutting off portions which will not fit on the
screen.
3. Strike RUBOUT to reset all display parameters to normal, and automatically re-draw
all traces.
Typical Operation
Turn cornputer 011 and load up a blank tape for taking data, as described above.
Start program at 440. Type "W": enter slit width oC 0, l'ollowed by carriage return.
Turn off all switches.
3.	 Turn on .switch 9 to start gathering spectrometer data.
4. Set time: hold down CTRL-, strike T. Tinie will be read automatically.
Type L and set the limits in angstroms of the spectrometcr scan being usc1. If this is not
set, the program initially assumes low = 4000, high = 5000.
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'. Wait for one scan to accumulate. Type A to save the scan in the A buffer. Computer dis-
plays GOT IT! when the scan is ready.
7.	 Type PA to plot the A trace.
8, Type ('TL-S to clear sum buffer. (hold CTRL key down and type S). No special
response is made by program.
9. Turn on switch 1 to start sumniing scans.
10. Either wait until the plot is complete or raise and lower switch 6 if impatient. Type YA30
followed by carriage return. This will set the Y scale to 30 counts/"inch" and repiot the
graph. When the program is Loaded, the Y scale is set at 200 counts/"inch".
11, Type SA. This will copy the current contents of the sum buffer to the A buffer, where it
will be saved. Summing will go on in the sum buffer. Type PA to plot the summed
trace.
12. Identify two known features in the plotted spectrum. Perform the wavelength calibration
described under the X command. Reset the sum with CTRL-S.
13. Mount a fresh tape on the rnag tape unit. Get the unit on line, with a ring in the tape.
Raise switch 0 to start recording scans on tape.
Magnetic Tape Commands
The magnetic tape unit on the system may lit , used to record and playback spectrometer
scans. Playback must be done with the spectrorntter disabled (switch 9 down) and rnag tape
recording off switch 0 down). All inag tape commands are issued from keyboardkeyboard mode and are
preceded with (v•
(a A:	 Use A buffer for input. Either A or B inust he selected.
' B:	 Use B buffer for input.
( (followed by carriage teturn):
	 Read one record. Display tinie, wavelength region.
(it F:	 Go to end of tape. The tape will read forward until either a tape mark or a bad record
(parity error) is detected. This command is often used to position to the end of the
tape when more than one data session is to be recorded on a single tape. Note that a
tape mark is normally written at the end of a recording session when switch 0 is
turned off.
1	 Rewind tape to beginning.
(a ?:
	 Iy.' out the tinle on the current record.
(cI 1)! ') J 1 III: vflv1 :SS: 	 Read tape until the desired day (1)DD) hour (1111) etc. have been passed.
St:iking caii iage return instead of the /" or ":" will cause the rest or the time to be
assuiued at zero, and search made accordingly.
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@<:	 Backspace tape one record. 11' a number is typed between the "01 " and the <", the tape
will be backspaced that number of times.
Mag Tape Playback Techniques
Switch 8 may be used to stop tape from searching forward. Raise the switch, then lower
it to issue another command.
When the tape is searching forward, the time on eacli record passed is normally logged.
To suppress this, raise switch 7 during searching.
3. To position tape to the end of the recorded portion, use O vE until the logged times
indicate the end of the last data block. If the tape runs off into t1i blank spuce, raise
switch 13 to stop tape motion (TAPE NOT READY will be signaled) vnd issue < to
backspace to last record. Note that it is common to have a garbage record at the end of
the tape if the session was not concluded properly (dropping switch 0 and waiting for
the last scan).
4. To sum data from tape, do the following:
CNTRL-S	 To clear the sum buffer.
@DDD/1-IH:MM:SS	 To position to desired time.
Raise switch 1 to activate the summer.
(a DDD/1-IH:MM:SS	 To read (and suni) to the end of the desired period.
The surn may be displayed by giving SA and PA.
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Appendix A-2e - Tape Unit Operation
Pro cidure
Press the POWER key at top 01 the transport. This should turn on some lights.
2. Mount the tape. (See diagram on unit).
Wind enough tape 10 establish a grip on the takeup reel.
3. Press LOAD button. Tape should wind forward and stop at the initial reflective marker.
4. Press ON LINE. The tape is ready for use.
Problems
11' the tapejust keeps moving forward, press REWIND, go to step 4.
11' nothing works, turri POWER off and then on, repeat from step 3.
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Appendix A-2f - Wavelength Region Changes
Procedure
1. Lower switches 4and 9.
2. Type CTRL-T to resync time.
3. Type L. Enter new (approximate) bounds of scan.
4. Make mechanical adjustments to spectometer.
5. Restart spectrometer scans. Raise switch 9.
6, Type A. wait for GOT 11.
7. Type PA to display the trace.
8. Perform wavelength calibration (X Command).
9. Raise switch 4.,
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Appendix A2g - Codes for Canis, Filters. Slit Width. and Experiment Type
Eiie-Jikt_Ccj
First	 Second
Digit	 Digit
Not used	 First
Enter 0
	
Filter #
Third
	
Fourth
	
Fifth
Digit	 Digit
	 Digit
Second	 Cam #
	
Experiment
Filter#
FiIter#
0
3
4
5
Type
No filter
7-54
3-74
2-59
4-96
3-70
Cam number is last
('ode #
	
F	 tirnent Type
1	 -.us
2	 02 Herzberg nightglow
3	 011 Meinel nightt'Iow
4	 Hg spectrurn
number marked on each cam.
SIit-Width Code
Code	 Slit Widthi.pimJ
1	 0.1
2	 0.2
3	 0.4
4	 0.6
5	 1.0
6	 2.0
7	 4.0
8	 6.0
9	 8.0
10	 10,0
Enter the code number appropriate for the slit width used.
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Appendix A-2h Problems and Their Solutions
• Computer does not reply GOT IT when an A or 13 buffer is requested.
a. Eusure that the spectrometer is scanning - the cam is rotating.
b. Switch 9 shouki be up. Raise and lower it it few times Leave it up.
C.	 11 switch 0 was up (Tape Recording) ensure that the tape unit is on line. Raise and
lower switch 13. if it was necessary to put the tape 011 line.
2. Tape unit does not write scans.
a. Switch 0 should e up.
b. Switch 9 should be up.
C.	 Lower and raise switches to be sure.
d. Raise and lower switch 13 alter you make sure tape is on line.
e. Tape will write only at the end of  scan.
3. No response from computer to keyboard command other than request f'or A or B buffer.
a. You may have erased the screen (PAGE Key) while the crosshairs were on the screen.
Correct for this error by pushing the space bar until the computer begins responding with
"Keyboard Co1nniand."
b. Computer may have been kicked off-line by a transient. Restart at 440 in the usual way.
C.	 The computer and 4010 scope must have been turned 011.
4, Computer will not dra'
	 plot in response to PA or P13. The screen clears but 110 graph is
drawn.
a. No scan was obtained. Get an A or 13 buffer.
b. Display limits are not in actual wavelength region. Press RUBOUT to set display limits to
scan limits and repla t.
C.	 Y scale is unreasonabte. Try a larger valu (YAxxx or YBxxx command).
d. Scan Ilniits are unreasonable. Raise switch 6 to stop plot. Use L command to set scan
limits.
Type A (or 13).
Type RUBOUT.
e. Record read from tape is bad.
Get next record '(' ", carriage return.
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Appendix A-2 - Signal Averaging of [he Enhancctron
1 . Fetch Tektronix oscilloscope 475 from thc back end of the airplane.
2. Plug power cord in the power outlet (unplug power cable to beam for IIg Lamp and use that
outlet) and pull the power knob on the scope out to turn it on. (See attached picture of the
oscilloscope controls.
3. Turn TIMF/DIV switch to X-Y position.
4. Set VERT MODF to (112.
5. Connect, in parallel, VERTICAL DEFLECTION outlets on Enhance.tron to C1-12 on the
oscilloscope and on channel two of the Brush recorder. Disconnect Channel 2 channel on the
brush recorder.
6. Connect HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION outlets to ('11 1 on the oscilloscope.
7. Set AC/(;ND/D(' leveler on both channels to DC.
8. Disconnect synch pulse cable from the Brush-Pen-Marker-Box on the right-hand side of the
rack and connect it to TRIGGER INPUT terminals on the Enhancetron.
9. Connect SIGNAL INPUT 1 on the Tii1iancetron to spectrometer output at the T connector
on channel one of the Brush recorder.
10. Set DISPLAY SCALE on Enhancetron to 4,
11. Set FAST/SLOW swtciA above TOTAL SWEEP 1'IMF knob to SLOW.
12. Select TOTAL SWEEP TIME for 1024 POINTS to correspond to spectrometer's scan period
(16 to 32 seconds).
13. Set OVERLAP ADJUST knob so that the black line is vertically UP.
14. Set MEMORY G ROUP knob to 1024.
1.5. Set TRIGGIR switch on the left bottom of the Enhancetron to EXT.
16. Set TRIGGER switch on the right bottom to the EnlulflcetrOn to PLUS.
17, Turn ON power switch on the top right part of' the Fnhiiicetron.
18. Set NIOI)F knob to DISPLAY.
1 ). Press ERASE NIFNIORY button. The oscilloscope should show two horizontal lines,
20. ritrtl MODI knob counterclockwise to MFAStTRF. position. The two horizontal traces on the
scope should merge into a point at the left ,ide of the scope. At the beginning of the next
Spectrometer scan the knhancetron should trigger and the point on the scope should expand
to a vertical line and move slowly towards the riglit. Adjust the BASF.L1NE ADJUST potentio-
meter on the Fnliancetron until the top part of the vertical lines 011 the SCOC shows maxiinurn
modulation,
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Appendix A-2i(continued)
21. Turn MODE knob to DISPLAY position.
22. Press FRASE MEMORY button.
23. Reset MODE knob to MEASURE position.
24. Adjust sensitivity of channel two oil 	 recorder to get a trace for running sum.
25. To stop signal averaging after n scans:
Turn MODE knob to STOP 1 position and wait until the end
of the spectrometer scan. Turn MODE knob to DISPLAY.
Adjust DISPLAY SCALE to obtain maximum vertical
deflection without any part of the trace saturating.
26. Turn the MODE knob to READOUT to obtain the sum trace on the chart recorder. If the
trace does not fill or is saturated on the chart scale, adjust the sensitivity and switch the
MODE switch to STOP 2 and then back to READOUT for the chart display. Repeat until a
useful record is obtained.
27. Go back to step 19 and repeat the sequence through step 26.
pRoDuomILIr? ' 01? TkL
'NAL PAGE 10 POOR
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University of Colorado
Colorado 1/8-m Spectrometer
Preflight Checks
A. TTY
• Check paper supply and replace as required (if green strip showing on right margin).
2. Power switch OFF (back of unit).
B. Display Unit
1. Line OFF
C. CPU
1. Power OFF (key horizontal)
2. SW down
3. All switch registers dcwn.
4. Dep. switch down
5. All other, switches up.
D. Tape Deck
1. Program tape loaded in unit zero
2. Blank data tape in unit 1.
3. Power switch OFF (back 01 unit),
E. GSE
1. Powerswitch OFF
2. Fxp, switch OFF
3. Computer enable switch ON
4. +28-V rcg push button OFF
5. Frequency switch on 100 I-Iz
6. FWD/R1V switch on FWD
1.
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Coloratlo 1,'8-m Spectrometer (Continued)
7. 3 se/NIAN switch on 3 se
1I Turn-on 1'iocet1urc
A. Station Power
1. Power ON. station 17. 60 1-iz
2. Power ONTTY
3. Line ON on display
4. Power ON on tape deck
B. GSE
1. Power ON, station 18. 60 Hz
2, Power switch ON
3. Exp, switch ON
C. CPU
1. Power ON (key vertical)
2. Switch register to 7000
3. Lilt SW switch
4. Depress ADDR Load
5. Depress LXTD ADDR Load
6. Depress CLEAR
7. Depress CONT
NOTE: Tape unit 0 sliould now load program wait until finished.
8. Depress SW switch
9. Depress switch register switches
D. TTY
1. Check dot on paper
2. Command: ZE 1 RETURN
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Colorado 1/8-in Spectrometer (Continued)
NOTE:	 Tape unit 1 will advance slightly, check another dot on paper.
3. Command: R RTPLCJ3INRETURN
NOTE:	 Tape unit zero will load another program. TTY will print: RTPLC, then asks
for PROGRAM FILE?
4, Command: EGTWAT.RTP
NOTE: Tape unit zero will advance-, wait until conipletcd, then asks for OUTPUT FILE?
5. Command: Insert here predetermined flight code:
XXXXX.DAT (lst must be letter)
Flight Code:
X (Month init.) XX (tJ.T, Date) XX (Cassette No. for Date)
NOTE:	 Tape unit one loads: wait until completed.
6. Command; ('L 2,1 ORETURN (from now on, TTY will not print until return
punched: commands will appear on display).
NOTE:	 Unit types copy ofcornmaud,
7. Command: GO RETURN
NOTE:	 Unit asks for observing program parameters:
SET F to SCALE
SET S to NSCANS
SET N to NPNTS
SET R to RATE IN .1 MS
W=WAJT(MS)
LIFT SW 0 to GO
8. Command: F=	RETURN (Typical:2)
9. Command: S -	 RETURN (Typical:5) NB: Must be greater than 4.
10. Command N-1 000 RETURN
11 . Command: R34RETURN
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Colorado 1 /8-in Spectrometer (Continued)
12. Command: W = I RETURN
NOTE:	 11 a bad command causes sequence to stop, simultaneously press
CTRL and C; go back to step Di after tape unit zero rewinds.
E. CPU
1. Lift switch register switch zero.
NOTE:	 At this stage, spectrometer begins scan; display will begin activating.
111. Operating Procedure
A. To change a parameter
1. CPU: Depress switch register zero switch
2. TTY: Type in new parameter as in step 11, D, 8 thru 12.
3, CPU: Raise switch register zero switch
B. To change TTY to recl channel: command UD 1 RETURN
C. To change TTY back to blue channel: command UD ORETURN
D. To put either TTY channel on tape
1. To enable the blue buffer: command WB 0 1 RETURN
2. To enable the red buffer: command W13 1 1 RETURN
NOTE:	 Can do either/or steps 1 and 2.
3. To write on tape TTY: command EW 1RETURN
NOTE:	 Display will show number of records written,
With N-1 000, can go to 42 records on one tape.
E. To change tapes
1. Stop recorder
TTY: command EWORETURN
2. Stop scan
CPU: Depress switch register zero switch,
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Colorado 1/8-nt Spectrometer (Continued)
3. Put EOF on tape.
a. TTY: command EFRETURN
NOTE:	 Tape rewinds here.
b. Simultaneously push CTRL and C.
4. Replace tape 111 tape deck.
5, Go back toll,D,1.
F. To go to standby
1. TTY: EWORETURN
2. CPU: Depress switch 0
G. To come back on
1. CPU: Raise switch O
2. TTY: EW1RETURN
IV. Printing Procedure
Follow turn-on procedure for the 1/8-rn spectrometer to step DI, omitting section B.
A. TTY Commands
1. Command: R RUFUSC.BINRETURN
NOTE:	 Tape unit "0" will load the RUFUSC
program; wait until tape has stopped and
R U F U S C is typed out on TTY.
2. Command: CR I000RETURN
NOTE:	 TTY will then type out:
+22 .00000E+00 REGS ALLOCATED
3. Command; OP 1 :XXXXX (Output file of the records to be read.).DATRETURN
NOTE:	 TTY will type out OK. when firiished.
At this time, the record to be examined, printed, etc., can be called up by
Command: RD 0 XX (record number) RETURN
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Colorado 1 /8-m Spectrometer (Continued)
	
NOTE:	 Tape unit "1' will read the record into the computer.
B. TTY Display Record
Command: SL ORETURN
SFI 999RITURN
SC XXX (any point between 0 and 999) RETURN
	
NOTE:	 At this point. the record should appear on the display,
C. Record Spectra
To prepare the recorder for recording spectra:
1. Plug in banana plug into rear of recorder, making sure of the polarity.
2. Set the rate at 8 divisions per minute.
3. Set the sensitivity to 5rnV scale.
To record spectra:
1, Turn on recorder.
2. Turn pen position switch DOWN,
TTY-
	
Command:	 PL 0 XX (delay time that determines length of record plotted usually
5 or 10 is used) RETURN
NOTE:	 As soon as record is ended, raise the pen and turn off the recorder.
To remove the record, set the IIR MIN switch to N and the paper
can be pulled out and torn off.
V. Shutdown Procedure
A. TTY: Simultaneously push CTRL and C
B. Power (wait until tape's rewound)
Turn off power:
to TTY
to CPU
to display
to tape deck
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Colorado 1 /8-m Spectrometer (Continued)
C. GSE
t. Turn Exp. switch OFF
2. Turn power OFF
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JPL Tunable Acousto-OpticalFi1ers
1. Preflight Condition ('Iiecks
A. TAOF controls (isomet) (2)
Power	 OFF
Lower:	 CCW
Upper:	 CW
Switch:	 MANUAL
Tune:	 N/A
Drive:	 Zero*
B. Ramp Generators (HP 3310A) (2)
Function:	 ramp (_"\ )
Range:	 .0001
Offset:	 Negative; arrow up
Output:	 CCW
Dial:	 ".' 20
Line:	 OFF
C. Square-Wave Generators (HP 3310A) (2)
Function:	 scivare wave
Range:	 10
Dial:
	
's-' 20
Offset:	 Positive; arrow at 10 o'clock
Output:	 CCW
Line:	 OFF
D. ('0011tcr(11P5248M) (1)
Power:	 OFF
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Sensitivity:	 0.1 , preset
Time base:	 10 msec
Function:	 frequency
Plug-in	 N/A
E	 Counter (HP 5345A) (1)
Power:	 standby
Time gate:	 1 tnse
Selector:	 Frequnc A
F. Oscilloscope (Tektronix RM 51A) (1)
Power:	 OFF
4 traces:
Switch: ground
Sensitivity: 2 V/div
Made: NORMAL
G. HV Power Supply (Fluke 413C) (1)
Power:	 OFF
Output:	 OFF
Voltage dials: OFF
H. X-Y Recorder (HP 700413) (1)
Xrnodule: X1
X preanlp:	 0.2 V/in
Y niodule:	 Y1
Y preamp:	 0.2 V/in
Power:	 OFF
Chart:	 OFF
Servo:	 OFF
Pen:	 OFF
1 56
T0DUCIB1LITY OF THr.
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Switch:	 set-up
1.	 OZ I3ox(JPL) (2)
Power:	 OFF
Switch:	 standby
J. GSE (Colorado) (1)
VM Range: X 100
Power: OFF
Exp. Power: OFF
UV:	 OFF
Switch:	 Panel
K. SSR N1M bin
Power:	 OFF
Rate:	 slow
L	 Supplies:
X-Y recorder pens
Felt pens
X-Y recorder paper
or prestarnped paper
Stamp and ink pads
Cassette recorder tapes (4 per flight)
11. UVTAOF Turn-on Procedures
A. TAOF Control
Power:	 ON (needs 1/2 hour to completely stabilize)
B. Counter (5345A)
Power:	 ON
C. GS[L
Power:	 ON
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Voltages:	 check 011 DVM against nominal range (+10, +4.6.-10, -14.5)
Switch:	 FIV monitor
Exp.power: ON; current reads 10-12 nia
D. Oscilloscope
Power:	 on (takes some time to stabilize)
Coax switches: UV TAOF
Set zeros:	 1 + 2 on top of cacti other
3 + 4 on top of each other
Set 1 and 3 switches to dc
E. Ranip Generator
Power:	 ON
Range:
	
increase to 10
Scan voltage: set to level for flight via offset and output as monitored on oscilloscope;
return ramp to .0001
F. Square-Wave Generator
Power:	 ON
Voltage:	 adjust to (0; +1.2 V) as monitored on oscilloscope using offset and
output
G. OZ Box
Power:	 ON when ADDAS ready for data flow
Numbers:	 thumb in first ID for night
H. GSE
[IV power: ON; clieck HV mon on DVM (2.2); check counts; check current on
nieter
1.	 X-Y Recorder
Power:	 ON
Mani .aIIy insert paper
('hart:	 ON, smooth paper, and stamp, fill in data block as needed
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Servo:	 ON, and adjust X scan by setting ran 	 rator to a reasonable speed
then return rarnp generator to 0.0001. Adjust Y scan by using
TOF_(ontroiler power. sr waveeneratorfrequency, and ranip
generator frequency to predetermine levels.
NOTI-:	 X and"i'ranges and offsets are also used as dictated by exr,rience.
J	 Ramp Generator
Frequency: set as predetermined (as a check on (-1 above); (must not exceed 4095
counts per 1/2 cycle or will saturate
Verify target is acquired in telescope.
K. OZ Box
Set to test ID for 15 to 30 seconds
L. Ramp Generator
Set to near start of scan by temporarily changing frequency switch
M. OZ Box
Set to RUN
N. XY Recorder
Pen:	 ON
0. Verbal comments and (time + ID) to cassette recorder
111. Visual TAOF Turn-on Procedure
A. TAOF control
Power:	 ON (needs 1/2 hr to completely stabilize)
B. Counter (5248M)
Power:	 ON
C. HVPS
Power:
	 ON
D. Oscilloscope
Coaxial switches to vis TAOF
Set zeros:	 1 + 2 011 top of each other
3 + 4 on top of each other
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Set 1 and 3 switches to dc
E. Ramp generator
Power:	 ON
Range:	 increase to 10
Scan voltage: set to level for flight via offset and output as monitored on oscilloscope,
return ramp to 0,0001
F. Square-Wave Generator
Power:	 ON
Voltage:	 acIjlLt to (0: + 1.2V) as monitored on oscilloscope.,sing offset and output
G. OZ Box
Power:	 ON when ADDAS ready to accept data
Numbers:
	
thumb in first ID for night
11. SSR NIM bin
Power:	 ON
L	 'rIVPS
Switch to + (Pius)
Bring f-IV up to predetermined level
Cr"-'	 .itch on counter to vis TAOF output: check counts-return coax switch to
frcjitency monitor
J. X-Y Recorder
Determine use later
K. Ramp generator
Frequcncy: set as predeterniitied (as a check on H above)
L. OZ Box
Set to test ID for 15 to 30 sec
M. Ramp Generator
Set to near start of scan by t..niporari1y changing frequency switch
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N. OZ Box
Set to RUN
0. X-Y Recorder
De t ermine use later
P. Occasion ally verily that no bright star is in field of view when doing 01-1 background
measurements
Q. Comments (ID & Time) to cassette recorder
IV. UV TAOF Shutdown Procedure
A. TAOF Control
Power:	 to zero*
B, X-Y Recorder
Pen:	 OF, F
Servo:	 OFF
Chart:	 OFF
Power:	 OFF
C. Square-Wave Generator
Power:	 OFF
Ramp Generator
Power:	 OFF
E. TAOF Control
Powe-	 OFF
F. OZ Box
Power:	 OFF
G. GSE
1-IV:	 OFF
Exp. power: OFF
v0DUC1B1L1T' OF TILL
1, TIXGF, TS POOR
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Pøwer:	 OFF
H. Counter (5345A)
Power:	 OFF
1.	 Oscilloscope
Off when both TAOFs shut down
V. 'vIe TAOF Shutdown Procedure
A. TAOF Cntro1
Power:	 to zero*
B. X-Y Recorder
Pen:	 OFF
Servo:	 OFF
Chart:	 OFF
Power:	 OFF
C. Square-Wave Generator
Power:	 OFF
D. Ramp Generator
Power:	 OFF
E. TAOF Control
Power:	 OFF
G. 1-IVPS
JIV to
Switch:	 OFF
Power:	 OFF
[-1.	 counter
Power:	 OFF
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()sitIoscoi'. 111' in 1Ist)
OFF when both TAOFs shut down.
SSR NIM hill
Power	 OFF
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Instructions for Lowering the 14 TAOF Window Mount
1. Note that all following instructions apply to both fore and alt sides Of Mounting structure.
2. Remove top outboard bolts.
3. Remove top inboard bolts,
4. Pull bottoni inboard pins.
5. Lower inboard side until hottorn hole is in line with upper main frame hole.
6. Insert bottom inboardh  pins.
7. Pull bottom outboard pins.
8. Lower outboard side until bottorn hole is in line with upper main frame hole.
9. Insert bottom outboardt r  pins.
10. Insert and start top inboard bolts.
11. insert and start top outboard bolts.
12. Tighten all bolts.
lnstructions for Raising the 140 T A OF Window Mount
1. Note that all following instructions apply to both fore and alt sides of mounting structure,
2. Remove top outboard bolts.
3. Remove top inboard bolts.
4. Pull bottoin itboard pins.
S. Raise outboard side Until bottoni hole is in line with lower main frame hole.
6. Insert bottom outboard pins.
7. Pull bottom inbc,ard pins.
S. Riise inboard side until bottom hole is in line with lower main frame hole.
9. Insert bottorn inboard pins.
0. Insert and start 101) outboard bolts.
1 1 . Insert and start top inboard bolts.
12. Tighten all bolts.
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Aincs Research Center Preflight ProceJures
13 = hoarding time T (takeoff)	 1/2 Iii'	 1 = takeoff
13	 2-112 lir
	
1	 ('lean pens oil 	 and refill with paper
(or more)	 2. Pump out vacuwn jacket of dewar for 1 hour or longer
(should be down to < 10 j1 quickly).
B	 1 -
 1/2 hr	 1 .	 Fill with LN 2 (don't spill on prearnp)
(or more)	 2. Put dewar an telescope.
B -- 1 hr	 1.	 Check inventory of spares and tools
2. Review flight plan
3. Insert micro dot signal cable into dewar and preamp
4. Hook up other connections (#68 to relay, #67 to bias and pot s signal
BNC on rubber band suspension)
5. Check adjustment of attitude meter
6. Close telescope dark slide
7. Turn on power and test electricity:
a. Is the chopper reference oil 	 scope clean?
b. Test motor: Hole is at 3.1 on s/c and oil
c. T'est s/c event marker oil 	 box and test our microphone
d. Test ear plug by turning volume up and down
e. (heck proper position of all grounding switches and standard
position of other switches.
f. Check calibration of sfc: ± 2" from middle line = full scale of
Itliaco withs/c on 50 V F.S. and Var at the calibrated position
g. Measure ground power noise level (PIP) at detecto'
h. Measure noise level and frequency on scope of the output from
13-1 Amp
1. Check dewar micro phonics by tapping oil
	 top-front side
j. Look for other noises (signal cable, motor, preamp)
13 - 0 hr	 Turn everything OFF, clean up area, and sit down.
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Ames 3-6 p Filter-Wheel Spectrometer
1. Procedures
A. Preflight preparations
1 Pump on dewar for 1 hr before filling
2. Dewar cool down LN 2 (2 hr before flight).
3. Bolt dewar on telescope table (0-ring) dark slide closed
4. Balance telescope
5. ('heck spares, tools, strip chart pens and ink, equipment
B. lnfflght operations
1. Equipment preparations
a. Turn on amplifier and other electronics (after takeoff
b. Open dark slide
C.	 Set filter wheel at pin hole" - I)VM = -1.86
-SIC = 3.1
To keen	 (banana ground side (town) or toward aisle.
2. Target acquisa
a. Set "Cuve" 10 elevation of lirst object.
b. At acquisition of object: ('enter i t in the field and verify limits of "pin
hole" and location for Ri/LB.
(French procedures for nianval control and then guiding on star.)
C.	 Maximize signal by adjusting phase vernier. (Maximize oil
	 and null
±90 out oiphase.)
3. Filter-Wedge Operating Procedures
a. At a constant X, record signal For determination ofguiding noise (RB/LB);
compare signals with 'expected" values
b. Offset to sky location and record for comparison with "a's
C.	 Repeat (1) and (2) toward end or acquisition Period
4. Data acqitisition
U.	 Start scans and set Amplifier Sensitivity to a reasonable value
	 300 V.
OK if it pegs oil
	 1ioe".
b.	 Data scans: "Data Switch" to L13" or 4 RB" depending on Polarity of
scan. (Zero position is used for "no data" or "bad data" i.e.: if star moves
out of diaphragin.)
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C.	 Skip scans (2) nearby to look at Ilux problem
d. 1very (1-12 scans move object to other beam, change data switch (note
"zero'' du-g move and adj List men t) and restinie scans.
(French procedure to manual control and then guiding on offset star).
e. Go to "C'uvc" and lock telescope before turn,:, End	 30 scc
5. Postflight activities
a. After observing, empty dewar of LN2 and insert copper rod.
b. Daily purnp down dewar jacket to 1-10 j region (hopefully 	 1/2 hr).
11. Switch Setup for Normal Operations
A. Power stations nurnbers 2, 14, and 15 50 cycle power and outlet behind Meudon com-
puter rack
B. Hewlett Packard Strip Chart Recorder
1,	 Chart Speed (rotary selector switch, recor,	 .C)
2. Chart Drive (Start/Stop)
3. Power(on/off)
4, Channel 2 "DVM" (Red)
Sensitivity (rotary) - IOV.
Var. (pot) - Fuji c.w.
Zero (pot) - lien centered at "5"
5. Channel 1 "Amp Output" (blue or green)
Sensitivity ( rotary) - 50 (Standardize and/or Record on S/C)
Var, (pot) - full c.w.
Zero (pot) - pen centered at "5'
C. "Kluge" Panel
Power (on(uit')
Motor (2n/off) (drives filter wheel)
GND on/off)
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D. 1t1iao Amplifier
1. Amplifier DI or El
(Oil/Off)
(+/o/•-••)
Zero suppress (p01) (set at zero unless using)
Meter channel (1/2) (1 is amplifier components on the left of the rack and
2 is the components on the right of the rack.)
Time Constant (rotary) - 100 ms
(Sig/ReI'/Reset) ("Ref" checks chopper signal - approx 1/2 scale right de-
flection.)
db/Oct (Inter o/12)
(Filter/Reset)
2. Demodulator CI
Phase (pot, 0-1 800 vernier) Adjust to peak signal should re main constan t for
this configuration of equipment, (89°)
Phase (rotary) - 90 0 ; After adjustment, 00 and 180' will nearly produce zero
(Adjust thenrto zero using higher gain; more sensitive)
Selectf/21'
Frcq range (rotary) - 10-100 (Mcudon secondary oscillates at 37 cps.)
3, Amplifier 131
Sensitivity (rotary) - Adjust as appropriate and record setting oil
	 and/or
on microphone (300 j.zV should jiithice noise oil
0.4 in. peak to peak, or 6V at detector; Prcatnp has a gain of 1 OX)
Select ON
Select low t' li mi t (10/100/1)
Select A/A-B/-B
4.	 "Data. Switch" (rotary) (RB/0/L13) - usc as appropriate.
a. 'RB" is for positive scan
	 sets +SV signal oil 	 and deflects event
marker oil
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b. "0" is for no data or bail data - sets OV signal on ADDAS and does not deflect
event marker on s/c
c. "L13" is for negative scan - sets -5V signal 011 ADI)AS and deflects event marker
on s/c
NOTE: A Positive Scan is one where the scan
produces a positive signal Lc. in the positive
channel or the phase. A Negative Scan is one
where the object is in the "other beam" and
so produces a negative signal.
5. "Asservisement Mirror Vibrant"
Switch (rotary) - position 5 (throw "000" 9')
S .chrone (oil)
111. Ca(2e CLnI'Pciions
Dewar-Preamp (Microdot low noise)
#67/Girnbaled portion - Prearnp power (small banana plugs)
- Filter p01 (Viking plug)
(15 pill
#68/Gimbaled portion - Motor for filter (unphcno1)
(15 pin cannon)
#67/fixed portion - "Kluge" Panel/Pot & Bias (15 pin cannon)
(15 pin cannon)
Amp. output (bnc)
	
- Arnplit'ier "131"/"A" signal (direct connection our gimbal)
#68/fixed portion - Relay box
(15 pin cannon)
Relay Box 60 Hz outlet Station #14
Relay Box - 28V Meudon DC power supply (Banana plugs)
Relay Box - 'Kluge" Panel/Motor drive (Viking)
"Asservisement Mirror Vibrant, Test" (hnc) - Dernodulator C 1 /"ReL" (bnc)
Amplifler 01 /output (bnc)	 "KIg&' Board-Ainplitler Output/"Jnput" (bnc)
"Kluge" board/Amplifier Output/s/c (bnc) - Strip Chart/Channel 1 /upper two plugs
(banana plugs - ground lug down)
'Kliige" hoard/Arnplifier Output/T/R (bnc-T) -
- ADDAS #RC 103 (hnc) (Through 1/2  attenuator)
- Ampex T/R #DATA 1 (hnc)
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Cable Connections (Continued)
K1uge" board/Position/DVM (biic) - DVM/"Vo11s' id Cornrnon" (banana plugs-ground
lug iiibd) (or to strip clart/channel #2/upr two plugs-ground ILlg clown)
K1uge" board/Position/+5V (bnc) - hand held switch box +5 (nc)
-5V (bnc) - hand held switch box -5 ftiic)
1-kind held switch box 'event marker" (bn.) - s/c (L.ft event marker an center wire, and
shield to chassis ground)
1-land held switch box - Ampex T/R (Special connector with transformer 10 bnc for ('P 100)
Hand held switch box ADDAS (bnc) - ADDAS #RCIO1 (bnc)
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University or New Mexico
New Mexico Training Plan
The New Mexico experimenters suImittd the following 1O training plans to the manager
ol'the Joint Mission 111 mid-November, 1974, lii subsequent negotiations it was agreed that training
wouki occur in either the February 3 to 13 or tliv March 5 to 15 period. depending on EO
schedules. Also, 11 convenient to both parties, a longer training period would be arranged at the
honie laboratory.
T1ii plan was implemented for the primary LO (fiveclays) from Itirope and the secondary
LO (tour days) from the U.S. during the week al Marcli 9. The secondary E() from Europe did not
train on this experiment prior to his arrival at Ames. Final training for all three LOS Was COIflj)IetCd
during the integration and checkout period.
It is notable that this training program PUts primary emphasis oil epern1e11E operations, with
science content implicit to the hands-on instiuction This ve11-iutotuated cperiInent was relatively
straightforward in a single operating mode. and VLII suited for grouping with two others under the
cognizance of a single EO.
Outline of EO Training
1.	 Training Period
A. Place: Albuquerque, New Mexico
B. Date: Preferably alter February 15, 1975
C. Duration: 2 nights (3 (lays)
11. Objectives ot' Training Period
A. EO will accompany P.I. and C'o-I. during two night's ground-based observations
B. EO will learn to operate equipment without oiaI instructions from i1lvesug1it0rs
111, Specific Operations EO will Master
A. Load cassettes for 35-mm camera
B. Activate timing sequence on 35-min camera
C. Unload exposed films from 35-mm camera
1).	 Load casettes lor ](,-mm camera
E. Activate timing sequence for 1 (nuu camera
F. Unload exposed film from 1 6-nun camera
G	 Warin up high voltage power supply tor photornultipliei tube
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Outline of E0 Training (continued)
11. Check inking of strip chart recorder
Adjust sensitivity on strip chart recorder
J. Record dark current and recorder range
K, Turn image tubt n and off
L. Operate filter changer
M. Complete c1wkIist and data form for each night's operation
Evaluation Criteria for FO Training Effectiveness
1. EO should be Pble to operate ground-based equipment after training period in New Mexico,
2. Primary and back-up EOs should be able to operate aircraft installation after May 5-30
training period.
3. EO should return usable data to investigators from checkout flight.
4. EO must return usable data to investigators during Jiine 2-7 flights.
New Mexico Operating Checklists
The responsible EO is expected to fill out a c1iecksIiet each flight (checkivarks and all!) to be
turned in at end of sirnulation. The monitor checklist on page i 76 13 ok togethe r with the special
comments page, if uscd. The primary FO is authorized to use the Abbreviated Cli ck1ist, found in
back section of notebook, after first flight. As each checklist in the notebook is used, place it in
back of notebook and bring forward a fresh cIiecklist. There are s.vcraI extras lor use during
pr2"tice runs to enable the EO to get the feeling and habit of cI : cking off items when performed,
The following items are to be handed down after each flight in data downlink:
1.	 One 01 two cassettes exposed 35-rnrn film
One or two rolls exposed movie film
3.
	
One iength of strip chart
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0 Ns rs c
Please check Loxes to the left as you complete each item.
Pref1iiht Procedures
11 red line indicator on chart paper is over 75, replace chart paper.
With rate wheel on standby (recorder need NOT be on), advance chart by rotating
wheel above rate wheel to verify that pens are inking.
Load movie hini it should be warmed to room temp).
Load 35-inrn him (it should be warmed to room temp),
('heck: Dark slides closed on image tubes.
Check: Lens cover over ihotonietcr, #I filter in place.
Check settings on instrunients and panels (see information sheets if nece.ssary).
Warm-up Procedures (as soon as possible in flight)
Open plastic windows,
Turn 011 60-11'. and 400-1z power at overhead pai1el.
Turn power ON to high-vo!tage power supply (far right of panel).
Turn on current amplifier (push ON button).
Turn on strip chart recorder (bottom left).
Write date on strip chart recorder.
Check: Dark slides down 011 image tubes.
Ttrli on far right toggle switches on inlage tube power supplies.
EXtiict and mount 1110V1e eaiuera plug 111 ac cord to 24-V transformer outlet.
Attach cooling hose to lens turret handle.
Turn on OUTPUT ot Iiigh-vo!tage power supply ( kV nieter sliould register
750Vj:
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Start-up ProxIurs (In dark skies alter twilight. preferably during turn after Venus
Turn recorder rate wheel downward to 1 min/in.
Remove input BNC connector to ciiart recordcr.
Lilt blue pen from chart; turn lower left red knob to ('AL to get blue pen out
of the way.
Set zero on red pen by adjusting right top red knob.
Turn left top red knob to ('AL to record range, then hack to VOLTS; mark
L-red_range" oil
Lower blue pen and lift red pen; turn upper left red knob to ('AL to get red
Pell	 t O fthe
Set zero for blue pen by adjusting j . Qflright red knob.
Turn bottom left red knob to CAL to record range, LhCfl back to VOLTS; mark
-blue range" oil
Lower red pen.
Replace signal cable.
Check: Both PCflS down.
Both left red knobs to VOLTS.
Remove lens cap from photometer.
Turn filter-wheel switch to FORWARD PQSJtiOfl.
Mark one filter position on chart (filters should change et'ry 20 sec)
Turn middle toggle switch oil
	
image tube power supply to UP posithn
(1 ight-enitting diode should come on).
Open dark slide oil 	 image tiibe.
Cheek camera viewfinder For image. ([('none present, go to ne step and check
again after first exposure.)
PIug motor-cam ac cord into main power panel.
Record"Frame 1" when event marker first registers.
Secure curtain around window (usiug green tape 11 necessary, which should be
fairly light-light),
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Turn ou 1 (-min ima tuhe (inithik tog k switch UP).
o pen dirk slide of 16-111111 camera image tube.
V.rif'y image on image t'hetachy looking inat it.
Secure curtain around camera kns (use green tape il necessary).
Look through camera vi'	 (very dim) to ensure mat no part of turthin
occults field of view.
Secure curtain around window (using green tape 11 necessaryj.
Record "movie caniera on" on chart recorder as 16-nim tinier is activated (power
toggle to ON).
('heck solenoid to ensure proper contact with cainera.
Feel motor shaft to ensure film transport.
If	 outside plane lights (other than wing-Up strobe lights) are on, request that
t. ey be turned off.
Note: Landing lights, anticoflision flashing lights, and running lights have all been
ieft on at one time or another all can be turned off (and should be!).
Next page is monitor sheet for evening. Record initial sky conditions there.
Set hand timer For ½ 11r.
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Monitor Checklist: (Performed every halt' hour)
Date:
Look at chart; pens inking, filters changing.
-	
Look in viewfinders for images.
Check solenoid and motor shaft motion.
Record W\VV signal on chai t on red pen.
Fill in record below.
Set timer for ½ hr,
Note: Be prepared to change 35-mm film when 0 frames is reached; chance movie film
when 125 Ft is reached (or anytime after 100 ft).
16-mm	 35-mm
Approx, Ft	 Frame
Time	 Counter	 Coi'nter	 Sky Conditions
1.
1
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS -- may be written below or 011 chart (in which case time does not need
to he recorded.
Approx.
Time
	
Event
Note: Possible sky onditions: clear and dark (hope, hope!)
flying through ckouds (noted by seeing thern in wing strobe light)
distant cirrus up to 6' above horizon
moon 45° from field of view
etc.
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Shutdown Procedures
Current amplifier off push Oil
Cutput of high-voltage power supply off.
Power of high-voltage power supply off.
Close dark slides on image tubes and record "image tubes off" an chart recorder.
Tiiiii power ol't' for both iinae tubes (all three toggle switches DOWN on both
power supplies).
Put lens cap on photometer.
Unplug ac cord of cam motor from main power panel,
Turn movie timer off (POWER toggle switch OFF).
Remove input BNC connector to chart recorder.
Final range check oil
	 pens do not adjust zero vernier. Mark 'red range" and
"blue range" on chart.
Replace BNC connector,
Record final WWV signal oil
	 oil 	 pen.
Turn off chart recorder stow chart holder.
Rotate rate wheel downward to standby Position.
Wait till filter # 1 is in position, then tur'i off filter wheel motor.
Unplug movie camera motor cord from transformer.
Remove rnovie camera from mounting plate and stow.
Turn off station power (60 Uz and 400 Hz) at overhead panel.
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Postflight Procedures (duriiig refueling)
Remove gray cord plug from motor-cam timer and plug irto hand-held micro-
switch cord.
Using microswitch, advance filni to end of roli (til frame counter reads 0).
Remove exposed film from camera and stow cassette in leather case.
Mark date and flight on outside of case on masking tape.
PIL,g gray cord back into rnotor-cam timer.
L_Get out movie camera and plug motor into 24-V transformer.
Turn 16-mrn timer power to ON and motor to MAN.
Run through film to end of ro1l (125 ft in alt).
Turn timer power OFF.
Turn timer motor to AUTO. Spare the motor by running it continuously as little
as possible.
Reniove exposed film to film can.
Tape shut (masking tape), and mark date and flight and filni length 11 different from
125 ft on outside of can.
Stow movie camera, after unplugging motor from transformer.
Remove used chart from chart recorder; replace take-up reel.
Re-secure new chart end to takeup reel.
Turn in chart and films for data downlink.
Return unused films to refrigerator.
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Loading 35-inni Film (during or betwceii flights)
DO NOT LOAD FILM WHEN COLD: ALLOW TO COME TO ROOM TEMPER-
ATURE BEFORE REMOVING PLASTIC BAG.
Remove gray cord from motor-cam timer: plug into cord Qfhand-held micro-
Switch.
Rotate two large knobs () toOppoiIon (0 tIie' are iiot already there).
Support camera back as you Iift 5mall pin	 on "ide of camera back to open
and remove back.
Prepare take-up cassette by opening and extracting reel.
Remove tape from tail of fresh fUin to be loaded.
Mnnt fresh filin cassette on left ic by rnatching the dot under film tail with
white line in camera, You should hear it click into place.
Push up knob ® under reel to secure cassette,
Note: NEVER OPEN FILM CASSETTES HOLDING UNEXPOSED OR EXPOSED
FILM.
Pul1 out film tail and attach in empty reti by entering tail in slot and tapin g it
down.
Place top 01 cassette (with nameplate) over reel, aligning ilim in opening.
Put rcel and top into cassette bottom, again aligning opening with cini.
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Loading 35-mm Film (continued)
Important: Rotate flat-headed pill
	 until you hear (feel) cassette
lock.
Mount cassette in right side of camera back, matching dot with white line
	 it
should click into place.
Push up knob 0 under reel to secure casette.
Remount and close camera back by entering tiny hinge oil
	 side (at 900 angle)
and snapping shut oil 	 side.
Rotate both knobs over reels M to close position.
Using rnicroswitch, advance three frames with thumb oil
	 5 uruter right red.
If it moves, transport is ensured.
Note Left re 1 knob may not rotate til slack in loaded cassette is taken up.
Note: For last filni advance s
 hold rnicroswitch down 3 sec to ensure that camera
mirror returns down.
Rotate frarne counter to 250. (It must be pushed in hard t) catch franie counter.)
Plug gray cord into niotor-cam timer.
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Loading 1 i-Iflfl1 ( ' itir,i (during or htwtLfl ti ig1it)
D0
11
1	 2
0
3
DO NOT LOAD FILM WHEN COLD, ALLOW TO COME 10 ROOM TEMPER-
ATURE BEFORE OPENING BOX.
Plug motor cord into 24-V transformer.
Face side of camera such that lens is to your left.
Turn knob in center of camera body to lift off lid.
Check that pressure pad pin	 is locked and does not move.
Push lever	 between reel holders to eject any reels from carncra.
Place reel of fresh 1111]] on upper spindle with tail coming from bottom to the
left (as indicated by dotted arrows inside carnera).
Cut off end of film diagonallyiaona!1  between two perforations with filrn knife G or
scissors. Reim ve cut off piece.
Rotate 1eve	 counterclockwise (downward) 90 to dose filiu loop formers.
Turn OFF motor switch of 1 (-iiini timer,
Turn ON powei- switch of timer.
Push lilin tail 01to metal Slot J and toward upper sprocket,
Turn motor switch ol' tinier to MAN and inisil shutter release hack to reed fllm
01)1911 camera and produce end for take-up reel,
PLEASF PROIFrT MOTOR BY TURNING OFF WiiI:N NOT IN USI!
Turn OFF motor switch on timer,
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Load ing 1 niiri ('aiira (continued)
Press knob 0 to open 1001) formers.
Insert film end into sic, li. 4ke-up reel. Bend ovec and rotate 10 take up slack.
Insert reel oil 	 shaft and rotate to take up slack.
Note: Slack in upper reel is normal.
Final check: Turn motor to MAN and run through a few iraines to cnsure proper
Iilni transport and loops.
Replace lid and lock by turning knob clockwise.
Advance 5 more feet through camera: frame counter will move (very slowly!)
froin ft to 0.
Turn OFF I'I ower switch of timer.
Important: Turn motor switch or tinier to AUTO.
Stow movie camera.
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New Mexico Components
Information Shcets to the t'ollowing cofltponeflts appear an the next pages:
Current amplifier
High-voltage power SUpI)IY
1 (-mm Camera image tube system
1 6-nim movie camera tinier and transformer
IR Photometer
35-nim Camera image tube and timer system
Back-up 16-mm timer (formerly 35-n:rn timr)
Strip chart recorder
Image tubc power supplies and image tubes
The notations A, B, and C refer 10 the locations of spare parts a 	 Ilows:
A. Storage area in back of low-boy rack on which equipment is mounted.
1,	 Upper storage cabinet across the aisle.
C. Lower storage cabinet across the aisle.
Current Amplifler
INPUT
	 ZERO ADJ	 OVERLOAD	 PUSH ON	 OUIPUT0 0 0 0 0
Cable Connections
1. AC cord to rnaiii power panel
2. Signal cable (BNC connector) from jEL)ut to end oF photometcr (SI(;)
3,	 Signal cable (BNC connector) from output to strip chart recorder input
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Controls
1. Gain - 10'
2. Su ppression OFF
3. Polarity
not in operation, since Sup pression is OFF; ignore
4. Fine
S.
	
Risetime 300
6.	 Zero adjust preset; do not change
7, Overload - should not be lit
8.	 Push On -- OFF (not lit)
In Operation
1. Push On - ON (lit)
11 Overload Light Conics on and Stays on:
1. Reduce Gain to 101 (or lower if necessary till light goes off).
2. You are probably looking at something very bright, COVER THE IMAGE TUBES till you can
assess tlic situation.
3. If you reduce gain, decrease sensitivity of chart recorder pens accordingly (hy increasing
setting on left black knobs by a factor of 5 to 10, such that signals are on-scale and readable).
4. If any of the above occurs, mark it on the chart.
In Case of Failure
1. Check ¼ amp fuse, top of back panel. Sparc fuses, green toolbox (B).
2. Check that unit is plugged in to main power panel.
3. No backup unit is available.
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f ligh-Voltage Power Supply
244 HIGH-VOLTAGE SUPPLY
VOLTS	
1
	
6000
	 0
	
KILOVOLTS	 OUTPUT	 OVERLOAD	
- POWER
ON 00
('able Connections
1. AC cord to main power panel
2. Cable (high-voltage I3NC connector) from Output on back panel to end of photometer (1-IV)
Controls
1. Voiigçsetring	 left knob:	 600 V
middle knob: 340 V
right knob:
	 at marked position
2. KV meter - 0
3. Output OFF
4. Overload - not lit
5. Power OFF
In 0veflori
3.	 I)\Ver	 ON ( power Iiht lit)
2.	 Vai 1 onc iuinu tc after power is 1 urned on, tlieii Out put
	 ON
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3. KV meter - 750V
1 t Qverload Light ('onlcs oil 	 S ' ays on:
Turn Output and Power OFF and remove IIV cable front
2. Try turning oil 	 :.'wer supply again. If it does not overload this tit-no, rcconncct cable to
photonieter, at'r snoting down again.
3. With photometer connected again, turn oil 	 power supply. If it does not overload now,
continue with riormal operations.
4,
	
If it again overloads, replace high-voltage cable with spare (A).
5.	 If it still ovcrloads, sie bclow.
In case of Failure
KV ineter does not register when Output is ON, and no signals show on chart recorder pens
when photometer is uncovered.
1.	 Check that unit is pIt	 in to main power panel.
2. Change to backup high-voltage power supply (mounted directly above primary in low-boy
rack) by changing cable at rear oF supplics front hack of rack.
3. Turn on backup tinit by rotating switch at left from OFF to Standhy w-it onc minute, then
rctate to ON. Voltage is preset 10 750 V.
4.	 if both units fail, shut down photometer system.
When on the Ground
1. Check 3/4 arnp fuse oil 	 panel by reachh?	 behind rack. Fuses: green toolbox (13)
use 1 amp fuse as replacement.
2. 11 this fails, try changing regulator tub 8908 (spare in A). This will entail removing unit from
rack. While unit is out, check that voltage selector switch on back par1 is at 117 V.
3. If this fails, try changing fuse and regulator tube (AVSGA (A) in backup unit to try and get
it operating.
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J-inm Caniia	 1111age Tube Sy ;tell]
FRAME
COUNTER
VIEW FINDER	 DIAPHRAGM
LEVER
SPRING MOTOR
ENGAGE LEVER
FOOT COUNTER
10 MOTOR OUTLET
OF 16mm T1M.
ENOI[ OUTLET
im TIMER
DARK
SLIDE
MOTOR SHAFT
('able Connections
1. AC cord I'roni camera motor 10 Motor outlet on left side of 1 (-mm timer (motor requires
l2V de, not 120V)
2. Solenoid cord to solenoid outlet on right side al 1 6-rnrn timer
3. Image tube wires to middle channel of 1 6-inni image tube power supply
Controls
1	 Spring motor engage lever - 0 (partially coiieei!ed under top left corner of motor) 0
(}1t MOT engages spring motor.
2. Foot counter 0 when loaded with fresh film
FT when not loaded
3. Frame counter - inoperable, ignore
4. Diaphragm lever 0 (in full UP position wide open)
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	5.	 Ixposure T (1' for time exposures. 1 For instantaneous)
	
.	 1ilni speed	 24 (although set at 24. this is not used)
7. Frame control STOP (P is for single frames. M for eontinuous filming)
	
S.	 Camera lens:
Outer knurled knob 0,95 (sets F-stop; normal position is full counterclockwise at F/.95,
wide open)
Inner knurled knob -- 1 .65 it (the focus; it is taped down and hopefully wiil not need to be
moved)
	
'.	 Image tube input tens:
Outer knurled knob
	 1.2 (sets F-stop: norma l position is full counterclockwise at FJ 1 .2,
wide open)
Inner knurled knob - 4.45 11 (the focus: it is taped down and hopefully will not need to be
Changed)
10. Dark slide always DOWN, except whev in operation with no moon and no twilight in field
of view (dark skies)
In Operation
1. Solenoid clicks audibly about onee every 2 sec.
2. Foot counter advances very slowly (aboiit 25 ft in ½ hr), It only registers to 100 ft, but t'ihn
roll is 1 25 (1 long, so last 25 ft will be run through with no indication.
3. Dark sl ide - up position.
4. Solenoid contact rests behind Frame control knob in STOP position, 11 i'uIIs knob to P posi-
tion on each exposure.
5. Motor shaft can be seen between rnotrr and camera body; one can observe that shalt with wire
wrapped around 11 is turning.
6. Image tube has green image 011 output face.
In Case of Failure
Solenc li l not clicking:
('heck that solenoid cord is plugged into left side of 1 6-mni tinier.
	
2.	 (Iwck that btirst. inierval, and range controls oI' tinier have not been altered.
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3. Click that tinier red light flashes twice for each exposure (each two seconds). 11 not,
see '[n case oi failure" sectioti of 16-rnrn tinier sheet.
Foot counter not advancing (motor not running);
1. Look at motor shaft between motor and camera body to see if motor is turning. If so,
continue normal operations.
2. if motor is not turning, check that motor is plugged into left side of 16 n timer.
3. Check that lights toggle switch is on 12V dc.
4. Check that motor switch is on AUTO.
5. ('heck 10-amp fuse, top left corner, back panel of 16-rnm timer; spare fuses, green toolbox
(13).
If none of this works, shut down. When on ground you may iristall backup system as follo vs:
Backup for niotor
1. Remove failing motor; universal joint pin and wire clip rnust be bent to detach motor from
camera.
2. Install spare motor; bend wire clip to lock universal joint.
3. If this faits to operate properly, remove motor, and install hand crank (B).
4. Wind.
5. Rotate spring motor-engage lever to MOT,
6. Filn, loading is esentia11y unchanged.
7. In this mode, carnera must be wound every 20 min. (Do not shut off system to wind -
winding does not interrupt exposure sequence.)
If system is badly out of focus:
1. Lilt up tape on image tube input lens and check that inner knurled ring is at 4.45 11. If not,
set it and retape.
2. Lift tape on camera input Jens and check that inner knurled ring is set at 1.85 It. If riot, set
it and retape.
1
	 If tnis does not solve problern, consult wilil P1.
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16-mm Movie Camera Tinier and Transformer
PLUG FROM 24V
TRANSFORMER
120V	 12V
AC S1 DC
LIGHTS
MOTOR
ON-DELAY
MOTOR
AUTO OFF MN
0
	
INTERVAL	 BURST
2j	
,1	 I	 )
	
1 --- 12	 1 ---'26
RANGE
SEC XI(
(\)
ON
POWER
SIDE: 2 OUTLETS
FOR SOLENOID
CABLE
CAMERA
c
AUTO	 MAN
TO MOTOR OF
16-mm TIMER
24V TRANSFORMER
—j16mm CAMERA MOTOR
Cable Connections
1. AC power line to power panel, via stablizing transformer.
2. Solenoid cable from 16-nirn platform to either outlet on right side marked Solenoid.
3. AC cord froni 24-V transformer to motor outlet of 1 6-rnrn timer.
Controls
1. Lights - 120-V ac (this toggle switch never .moves).
2. On-Delay - preset; do not change it,
3. Motor -- AUTO. This three-way toggle controls the power to motor outlets on left side. MAN
gives continuous power, AUTO gives power controlled by timer.
4. Interval	 2. This preset dial controls frame rate; do not chang it.
5. Burst --	 1. This preset dial controls exposure, do not change it.
6. Range - SEC X 1. This dial chooses range for interval control.
7. Camera AUTO, Two-way toggle switch; do not change it.
8. Power -- OFF.
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1 -iu ni Movie Camera Timer and Transformer (contiriucd
Operation
1. Power ON.
2. AC Cord from 1 (-min motor into outlet of 24-V transformer.
3. Motor may be in MAN or OFF for some parts of film-loading sequence; when finished, it
should he left in AUTO.
4. Red light at top center flashes twice between exposures.
In Case of Failure
If solenoid is not firing:
1. Check that solenoid cable is plugged into right side of timer.
2. Check that range, interval, and burst controls have not been altered.
3. If red light is not flashing every two seconds, check 5-amp fuse, top right corner or back panel
(fuses - green toolbox, B).
4. Check that entire unit is plugged into ac power anel, via stabilizing transformer.
If none of this works, go to backup 16-mm tirner system.
Backup 16-mm timer system:
1. Extract and load spare movie camera with hand crank.
2. Transfer camera lens to spare camei'a.
3. Mount and wind spare camera.
4. Reniove plug from solenoid outlet or 1 6-nim timer and plug into solenoid outlet or backup
1 6-inrn tinier (formerly 35-mm timer).
5. Activate timer by turning power switch ON.
ô, In this mode, movie camera must be wound every 20 min. You need not shut off anything to
wind; winding does not interrupt exposure sequence.
111 case the above backup tinier fails, see "In case of failure" section of backup 16-mni tinier
(formerly 35r i tinwr) inrorniatioii sheet.
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RV 17 FO
MOTOR
FILTER WHEEL
N
A 	 PHOTOMETER
7
TO INPUT OF
CURRENT
AMPLIFIER
10 H1GI-{ VOLTAGE
MM POWER SUPPLY
OUTPUT
IR Photometer
SIG
	
I-1V
T0AC PANEL '
Cable Connections
1. Filter-wheel motor cord to main ac panel
2. Signal (SIG) cable (BNC connector ) from end of photometer to input of current arnp!ifier.
left side of front panel
3. High-voltage (HV) cable (high-voltage I3NC connector) from end of photometer to output of
high-voltage power supply, back panel.
Controls
1. Filter-wheel motor - OFF (center)
2. Filter indicator #1 filter
3. Lens cap covering front of photometer
In Operation
1, Filter-wheel motor - FD (forward). Filters will change every 20 sec.
2. Lens cap removed from photometer.
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I R Photometer (con tinued)
In Case of Failure
Check all cable connections.
2.	 No backup unit available.
35-rnm Camera - linage Tube and Timer System
MOTOR-CAM TIMER
TO EVENT MARKER
OF CHART RECORDER
TO POWER PANEL of-
M JUNCTION	 IMAGE TUBE
B	 BOX
BATTERY
TRANSFER LENS POSITION
LOS
MANUAL
REWIND
TO IMAGE TUBE
POWER SUPPLY
5
VIEWFINDER
EXPOSURE	 \CONTROLS	 MANUAL
WIND
Cable Connections
1. Irnae tube' double wire 10 middle channel of image tube power supply
2. ('able from front of camera to M (motor) of junction box
3. Cable from  (battery) of junction box to battery pack
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35-mm Camera - Image Tube and Timer System (continued)
4. CaI1e froni other end Of junction box to motor-cam 35-nini tinier
5. Cable frorn motor-cam tinier to event marker of chart recorder
6. Power cord of inotor-cam timer not . plugged in, since the unit has no on-off switch
Controls
1.	 Camera lower panel Left knob to L (this is not in operation), exposure control to S (single
framing), Irame counter to 250 if loaded with film
2. Camera to p panel Both Large knobs to CLOSE 11 loaded.
Manual rewind (left) not in use; ignore.
Exposure dial - 1 sec,
Next knob to right - A.
Manual wind not in use; ignore.
3. Image tube dark slide - DOWN.
4,	 Image tube input lens Outer knurled ring - 1.2 (f-stop, wide open)
inner knurled ring 5.25 ft (taned down)
In Operation
1. Motor-cam tinier plugged into main power panel
2. Image tube dark slide up
3. Camera exposing for 1 sec every minute
4. Event marker oil 	 recorder registering for each exposure
5. Frame counter decreasing from 250 with each exposure
In Case of Failure
No image visible through viewfinder:
Check that dark slide is up on ilnage tube.
2.Check that irnage tube is plugged into power supply and that power supply is on.
3.	 Mirror sometimes sticks up, blocking viewfinder. Listen to exposure sequence to try and
determine whether niirror conics down.
4.	 Go to "Tii case of failure" section of linage tubepower supply sheet to determine whether
rower supply is delivering voltage.
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LIGHTS
120V AC
Cable Connections
3-min Camera - image Tube and Timor System (continued)
5. If power supply is OK, you may remove camera to took in at image tube face. However, this
will entail refocusing.
Camera not firing each minute:
1. Check that motor-cam timer is plugged in and cam is rotating,
2. Check connections betv'en timer, junction box, battery pack, and camera.
3. Check settings of controls on camera.
4. Change batteries in camera battery pack (fresh batteries, A)
11 badly out of focus: Consult with P1.
Backup 16-mm Timer (formerly 35-rnrn timer)
10-amp FUSE	 2-ampFUSE
1. AC power line to main power panel
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Backup 1 6-mm Timer (continuLI)
Con t rol s
1. Power -- OFF
2. Lights OFF
3. ge— SECXI
4,
	 Interval - 2 (preset; do not move)
S. Burst adjusted to keep solenoid energized 1 sec per exposure; do not change
6. Camera, - Auto
7. Lights delay - full counterclockwise (OFF)
In Operation in Backup Mode
1. Power - ON
2. Solenoid plug from 16—mm solenoid plugged into solenoid outlet
In Case of Failure
1. Check that solenoid cable is plugged into solenoid outlet.
2. ('heck that range and interval controls have not been altered,
3. Check 2-arnp fuse, top right corner of back p.tnel.
4. Check that unit is plugged into power panel.
5,	 ('heck that burst has not been altered.
0
—9
VERNIER
DAMPING0
GAIN0
0
RED 0 DOT	 CAL VOLTS mV
0
BLUE Q DOT CAL VOLTS mV -1(00 VERNIER
DAMPING0
GAIN0
Stijl , ('hart R.corLkr
TO OUTPUT OF CURRENT AMPLIFIER
LAMP FUSE1
	
BEHIND CHART	 H 1
	
TAKE UP REEL	 5 1
EVENT MARKER INPUT
{ON BACK OF RECORPER}0	 MIN/INCH
1 RELEASE LEVER	
STAND
BYU	 FORCHARTRECORDER1 LOFF	 ON1
( BOTTOM LEFT)
Cable Connections
1. AC power lineto power panel
2. 13N(' connector froi-n inpu ts (connected in parallel) to output of urrent amplirier
3. Event marker cable 1rorn hack ol recorder to camera outlet of 35-mm tinier
Cori trot s
I.	 rp Panel (Red Pen)
Left black knob	 1 (sensitivity, sets full-scale voltage)
Left red knob VOLTS
Right black knob a-
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PRODUCIBtL]T OF THE
PAGE IS POOR
Strip Chart Recorder (';ntinutI)
Right rd knob	 to lie set in I1ht (/.ero adjust)
Damping and gain - do not alter
2	 Bottom Panel (Blue Pen)
Left black knot	 2 (sensitivity; sets 1'i.ill scak voltage
Left red knob VOLTS
Right black knob - 0 -
Right red knob to be set in flight (zero adjust)
Damping and gain - preset, do not alter
3.	 Min/inch - standby (rate wheel)
4,	 Power .-- OFF (bottom left corner o recorder)
S.
	
Chart stowed in vertical position
In Operation
1. Powcr — ON
2. Rate wheel 1 MIN/INCH
3. 11 all blue signals are below 40 percent of full scale:
Top left black knob may be set to 0.5 	 (11 done, mark it on chart)
Bottom left black knob may be set to 1
4. Chart may be pulled out to tilted position by pressing release lever above on-off switch,
In Case of Failure
If pen stops inking:
Apply suction to pen tip with small plastic bottle (taped to side of recorder) to start Ink
flowing.
2.	 If this fails, change ink cartridge as follows:
a. Remove chart by depressing release !ever, lifting 90° and )U11iflg straight out.
b. To get other pen out of the way, turn its left red knob to CAL.
c. If in flight, remove input BNC connector to stop pen motion.
d. Remove cartridge from ink stem, directly behind pen (pull down).
C.	 If not empty, replace it and clean pen tip with tiny wire (red case, A) and again apply
SLLCtOfl to J)CI1 tif) with bottle.
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S trip('Iuirt Itrodr (continued)
f. If empty, insert new cartridge rd case, A, being sure to push it up over wide top of
ink stem.
g. Holding Kleenex under pen tip, prime by squeezing bulb adjacent 10 cartridge and/or
ipIy suction to	 tip 10 pidi ink through to pen.
h. 11 the cartridge was empty, second 1n will be nearly dry also, so change its cartridge
too. (Event marker has liner tip its ink will probably last longer.)
i. Replace chart by entering it horizontally into slots and swinging down to vertical posi-
tion.
j. Cheek: both pens down; hoti !eft red knobs 011 VOLTS.
k. On chart. mark "Chart stopped to re-ink".
1.	 Align rd pen with inch-mark and record a WWV tirnL on the minues mark "Start
chart' ei chart.
rn. Replace I3NC signal cable.
11 event marker pen stops inking:
1. Do not bother to change ca y i	 iigiit; monitor frame counter or viewfinder of 35-rnrn
camera each haif-hour to	 ..... arnera is operating.
2. When on the ground, re-ink event pen following same general procedure outlined above.
3. Event marker pen t•kes special ink one new cartridge is in small plastic hag (cardboard
box, A).
If all blue signals drop below 40 percent of lull scale:
Increase each pen's sensitivity (left black knob) hv decreasing setting one positiii in counter-
clockwise direction.
2.	 Mark new setting 011 chart (Example: "Red	 ,5V Blue .. IV")
3,	 This procedure may be repeated it' blue signals again dro p below 40 percent of full scale.
4. 11 this is done, check that blue signal stays on scale for #8 filter (1!' it doesn't, return to pre-
vious setting).
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S trip ('I .1 Recorder (ctnitiiiucd)
No signal showing on one 01 both pcns but recorder is opratiflg)
('heck that filter wheel is not oil #1 position.
2. ('Iitk that lens cover is oFJ' of' photometer.
3. Check dial settings on panel.
4. Check that BNC cable is propr1y connected.
5. Try reversing pcarity o! bottom alligator plug.
	
(.	 Try reversing Io!arity of top al!ipior plug,
7. Chick thit high voltige power sIp[l '1itw. rutpUt. (11 not. see high voltage power supply
slice t.)
8. Check cable connections. High voila ge In)Wcr suLpY	 photometer - anip!II1L'r -k rcorder.
(hart paper binding and tearing:
	
•
	
At bottom of c!i.ilt holder, chart rnust i'ass tlirri.i11 Slot, not ilirough hottoin roller.
	
2.	 You may want to simply tcai off chart and start aaiu.
Failure of whole rcordcr:
	
1 .	 Check 1 -amp fuse behind chart takt-up reel (spare Fuse, green toolbox, 13).
	
2.	 ('heck power cord plugged into power panel.
11 none of this works, turn off rccorder and move signal cables OVr to backup recorder:
	
1 .	 It is already plugged in 10 power panel.
2. On-off' switch i s in upper right-hand corner.
3. Go through same startup procedure as with primary chart recorder.
4. Miring 1 5niiii warinup reriod, put ink cartridge (red case. 13) on red pen (see re-inking pro-
cedure above), I3lue pen aiready has ink cartridge it may need to be primed.
Do not ink up event niarker pi until 011 ground and repairs 011 PrlIflarY reconier are flt)t
successfuL
	
(,.	 In all other rcspccts, this recorder is identical to the primary recorder,
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Image Tube Power Supplies and image Tubes
VOLTAGE CHECK POINTS00
0
\o
Cable Connections "	 /	 TO MAIN POWER
1. AC cord plugged into main power panel. 	 VOLTAGE ADJUST
POINT
2. Double wire from front pin of middle channel to image tube.
Controls
1. Power -. OFF (right on-off toggle switch down)
2. Middle toggle switch OFF (down)
3. Left toggle switch - OFF (down this channel is never used
4. I mage tube dark slides down
In Operation
1. Power -- ON (right toggle switch up)
2. Middle gg!e switch - ON (uj': light emitting diode Should be on)
3. Image tube dark slides up
4. Green image on face or images tubes
In Case ofFaflrc (Check Power Supply First)
1.	 With digital voltmete B), check voltage between the indicated heckpoint. It should he the
value listed on power supply to ± 0.03 V.
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Image Tube Power Supplies and Lnuigc Tubes (continued)
	
2.	 11 not. replace image tube power supply with spare image tube battery pack (A).
When oil 	 with voltmeter at voltage check points, adjust at voltage adjust point with
tiny screwdriver (green toolbox. 13) to see if desired voltage can be obtained.
	
4,	 11 not, dCrCCtiVC niodule can be replaced by spare (A) at instruction of P1.
Do not use left channel Of power supply as it does not supply correct voltage.
No image on image tube face:
('heck that dark slide is up.
('heck that input lens is not stopped down. The outer knurled ring which sets the f-stu
should be at 1.2
('heck the power supply as indicated above.
	
4.	 If none of this works, shut down. Replacement image tube call 	 installed an the ground at
instruction of P1.
*For 35-mm camera, check that mirror is not obscuring image tube face. C0flnL. inicroswitch to
camera and cycle once, holding it down for several seconds, rather than immediately releasing it.
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Abbreviated Checklist (for primary EO)
Date:
Observer:
See detailed checklist for prtI1ight and postflight procedures.
Warm-up (as soon as pos sible inflilit)
Open plastic windows
Power on -- high-voltage power supply
Amplifier on
Recorder o' put date on chart
Image tube power Oil (first switch)
Mount movie camera plug into 24 V transformer, secure nit hose
Output on -- Iiigli-voltage power supply
Start-u p (in dark sk ies,
Recorder: 1 min/inch
Remove signal cable, set i.eroes, and record ranges
Lower pens
Replace signal cable
Activate photometer and filter wheel
Activate 3 5-mm image tube and camera (j)lLig in motor eam
Activate 16-min imago tube and camera (check solenoid and motor shaft)
Set tirnLr
Record sky conditioii (next sheet)
Shutdown
Amplifier
1 IV power supply off (output first. then power)
Dark slides down; lens cap oil
	 on chart)
linage tube power supplies all off
Shut down movie camera, unplug from transformer and stow
Shut down 3 5-nini camera (Unplug motor-cam tinier)
Final WWV signal: chart to standby and OFF
-
	 All power ofi' at overhead panel
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University of Southampton
Nikon Camera and Timer
The Nikon consists of a fisheye lens, a 35-rnm carnera body and a motor drive back, all mount-
ed onto a cire.1ar plate, which locks to a mounting plate suspended from the Zenitli window.
Fisheye Lens
This is a 180' Field or view lens with a maximum aperture of f2.8. It is attached to the camera
by first removing small end cap by rotating clockwise and checking lens is clean, then pushing but-
ton ansi aligning dots as in figure 1 and then rotating in direction of arrow. The lens will positively
lock when button is not depressed. Set focus to inlinity pt in figure 2. Set filter wheel to L1A
on 2 in figure 2. Set pt 3 in figure 2 to f2.8.
Figure 1
2
3
4
Camera Bod y (fig. 3): Load
Rewind previous filrn if necessary.
Set advance/rewind ring to rcwincl.
2. Unfold rewind handle and wind in direction of arrow until tension
is Jost and red dot in shutter release stops turning. Film is now
5
6
7
8
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rewound. Return handle and turn R/A ring to A. Remove motor
hack by undoing open/close D-ring oil Remove film
and place in 1gh t-tight container.
3. ('ania mirror in up position. (Check by no image visible in
viewfinder. After firing one shot and with lens removed.)
4. Motor back controls set as in fig. 4. MIRROR LOCK
	
5.	 Load new flni in subdued light as shown in figure 5. Ensure
sprockets at A engage in holes and lug at 13 also cngages. Wind on
and fire rnanuafly until C reaches upper sprocket D. Now replace
camera back and wove D-ring underneath to "close" position. Now
wind on and fire manually till frame counter reaches 0.
	
6,	 Mount camera on circular plate on opposite side to handles.
a. Slide camera under plate.
b. Do up screw.
c. Slide 011 clip firmly.
d. 1)o up butterfly nuts on other side.
c. Insert short cord through slot and plug into motor-back power
socket.
7. To insert camera into window:
a. Remove lens cover, put it away and replace when removing
camera again.
b. ('heck !ens is dean.
C. Check number of unexposed pictures is Sufficient.
d. Check Zenith window mount has locking clips.
Grasp by both handles and insert into Zenith window mount,
and rotate bayonet lock so arrows align.
1, Hold in place with one hand and insert locking clip with other
hand, by placing into hole and rotating till it locks firmly.
g. Do up other clip.
li. Check Nikon timer "camera" switch is OFF.
Connect short cord to extension lead, (Camera will wind on if
required and timer power is oil.)
Reverse procedure for camera removal,
Note: Do not leave Nikon 111 roof mount during the day for extended
periods as it will become excessively hot.
Figure 3
*T 10	 4*170c	 4*1 1oP.L,MRrR fl*
EXP<ISl*4 'IN U.S
Figure 4
Figure 5
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Fig. 6 Sample Nikon Log Sheet
Flight No. 5-First Sheet_ 	
-
	
Date 3 June
Flini Type Kodak_ Infra-Red Ektaehrome36epsures.
N.B. Change filni if less than 20 exp. left.
Time of Exposure/ Exposure	 Delay	 Comments
Exposure No.	 Time	 Time
19.00/10
	
16 inin	 2 min	 Sky clear, still twilight. Start.
20.04/14
	 STOP
20.10/15
	
20 min	 5 min	 Sky clear, dark. photometer
indicates low light level. Start.
01.10/27
	 STOP. Landing imminent.
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ctRciNAL PAGE IS POt
Nikon Tinier (fig. 1)
1. Cheek L'anlera switch is OFF.
2. Plug in XLR pluLz into cantera o/p socket. NOTE: This is it modified LNE plug and must not
have mains used on it!!!!  (Camera will rewind if necessary.)
3. C1ic.'k power on rack power panel is ON (keyswitch and neon indicator).
4, 'I'urn ON power switch (neon indicator),
5. Connect l0O-i-Iz TTL compatible iiavailable from integrator electronics to "ext" BNC skt,
with iflt ' 	CXt switch at "ext"; if not available, turn to int/ext" switch to "int').
(. Set desired time units (e.g.. secs/mills switch 10 iflinS, all numbers now refer to this uniL multi-
plier 10 X 2, a setting or 2 niiii now becoming 4 min). NOTE: "Expose time" and 'intershot
delay" LEDs show which operation is in process.
7. Set Expose time."
8. Set "Iiitershot delay," stich that 'expose time" and ' 4 lntersliot delay" is repetition rate.
9 P.ress reset I,utton, which starts an intershot delay period when released, 50 arrange to give first
exposure at desired time. (This may be inaccurate if used on short times with "int' clocl. so
wait one cycle before executing # 10.
10. Turn ON camera switch.
11. Note time Of first exposure 011 log sheet (fig. ().
Photometer Operating Proceduie
Photometer Head
1. Assemble photometer with desired filters, detector and amplifier. NOTE: If lead sulfide
ecti (PbS) is in use, a cover is required over the photometer at all times in daylight.
2. ('heck batteries if PbS CQU is in use (90 V).
3. Replace amplifier batteries.
4. ('heck photometer wheel free and clear.
5, ('heck cabing.
6. ('over photometer.
('hart Recorders
1 ('heck inks and paper.
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Photometer Operating Proedur'
(Continued)
Control Racks
1. Select Jock in.
2. ('heck wiring according to appropriate diagrams.
3. Turn on lthaco it' in use. NOTE: If Nikon not required, turn camera swit. n which is on the
Nikon tinier OFF.
4, Check main power switch an power panel is on at 110 V (kcyswitch with ncon indicator.
5, Turn ON Nikon timer/lock-in anip power (neon indicator).
(. Turn ON chart recorder and use zero control (and offset 011 lock-in if necessary to set zero),
At Photometer Head
1. Check red LED glows in refcrencc anit.
2. Switch an amplifier (and PhS cell if in use).
At Control Rack
1. Reset zero.
2. Set scale (tirne constants if Ithaco in use) on lock-in and chart recorder to give suitable noise
signal. (11' rack lock-in's in use, check with oscilloscope that the signal is not overloading at
output. 11' Ithaco is in usc, check overload light stays ot'F 	 it conies on temporarily if range
is changed).
At Photometer Head
1. Remove cover (not in daylight 11 PbS ecU) and with diffuse incidence of toI'Lhlight check
photometer is working at control rack.
('heck Phasijg
1. Maximize signal on meter 11 Ithaco is in use, or view an oscilloscope 11' rack Jock-in is in use.
Adjust by undoing locking aflen screws on back of reference box and turning sinall slot
screw drive to obtain a maximum in phasc signal 011 the scope or maximizing chart recorder
displacement,
2. Remove torch.
Lock-In
1 . Set scales, time constant, and zero again if necessary.
2. Photometer should now be running.
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Photometer Operating Procedure
(Continued)
3. Note time and date on log sheet (fig. 7), and mark position on chart recorder.
4. During flight, inspect every 30 min and alter lock-on gain, chart recorder gain and time con-
stant as required. Note any changes in log.
At End off light
1. Note date and time, and mark position on chart recorder.
2. Switch cli chart recorder.
3. Switch off photometer motor,
4. Switcli off !thaco lock-in.
5. Switch off Nikon timer/lock-in ilNikon no longer in use.
6. Switch off rack power panel (kcyswitch) unless any other rack functions are still required.
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Fig. 7 SAMPLE PHOTOMETER LOG SHEET
Flight No.	 5	 Dat.. 3iune
GAIN SETTINGS	 TIME
FILTER DETECTOR i PRE-AMP LOCK-IN 1 LOCK-IN 1 CHART CONSTANT 1 TIME	 COMMENTS
I. R. 1
	 Silicon	 1	 Ithaco	 10 mV	 10rnV	 3secs	 19.00 Start of flight-new batteries
IDiodel
I.i
	 30 mV	 120 11V	 20.30 Over1cadin-reduce gain
--.-- --
1cc.	 01.10 Fine fast fluctuations on TV.
Reduced Time Constant.
M eudon /Groninge r
Operational Procedures
Summaries 01 operational procedures attached to each rack are reproduced below, followed
by the more detailed procedures prepared by the experimenter teani,
GROUND PROCEDURE
400 Hz 115V ON
28VDC
	
ON
4 fans, 2 wave tek, 1 scope ON	 Rack no. 1
2 regulation de temperature ON
	 )
Chauffage gyro Switch ON (Command panel)
Pump water in cavity if any
Take outside cover alt'
Make aircraft tidy, tighten tools, parts . . etc.
Start computer procedure
Analog tape recorder on load tape
Identify carefully new tape Time, date .
Video tape recorder ON
	
':	 :
Paper recorder (Allco) ON check roll of paper
Write comments
Check speed, pens, sensitivities
Check helium pressure
Preainp ON
Diff. Anip. + P.A.R. ON
Arnplisolator units ON
Check noise level 011 scope and paper
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[1
1'AKI: OFF PRO('I1)URE
Chawlagc gyro OFF on command panel
Push "issrvi uvc'
Check hdILrIll pressure
Keep aircraft tidy
Check agiin outside ovr and water
Take a seat. fasten seat belt
TELEVISION PROCFDURE
Check .sky brightness
Suiveur de spot	 ON
Coffrct de voies	 ON
2 monitors	 ON
Adjust high voltage on NocLkon
Adjust Focus only it' it is really necessary
Adjust reticle illumination and position
Push 'Depart' on suiveur dc spot
Check window on TV monitor
Adjust windov sii (Example: 55)
POWER fA1LURI PROC1I)URL
PDP 11 program restart automatically
TRACKING FAJ LURI: PROCEDURE
Push Asservi cuve'
Grasp telescope it servo is lnelliciL'Ilt
It' turbulence is very strong:
AIim Icnipie O!1
Lock telescope
Assrviss. X	 (JFF
Asserviss. Y
	
OI'F
Within 10..,
....contiiuied
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TRACKING FAILURE PROCEDURE
(Cont.)
If flight is smooth again:
Asserviss. X	 ON
Asserviss. Y	 ON
	 Within
Unlock telescope
Check elevation fora new object
Restart inertial pointing procedure
Restart object acquisition procedure
END OF FLIGHT PROCEDURE
Scanning	 OFF
Push "Asservi cuve"
Toupie power	 OFF
Wait for 3 inn
Lock telescope (manually)
Asserviss, X	 OFF
Asserviss. Y
	 OFF
Within lOs
Spot follower
Television
5 det. synchrone
2 aiim mot. couple
Miroir secondaire
28 volts
400 Hz
Computer
(,0 I'i7.
50 Hz
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF END
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GROUND PRO('iI)tlRI,
I losA I)iairj,n u) Iiid nJ(ronuipn Fxperirncrt OpriiIions
FRANS1 1 R i'IWC'i.L)t'RE
l)r.1D1T00i j
1' - 1 hr.
T - 40 min,
	
- -	
1. 30 min. (But note power suLs
	
-	 down around hare)
START
[ANALOG TAPE RI:C, ON I-ITC.
1 viITho TAPI IUC, ON ETI1 PAPER REC. ON irc'.[REAMP/0II_1ILOCK-N PAR ON
	
__________ 	
T 1
_______	 ___________	 + 5 rnrnjjITILlVIS1ON PROCL1)URIL_J
+ 15 min.
DATA ACQUISITION PRO(.EDURE 1
1• + 25 inin,
INUtIIAL POINTINcI PItCK DUItI J
	SET (ANDTYPE):	 J
1) lILTIRNO.2) DIAPHRAGM, E)1AI (ARCMIN.3) flEAMTIIROW	 C	 ).	 Secondary4) PRI:AMI' GAIN.5) AMPLII'IER GAIN,6) LOCK IN GAIN.
7) X AMPLITUDI; (AItCMIN).1) Y AMPLITUDI c
A - 1 min.
[ I3JI.IAQ1'Is1TioN 1'IoC1'.11'RI
1[ STOP A1)JLl S T STAR1 RACK1N(; I ILUIU. I'R(EDI'RIH
	
1 olisl,RvING PRC	 DUIl
END OF01 OBSIRVAT1ONlINI) 01 FLIGHT PRocF.DtrRI
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Puiuixlown Procedures
ShutdownPumping
Close V5.
Switch servo oil 	 press
V4 close-valve button for
small leaks till 11 1  reniajns
steady at value 30 torr with
pressure control dial. When
V4 is opened fully (after '190
min), slowly open V3. Iii case
of a sudden rise in P1, close
V3, wait 2 min, and try again.
Ctow V4.
Switch servo off.
Start nleasurements when P1
< 10 Eorr.
Situation	 Preparation
- V 1 open	 - open VS
- V2 closed	 - connect dewar
- V 3 closed	 - close Vi
- Buifer	 - switch I)UP on
- He filled	 - open V2
- V5 open
- close V2
- switch 1)111111)
off
- close V3
- admit He at
inlet
- open V5
- open VI
EO Notes:
1. V4 close button makes pressure oil 	 gauge fall.
2. Set point anti clockwise makes Speedivac gauge fall.
Purnp Cutoff Emergency Procedure
1. Close valve V2 (Open VI*).
2. If V3 open, close V3.
3. Close V4 by pushing close-valve button with finger. Pressure on Speedivac gauge will drop until
wheel stops turning, (hen turn servo off.
4. Circuit-breaker switch. In middle position when tripped,
a. Push away to OFF position and
b. After 1 min pull right roward you.
*Adnh its air
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g1PRODUCmIL OF Th
-'p NAL PAGE IS PO(F
Detector Procec1uri (alter pumpdown)
Switch on low noise amplifier (gain )20).
2. Switch oil 	 (diff) aiiip1ifli.r (gain 10 X: 3-1 00-Hz input switches to ac).
3, Switcli on PAR lock-in amplifier.
a. Adjust reference frequency and an1p1iIL" (%37 Hz and 50 percent oil 	 i,e. +I).
1,. \Vitli strong source, adjust frequency trirn and phase.
c, Select des i red sensitivity setting. Noise level of detector should be 5 percent of scale with
attenuation 20 dB, sensitivity I mV and tine constant 300 ms.
d. Select desired time constant.
4. Switch on aniplisolators.
Start Computer Procedure
1. Power at computer (key) ON
2. Load dectapes an units 0, 1, 2, Before setting units asbe!ow, first Put each tapereader on
LOCAL. Push fast wind for at least 10 turns for each dectape.
UNIT	 WRITE	 REMOTE/LOCAL
PROG. 1	 0	 ENABLE	 REMOTE
lst DATA	 1	 ENABLE	 REMOTE
2nd DATA	 2	 ENABLE	 REMOTE
4	 LOCK	 OFF
3. Tektronix 4010 -Power ON (Up means 011)
Wait 10 sec, then press PAGE oil
PDP 1 1 Press ENABLF-HALT
Turn key on POWER
173100  on switch register
Press LOAD ADDRESS
Lift ENABLE-HALT
177344 011 switch register
Press START
Wait lor 30 sec.
4. For any deniounting operation, turn dectape unit to LOCAL. Push fast rewind
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Ground Procedures
Controls
40 to 50-1-1z on:tcr	 ON
400 Hi, 115 V	 ON
28 Vdc	 ON
4 fans, 2 \Vavetek, 1 scope -	 ON
2 Rju1ation de Temperature	 ON
A/I) Converter	 ON
('od,ui -	 ON
Filter unit	 ON
.Ainplisolator Units -	 ON
Dcodeur	 ON
Interface -	 ON
Cliauifage gyro switch ON (Down, on command panel. not U.S. Standard)
('hopping secondary and its synchronous detector - ON
Small TV monitor AL)1) \S output) ON
Telescope Checkout and Cleanup
Pump water in cavity, if any.
Take outside cover off.
Make aircraft tidy, secure toots, parts, etc.
Start Computer Procedure
Analog tape recorder on LOAD TAPE
Identify carefully new tape (time, date)
Analog tape recorder ON (note: time, date)
Video tape recorder ON (note: time, date)
('oft'ret de voles on RECORD (but not ON yet)
Paper recorder (Allco) ON (check roll of paper)
Write comments
('lieck spee'.1, pens, sensitivities (need to kncw settings for all controls)
('hart recorder (HP) ON; clieck roll of paper, and connections
Check helium pressure
Check
Prearnp ON
Dil'f. amp + PAR ON
Amplisolator units ON
Get reference for PAR
Check flOisC level on scope and paper
T = 300 iusec.: PAR output ori T 10 V.; Noise level " 0.5 V peak to peak
Check
Correct reticle in camera
All reticles available
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Take .oIT Proc.,duris
ChauFiaze gyro OFF oil 	 panel (OFF is UP)
Press asservi cuvt.
Cheek helium pressure.
Keep aircriit tidy.
Check outside cover and for water in cavity again.
Take seat: fasten seatbelt.
Make sure telescope shutter is closed (sun).
Television Procedures
Check sky brightness
Suiveur de spot ON
('olfret ck voies - ON
2 monitors ON
Adjust high voltage on Nocticon.
Adjust focus only if it is really necessary (oil 	 camera body).
Adjust reticle illumination and position.
Reticle Siibprocedure
Telescopes should be ground boresighed.
('beck illumination of reticle oil
Control alignment / X 0, Y 0: Mark (X) = R, Mark (Y) 1.
('am oil
Reticle motor on middle M.
Select proper reticle in ring.
Position ring on holder with marked point (with time correction if early).
Remount bu!b.
Select rotation speed vs ]leading.
When FOV acquired, rotate reticle manually for exact coincidence with starfield.
StarL rotation of reticle motor in proper sense vs heading.
Magnifier on position 3 (extreme right).
For reticle offsetting.
1 division	 1 arc nhin
1 turn	 = 5 are min
Push DEPART on suiveur de spot,
('heck window on TV monitor.
Adjust window size (Example: 55 x 55).
11 mapping, have isolator plug in arnplisolator for B.
Data-Acquisition Procedures
1. Start analog tape.
Push LNR and EFF simultaneously,
Write end of tape time near keyboard (+31-!) or oil
Check levels.
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2 Start video tape (play and record).
Write tl)&i of tape IiInt (+ 211) or set 011 "piflger."
3. Start paper (AU cograph).
Check sensitivities.
Start HP chart recorder.
lnertial Pointing Procedures
('heck light shutter open.
Check altitude (pointing OK above 30,000 ft).
('heck or push on ASS1.RVI C'UVF (command panel).
Control box -- switch to asservi euve.
Detect. Synchrone	 X	 ON
Deteet, Synehrone	 Y	 ON
Asservissement	 X	 ON
Asservissenient	 Y	 ON
Unlock telescope (command panel)
Detee. Synchrone	 XG	 ON
lJetec, Synchrone	 YG	 ON
2 ALIM. MOT. COUPL, Gyros 	 ON
2 ALIM. TOUPIES	 ON
Within a few seconds
Overload light goes on
Overloads go off
Wait 30 sec
LO NOTE: In turn-off, do not turn offXG, YG, ALIM. MOT. COUPLS. X, Y till yLi-Lend.
Object-Acquisition Procedures
Expected star field should be on screen.
1. Press MANUELLE an command panel.
2. Control box on MANUAL.
1 Adjust window size if necessary.
4. Adjust guide star to center of window (use joystick).
5. Push ACQUISITION on suiveur de spot (Correlation /3 pushed in).
(,. Push SPOT on command panel.
7. Check reticle speed and position controls.
S. Adjust guide star 10 its right position with two potentiometers on suivcur de spot. Turn on
PILOTE to tell pilots that object is acquired (verify they know this).
9. Be ready for primary, or secondary (or cam) scanning on computer request,
10. ('uve to AUTO, and switch below to ON.
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P0 NOTE: Make hard copies of maps whenever possible in flight, Be sure to note time/date on all
tapes. charts, etc. whenever , starting them.
Tracking 4llure Procedures
1, Push ASSERVI (UVE.
2. Grasp telescope if trvo is inefficient.
3, 1 f tuibulence is very strong:
Turn ALIM Toupic OFF
Lock telescope
Turn ts'ervi X OFF
Turn Asservi Y OFF
4, If flight is smooth again:
Turn Asservi X ON
Turn Asservi Y ON
Unlock telescope
These three within 10 see
Within 10 see
Check elevation for a new objcct.
Restart inertial pointmg procedure (i.e.. ALEM Toupic ON again, XG, YG. + 2 ALEM motor
couples stay untouched).
Restart object-acquisition procedure.
Shutdown Procedures
1. Sec separate sheet for pump.
2. Switch off arnplisolators.
3. Switch off PAR lock-in.
4. Switch off PAR c111't'. aniplif.
5. Switch off dewar low-noise preamp.
6. Switch off' 220-V supply.
7. Turn down C1BLE (Nocticon) full anticlockwise,
Recharging Procedure for Battery-Powered Amplifier
1. Measure voltage of'
a. preamplifier (instruction on amplifier)
b. di '1'. amplifier.
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2. Recharging the low-noise amplifier will be performed by connecting it to the 60-V Delta supply,
adjusted to 33 V and 22 mA, 33 V first. Then connect battery box. Then adjust to A switch and
22 inA,
3. Recharging the PAR diff, arnpliuier is performed when switched Off but connected to the mains.
The 220-V ivains supply has to be ON and connected to mains.
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Reading Dectapes
System 1 (or 2) on Unit 0. Detape on unit 1 or 2.
Cables
1. Electric 	 into 60 1 1 110 V (15 A) outlet in base.
2. Teletype lead into computer at back.
Te1etLp.
Button on LINE
Start Computer as normal.
173100	 LID ADRS.
LiItEN, - HALT
177344	 START
System writes:
RTI1	 V 0 1 - 15
To read nanies of files created (total files (57))
Tyj	 R-PIP (return)	 wait
System gives back
To reaci tape which is on 	 i t 1,
Ti: 1)T1 :/E (return)
Systeni gives narnes and unused files, then *
For reading tape on Unit 2
Type: DT2:/E (return)
Tostop an unwanted listing
1)epr CONTROL and type Q
To ask for a new operation:
Depress CONTROL and type C
Teletype prints
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To cleun a tape
Type. R PIP (return)
Teletype gives
Type: or	 I j 	 :/N:I IZ (return).
Teletype gives
DT2:/Z ARE YOU SURE?
Type: YES (return)
Teletype gives: * (TAPE ('LEAN)
To read data
Obtain • (e,g.	 CONTROL and type C)
Type: R LECT.ZT3
(Go up to Tektronix)
Type: Naine of mission (return)
(as given by teletype)
Tektronix gives general data (make hard copy)
Type: RETURN
Tektronix gives MATRICES and stops on last one (make hard copy).
Type: RETURN
Tektronix gives next file details
ETC.	 ETC.
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Queen Mary College
Queen Mary Training Plan
The QMC training plan submitted to the Mission Manager ( niid-Dccembei 1974) was relatively
inforiiaI, as shown an the following page. While the content and duration of I'rimar y EO training
was defined, that for the secondary EOs was less specific, with the U.S. operator 10 be twined only
at Ames. Two levels of training and operator eriorniane were proposed for ;inplernen tat ion:
"short training" of seeondary FOs For nominal operation only, and "long 1 raimn" of the primary
EO For operation, maintenance and preliminary data evaluation, The latter effort was int Zat0d to
require about 4 weeks in the home laboratory.
Since the training of European FOs was funded by ESA and monitored by their representative
oil 	 mission planning group (MPG), the Mission Manager had only to negotiate schedules For
these EOs to train oil
	
assigned U.S. experinients, and to keep informed of training prcress at
QMC and in the U.S,
The tinal result at QMC was 18 days of training For the primary and 8 days for the se ondary
EO, although not all of Inis time was used as ef1etive1y as the EOs would have 1ikd.
Training Plans
One 01 the operators (13) spcnt two and a hall weeks ill 1974 at Q.M.C. Ile .tudied
the theory of the instrument, iniportant parts of the instrument (detector and beam splitter box).
The physical problem which will he studied, the reasons For some technical and experimental chLoes.
the expected results and dit'ficulties, have all been the subjeet of numerous informal talks with
him.
Operator B's training will be compiCted in March 1975 when, for a period of about 1 u days.
he will be able to operate the complete instrument in the flight eunliguration.
Operator A. has also visited during November and will he doing so again at the end of Jaiivary
1975, as observer.
The training of the other operators will be done at Allies during the assnibIy of' the instru-
ment prior to the flights. This training will be short in time, but the experience of' the operators is
expected 10 compensate for this.
We can also say that there are two possible levels of' training: one lor Lhe running Of i1ii experi-
ment (short training) and a second for running tlie experiment plus keeping the instrument ill
best working condition (lung training). We r'ckon that it should be enough to have oil
	 aircraft
one operator who has had the long training.
Evaluation Criteria
For the lirst level (short training), the evaluation criteria will be the ability [0 start up the ex-
1ciinei1L from the assenhed but tinpoweied condition, and then run iuterl'erngrarns to a written
schedule o mirror settings.
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For the second level (long training). the evaluation criteria will be the ability
i) to start Lip the experiment
ii) to replace components with spares
iii) to deteriuine if the measured interfcrograins contain the wanted information (111 signal-
to-noise ratio) about some spectral features.
Interferometer Experiment Operating Procedures
Major events in experiment operation and their timing for each flight are summarized be!ow,
followed by detailed procedures in each category.
EO-PI Consultation [- 5½ hr)
Detector and Preamplifier
Input	 Bias
Test	 Test
Switch	 Switch	 Socket	 Result	 Narne
ON	 ON	 Bias test	 8-1 V	 Bias battery check
ON	 ON	 Input test	 -cc 01 V	 Bolometer bias
Note: Preamplifier batteries inside box, check only if amplifier left on unintentionally or
trouble suspected. See values an label inside preamp. box.
2. Cryostat vacuuni space pumped down to 100 pm Hg
3, Punip He can: Should reach 300 jurri, vent (with air)
Note: Do this only when vacuuni space is knowii to be evacuated,
4, Visual clieck of blackbody windows for rupture
5. Chopper reference signal on scope to lock with main frequency
6. Chart recorder, check pen con'tion, ink refill
7,	 EO reports to P1 on above tests and action decided
8. 111 reports to EO on data transforms
9. Schedule agreed
Preflight Meeting (T - 6½ hr)
Priming of Equipment (T - 4 1 i hr)
1.	 1 - 3 fir.	 Station 12 power ON. ADC will then be powered.
T - 3 hr.	 Precool dewar with liquid N2.
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"11NAL PAGF ES
2,	 T - 2. 1 0 hr.	 Transfer hcliiini k d.var.
Generous smear of grease oil 	 and other vacuum connections at neck.
3. T - 1.40 hr.	 Install dwar on int1rcm'tr.
Switch oil 	 check pump lines for leaks.
4. 1 - 1.30 hr,
	
Start pumping on dtwar. Monitor pressure I'rom here an; use valve to keep
pressure oil 	 side at about 30 torr until dewar pressure starts to register
01) low-pressure gauge. eii open up.
5,	 1 - . 5 hr.	 Start N 2 purge to interkrometr.
(.	 T - 1.05 hr.	 Put ice into right-hand blackbody atter syphoning (lie water out.
7. Switch oil 	 drive; move mirror 10 marked central maxiinum position.
8. T - 0.45 hr.
	
Stow loose items.
Q. 1 - 0.30 hr.	 Log He pressure (expected to be < 10 torr).
Iakeoff unilcr Instruction of Mission Manager
1. Check bolts overall.
2. Turn power OFF (see sequence in appendix).
3. When punip power OFF close valve, vent puinp. Pressure m.y risc several tori.
4. When pump power ON again, close vent, open valvc.
Just after Takcoli
1. Switch power ON (see sequence in appendix).
2. Check and log Helium pressure.
3. Detector switches on.
4. Stabilized mirror electronics ON.
End 01' FIight
Turn electronics OFF (see sequence in appendix).
2. Turn preamp and hias oI' dctetor OFF (to avoid battery dram).
3. Stow I00sC Items.
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Alter Landing
Under instruction from mission manager:
Puipowir.OFF procedure
h. Followed by pump-power-ON procedure
2. When ready to bring temperature of cryostat up to 4.2K:
Close pump valve
b. Pu He balloon on sidearm
C.	 V'mt o (Jewar
NOTE: If Ile is not available when vent procedure becomes necessary at any time.
controlled air vent is acceptable.
3. Strip chart roll and log book to P1.
Switeh-on Sequence
1.	 Station 11 power; analog-digital connector (ADC) will then come an (switch is inside door but
no need to operate this).
'.	 Mirror drive
3.	 Station 12 power
'.
	
Right-hand amplifier
b. Right-hand PSD
C.	 Mirror-drive clock
d.	 Phase Shifter
4,	 Beam-switch control box
5.	 Oscilloscope
(.	 111 tert'erometcr power supply
Switch-otF Sequence
Reverse of above
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Detailed Procidurts
Between-Flight (lick (without ADI)AS)
AIX' ON
Detector ('1iekout Procedure
Input
	
13is
Test
	
Tot
Switch	 Switch
	 Socket	 Result	 Nain
OFF	 OFF	 Bias test	 > 8.8 V	 Bias battery check
ON	 OFF	 Input test	 R9.3 92	 Room temp. detector resistance
ON	 ON	 Bias test	 DCV .50 mV	 13010111CtCr bias
1.	 ('heck preamplifier battery,
..	 Check cryostat pufllpecl down ( p ump il necessary to 100 pill ilg).
3. Check blackbody windows t'or rupture.
4. Check interferometer mirror rnovernents
a. Speed change
b. Movement left and right
C.	 Sampling pulses by observing DVM triggers
5.	 In put mirror checks;
a. ('iwck angular change (with oii'set on console)
b. INS response sliould ilave been prcchecked
C.	 Check e: setting if possible
c, DVM checks:
a. Check digits with button.
b. Quick response check; use known source voltage (?)
7.	 Turn 011 chopper,
.	 Check reference signal 011 scope: to lock with mains frequei'y.
f.)•	 Precool detector cryostat with N2
10. Pass c,issette to P1 anil re-fill recorder with clean cassette.
11. Service Chart recorder,
12. ('heck sw itch positions 011 panels,
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Briefing Pro Ld u ri.
	
•	 Et) reports on between-flight dieckout tests (above)
2. P1 reports on daLi transiorms
3. Schedule agreed
Pre-takt'ot'f I'iiriiing of Equipment
	
1	 Transitr helium to dewar
2. Check detector resistance:
j ,	 input test switch on
b.	 l3ias test switch ali
C.	 Input socket (R 3KS2 (4.2°K): use 200k&2 range)
3. Start PUII1P down
4. Check ADC switched on
5. Purge inttr[eroineter from N 2 gas supply (not needed if N 2 blackbody used)
6. CI down the ice blackbody; cool down the LN 2 blackbody (not always used)
7. Switch window heater on
	
.	 Switch thermocoupl. amplifiers 011
L). ('heck temperature on thermocouples (3 through ADDAS)
a.	 Blackbody (ice); output I —' 2
h. Blackbody (LN 2 ) output 1 - 3
c,	 Inside aircraft window output 1 + 4
d. Outside aircraft window
0, Check He pressuit	 torr
11. Check detector resistance (".' 100 k2 at -8 torr)
12, Check phasing, using LN 2 blackbody (vs aircraft window); phasing will act as total system
check
13. Switcli computer units OFF
14. Switch stabilized mirror electronics OFF
15. ('heck salety valves on pumping line are open
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Switdivi.r Procedures
Before switchovt.r from ground power to aircraft power:
i.	 Turn power OFF (to everything except pun)
b.	 Mission manager will shut off' power to pump
2.	 tiiga salty clainping where applicable
3,	 Mission manager reactivates pump power
4.	 Open safety clamps when I'Ufl!) on line
Just alter Takeoff
1. All power ON when mission manager directs
2. Switch computer ON
3. ('heck He pressurt. ( 8 torr)
4,	 ('heck detector resistance L'' 100 kU 1
5,	 Check bolorneter bias voltage [? ?]
6.	 ('heck system noise level
Preinterferogram Procedures
1.	 Sabi1ized mirror on and check its operations
2.	 Check signal at central max:
a. Sky - ICE
b. Sky -LN2
3.	 Check "Line Rejection" an amplifier is OUT, and "Fast Filter" on P.S.D. is IN
4. Adjust amplifier to span DVM (+ ve and -
5.	 ('heck noise in wings" on chart
6.	 Set variables for 1 st scan
Independent
Optieal filter in Iightppe
	 Sampling interval - Integration Tinie Constant
Max. path diffcrencc - Speed ol' scan
Duration of total run
23 1
Stabilized niirror elevation
Blackbody 1 or 2
Gain (re-check)
Initiation and Labeling of Jnterferogran,
1.	 ('heck detector pressure
2.	 Check stabilized mirror is 011
3.	 Cheek and refill black bodies
4. Log parameters, noting the TV reference number
5.	 Read and record voltage bins and input test witch offKeithiey afterwards.)
6. Check:
a. Switch in EXTERNAL position on ADC
b. Cassette capacity
C. The scanning mirror is at the end of its movement
d. Tapes labeled
e. Switch ON for iJ))AS
7.	 Set timer and initiate scan and start minicomputer
Termination of Scan
1. Moving mirror -- STOP
2. Minicompu.cr
 - OFF
3. Switch for ADDAS - OFF
4. SabiIized mirror electronics - OFF (if a pproaching turn)
Landing Procedures
1. Stabilized mirror OFF
2. Computer - OFF
3. ('heck detector valves are OPEN
Switch Off
1. Remaining electronics - OFF
2. Prearnp and bias of detector OFF
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3. (l0sL' piiiuping Iin'
4. Vent dour
5. TIwrmocoiij'lt. aniplifier OFF
	
,	 Empty ice blackbody of water
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Sou thampton
Southampton
Southampton
Southampton
Soil tharnpton
London, Queen
Mary College
Southampton
Southampton
Southampton
Southampton
London, Queen
Mary College
Experimental Training.
Preparation of preliminary check of cqipment
after shipnient.
Preparation of aii alignment procedure for the
TV camera.
Preparation of flight experimental procedure.
Visit to P1 at QMC to dISCUSS operator training
program.
Background study for QMC experiment.
Final conipiiati i and check out of Southarnp-
ton's exierinientaI procedure,;.
Meeting with Southampton experimenters and
ESA manager.
Experimental training.
Study ofQMC experiment.
Queen Mary College	 Unpacking and assembly of the interferometer.
DATE
Mid September
until IOth Oct-
ober 1974
Friday, 1 lth
October
Monday, l4th
October
Tuesday. 15th
Wednesday, 16th
Appendix A-3
	
Training Chronology: Operator B
LOCATION
	
ACTIVITY
Southampton	 Study of theory behind airg!ow experiment.
University	 Study of television camera and associated
electronics.
Southampton	 Meeting w ith ESA manager (concerning exper-
imental training and operational procedures).
Southampton	 Experimental Training.
Thursday, l7th
Friday, ISth
Monday, 21st
Tuesday, 22nd
Wednesday, 23rd
Thursday, 24th
Friday, 25th
Monday, 28th
Tuesday, 29th
through
November 6th
Thursday,
November 7th
Friday, 8th
Monday. 11 th
Tuesday, 12th
Queen Mary College	 Assembly of the interferometer.
Queen Mary College	 Meeting ofQMC experimenters and European
Operators with scientist From N.P.L. Familiari-
zation with equipment.
Queen Mary College
	 Study of experimental techniques.
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DATE
Wednesday, 1 3th
Thursday. l4th
Friday, 15th
Monday, l8th
Tuesday, 19tli
Wednesday, 20th
Thursday, 2 1 st
Friday, 22nd
Saturday, 23rd
Monday, 25th
Tuesday, 26th
WednescLy, 27th
Thursday, 28th
Friday, 29th
Monday,
December 2nd
Tuesday,
December 3rd
until Monday,
January 20th
Jantiary 21s1
through
February Ist
February 2nd
LOCATION 
Queen Mary College 	 Study oF intcrfrogranis and spectra.
Queen Mary College
	
Meeting oIQMC team with ESA manager. Travel
to Groningen.
Groningen	 lntroduetion to Groningen detector system.
Returned to England.
Southampton	 Travel to Paris.
Paris (ESA)	 Mission Planning Group Meeting.
Paris	 Second Experimenter Group Meeting.
Paris	 Second Experirnenter Group Meeting continued
Meudon	 Familiarization with telescope and supporting
electronics.
Meudon	 Familiarization with telescope and supportiny
electronics.
Meudon	 Packing oF equipment and travel to I3retigny
Airport.
l3retigny	 Installation 01 equipment into Caravelfe.
Bretgry	 Equipm it check. Disexissioii over expernienta
procedures.
Bretigny	 Sttidy or equipment.
Bretigny	 Preparation for Caravelle !light. Observation
during Caravclle flight.
Paris	 Visit to ESA Headquarters, Travel to South-
ani p ton
Southampton	 Scientific training.
Southampton	 Preparatioii of observational report on South-
ampton experiment.
Southampton/USA	 20 hour .journey to Fairbanks. Alaska.
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Alaska
Alaska
Alaska
Alaska
Alaska
DATE
ibivary 3rd
I-thitiary 4th
0 0 30- 1500
1700-1900
2030-0030
February 5th
0900-1200
1230- 1500
1500- 1600
1600-1800
1900-2200
February 6th
0800- 1130
1130 - 1330
1400- 1700
1700- 1730
2000-0030
February 7th
0830-1230
1400-1800
Fchruary IOtli
1000- 1300
1400-1545
1600- 1730
1900-2100
ACTIVITY
Introduction to the experiment and the Insti-
tute.
Study of the optics of the 1 m Ebert spectro-
meter.
Familiarization with 1 rn Ebert Analog Data
System.
Operation of 1 m spectrometer to obtain 014
rotational temperature measurement.
Review of previous nights data, and theory of
analysis.
Study of Airglow Spectrum 3100 A - 10.000 A
O.A.R. Jan. '68).
Interview of tiain for local newspaper.
Preparation for that night's experimentation.
Study of Pi's thesis on experiment.
Review of previolls spectra measurements.
Review of training programand description of
experiment objectives and configuration for
flight.
Calibration or spectrometer cams.
Set up spectrometer for night time experiment.
Observation of 01-1 data until excessive aurora
obscured Measurements.
Analysis of resolution of 1 m Ebert.
Re-alignment of rn Ebert by adjustment of
main mirror only.
Start assembly and alignment of 1f2m Ebert.
Leflirc on the control electronics for the 1 ni
Ebert.
Continuation 01 assembly of 1/2m Ebert.
Study of theoretical background.
LOCATION
University 
of 
Alaska
	
February 11 tli 	 Alaska
	
0930 - 1 230	 Continuing instruction of 1 /2rn Ebert.
	
1330 - 1 730	 Final alignment of' 1 /2ni Ebert.
	
1920 -0530 	 Niit run ot 1111 Ebert and preliminary connec-
tions made with the new computer system.
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DATE	 LOCATION	 ACTIVITY
Study papers on planetary spectra.
Waiting to se il computer-systein debugging
successiul
Discussion of training plan for the next few
days.
Background study 01 spcctroscopy.
Seminars 011 Space Shuttle payloads.
Visit to Ester Dome Observatory to inspect the
auroral television system there,rc.
Background study of spcctroscopy.
Lecture 011 coinputer system used with thc 1
Ehert.
Seminar on auroral-particles.
Discussion 011 further modifications for 1 in
system.
Tuition on I. I.I .S.	 tracking system that will
be used on the plane.
Revision 01 I.P.S. tracking system and sclie-
matics.
Waiting to see it 'computer-system debugged.
Final discussion oI' thi Ilight system and cxpr
inient objectives.
February 1 2th
	
Alaska
1430-1700
11)30-0200
February 13th	 Alaska
1100- 1200
1330- 1545
1545 - 1700
2000-2300
February lath
	
Alaska
1000- 1300
1400- 1600
1600 - 1700
February I7th
	
Alaska
0900- 1200
1200- 1600
1600-1700
2300-0300
February 18th
	
Alaska
1300- 1600
February 19th
2030-0900
1000- 1200
1400 - 1600
February 20th
0930-1100
1130- 1415
1325 - 1600
February 21st
Morning
1400- 1700
rravel to San Francisco anr 1 Ames.
Ames	 Introduction to Ames and discussion of Alaska
eXpt.ii1flc1it spectrometer mounting require-
ments.
Study of heliostat and ADI)AS.
Ames
Demonstration ot heliostat.
Discussion of Alaska expeiinient with NASA
observing team.
Demonstration of and introduction to the
AD.DAS system
Travel to Los i•uigcles.
JPL
	
Meeting of research group with P1 to asccrtaii
future 1)rOgraIll.
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ACTIVITYLOCATION
JPL
DATE
February 24th
0830-1000
1000- 1245
1330- 1720
Introduction to experiment froin P1.
Interconnection 01 equipment components and
a trial run.
Spectra taken of sunlight troubleshooting for
source or excessive noise.
JPL
J PL
3 1'L
JPL
3 PL
February 25th
0815 - 1300
1430-1700
February 26th
0830-1230
1400-1700
February 27th
0900-1230
1330- 1700
1900-2330
February 28th
0900-1300
1400-1800
March 2nd
1400- 1900
March 3rd
0800-1030
1030-1700
1900-2300
March 4th
1000-1200
1300- 1430
1900-2300
March 5th
AM
1200
March 11 th
1730-2230
Noise troubleshooting in the detector circuits.
Further discussion and runs on analog system.
Study of equipment manuals.
Discussion of flight system andand procedures.
Inspection and study ol 8 inch eassegrain tele-
scope.
Calibration of 1110tom11tip!ier tubes, and hands-
an experience.
Study of technical information.
Design and rewiring oI a PMT voltage supply,
Study of PMT design. Time line arrangement for
QMC and Southampton experiment.
JPL	 Packing equipnient for trip to Table Mountain.
Travel to Table Mountain and installation of'
equipment,
Table Mountain	 Observation 01 spectra of Sirius and Saturn,
Tihle Mountain
Experimentation to define polarization axis of'
the tunable optical filter,
Discussion on the proposed ADIDAS interfaces.
Background astronomy study.
Table Mountain
Background astronomy Study.
Driven Off Mountaini  by blizzard.
New Mexico
General discussion of experiment with Pis.
Operator C present all week also.
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:.0DUCIBILITY OF Th :
1N.L P\(1 IS POOR
Marc!i 12tli
0900- 1200
1330- 1730
1730- 2230
March l3th
0900- 1200
1330- 1500
1500- 1730
1730 - 2130
March 14th
1000- 1100
1100- 1200
1330- 1730
New Mexico
New Mexico
New Mexico
LOCATION ACTIVFEYDATE
(;encri1 'Xp!aiiaLiofl 0I'eXj)Crii,ICllt hy P1 ini1
showing of movies oU (ast data.
Explanation and vxamination x varitis LoIfl-
j)ontmts oi' x1Xrimeflt especially cameras,
35-mm, 1 -itiiii. and PIiotuiiiiiItIier tuhLs.
(;nri1 disciissioii al rnisioti with ESA. iiuii
who also oliscrved t riiiiiiii
Reading instruction manuals and tAdIllillilIg
equipment.
Working oil
	 chart recorder anil how to
troubleshoot it.
Working with 35-iiiiii camera motor drive and in-
struction (111 loading hotli 35- and 1
cameras.
Discussion of aircraft )ro11eIns and x periineii-
tatiOfl between FOs and Pis.
Operator (' discusses 011 radical theory,
1.1,111 through oI start up and perat iona] I ) rol'L'-
iiti
FOs practice total operation of, eCIU i i'inent From
stariup 10	 pleti(
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